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Clerk Arrives Safely In Memphis •
`GATEMOUTH'  MOORE FLEES BIRMINGHAM
.,Mr,  Drawing Large Attendance Threatened After Radio
di o





"We are expecong a great
spiritual response."
That is the way Presiding Pre-
late, Bishop J Arthur Hamlett of
—0
, AKansas City, Kans., summed up
his expectations for the six-dayl
West Tennessee Annual Conference
now in session at Collies Chapel i
CME church, 676 Washington. I
More than 1,000 delegates and
visitors each day are estimated




The following few lines are writ-hold so dear, in the name of de-
ten to you, not from a Yankee, 'cency, which we all cherish, what 
infh
Or a Southerner, but an Amen- is happening to America?" In an-1
BISHOP J. ARTHUR HAMLET
ence which opened Tuesday night,
Oct. 8 at 7:30 p. m. Rev. D. S.
Cunningham is host pastor; Rev.
E. L. Strong, host presiding elder.
Embracing the Central and West-
ern section of the state of Tenn.,
the conference is said to contain
some of the largest congregations
of the denomination in the state.
A special program honoring the
Bee CHE Page 2
While American scientists sip-
ped drinks and discussed plans forl
launching a 21 1-2 pound earthl
satellite in the Spring, and heated!
areas intereally clashed over the
country's racial woes, the Russi-
ans worked feverishly to set them-
selves solidly atop the scientific
, world.
THEY SUCCEEDED
Last week the Reds launched an
artificial moon weighing more
than eight times our proposed
satellite while American space sci-
entists gaped in awe. Since that
time U. S. scientists have repeat-




An outstanding Memphian who
was named Citizen of the Year
in 1953 by the Bluff City Elks
was afforded another honor in
.Washington last week as his long
list of achievements contiflues Ia
grow,
J. Everett Pidgeon, president
Of the Memphis Coca-Cola Bottling
company came to the forefront at
a meeting of 2,300 bottlers, when
he was chosen to receive the
George Thomas Hureer Award for
"exceptional service to his indus-
try and community."
The selection of M. Pidgeon by
secret committee was announced
at a banquet attended by top of-
ficials at Washington's Sheraton-
Park Hotel..
BIANNUAL PRESENTATION
The award, which carries
$10,000 cash with it, is given ev-
ery two 'years to a bottler living
east of the Miss. River.
DeSales Harrison of Chattanoo-
See HONOR Page 2
Southern White Hits
Gov. Faubus In Letter
Following is an open letter to Gov. Orval Fau bus of
Ark. from W. A. Strickland who is Post Craft Director of
the Yuma Test Station in Yuma. Arizona concerning the
Little Rock situation. The letter arrived at the Tri-State
Memphian Among Lovely A & I Co-Eds
COMELY CO-EDS — It's all
In the book, these freshman
co-eds at Tenn. A & I state
university find. The book In
question Is The Tennessean,
annual of the school. "Noting
the happenings," ef last
year's crop of neophyte* are
(left to right) seated: Ceme-
nt' Compton, Salem, Va.;
Faye Williams of Houston and
Naule Darnell Bowden of Mem•
phis. Standing are (same or-
der) Franees Lewis, Columbus,
Mies., and carole Baltimore of
Indianapolis, Ind. Miss Bow-
den, a 1957 Manassas graduate,
Is the daughter of Mrs. Thelma
Lee Bowden of 102R Leath at.
Fear Foul Play In Death Of
32 -Year - Old Arlington Man
Mystery shrouded last week the
allegedly accidental death of 32-
yeaneeld Ruben Fields McCulley
of Arlington, Tenn. The victim
died on Sept. 17.
Accordkig to the story from in-
formed sources in the area, death
occurred when a tractor McCulley
wag driving from Galloway. Tenn.
back to Arlington overturned and
crushed his chest. He was employ-
ed by Van Davis owner of a Gulf
service station on Highway 70.
However, neighbors of the part-
time garage and service station
employe reportedly fear McCulley
met with foul play. Meanwhile, no
definite information to that effect'
has been foun
' A reliable source reported the upon the high bank and turned
following: over, crushing the driver's chest.




By ST1I F WRITER
Politicians from all ever a r
sizing up the effect of the presence
of troops in Little Rock on the ad-
ministration's chances in the 1960
presidential election.
But the indication that the Ar-
kansas crisis has caused many
Tennessee Republicans to rapidly
switch to the opposite side of the
fence brought strong denial last
week from veteran Republican
leader, Lt. George W. Lee.
"I think the assumption is based
on what might be construed the
Negro's apathy in voting," Lt.
Lee said in a statement Sunday.
"llecatise he stood on the side-
lines in the past is no reason he'll
stand on the sidelines in the fu-
ture. The situation need not be
a tragedy for the party in the
state if Negro voters are conscious
of their responsibility," he con-
tinued.
"In the light of the poteutial
See GOP Page 2
Postal Station
Here Marks 1st
Year Of Service .
On a blustery Oct. morning last
year, William F. Owen walked do-
'terminedly into one of the mid.
South's most modern postal real
The history 
ties located at 826 Miss. blvd. B
making George W.
Lee Post Office opened shortly 
Burning Cross,
The station had made history Decency Rewardafter that for business.
in o sewvaegra tlhewafyirs s: t William 
Negro
sFo.peOrwin-.
tendent in the city; the naming yard of Roger F. Heidelberg of
A blazing cross in the front
McCully's family was notified •of the station after Republican
later on the night of Sept. 17 that leader, Lt. George W, Lee mark- the answer of hoodlums to his let-
14e4 Semmes Saturday night was
the young man was in Morris ed the first time a national ad-
Clinic at Somerville He lived with 
ter to a local paper praising coy.
By STAFF WRITER
Rev. Dwight "Gatemouth*
Moore, nationally known radio per.
eonality, who was forced recently
to leave Birmingham, Ala., after
a threat from whites, arrived safe
ly in 51cmphis.
During the past five years he
had been employed at Radio Sta-
tion WJI.D in Birmingham, where
REV. GATEMOUTR MoORE
his listeners' rating was reportedly
the highest in the city
He told the Tri-State Defender
Monday that about three weeks
ago while on the air he talked
about the problems and progress
Of "our people as I had been do-
ing since I began working at the
See BROADCAST Page 2
erage of a story on the Little
When they arrived the following station named after him. 
Rock situation.
A transportationt raining officer
morning, he was dead and had Now after a full 
with the Memphis Post Office,
year of Opera' Heidelberg said he wrote the Press
been carried to Crawford Funeral tion Oct. 8, Supt. Owen reflects
reMpaciCrsufiey was to drive the tree- circulated that the truck had been 
Home..,Thequ;tion arose as to why 
over the past 12 months and proud- 
Scimitar "complimenting the
itiilriebkack; Davis to bring back the pulling the tractor. 
newspaper on running a story that
According to Davis, when he the victim was not taken back to
Earlier that morning, McCulley saw what had happened, he ran See FEAR Page 2
is said to have borrowed $1 from back and the man gave a single 
Davis to pay a small debt and groan. The middle-aged Davis then
later had breakfast at a cafe own- called Somerville authorities (Fay- Esso Stationed by Davis' daughter. Davis ette County) and Crawford Funeral
promised to pa• for the breakfast Home there. McCulley was taken .
death, Sept. 17, Davis, father of he was not pulling the tractor; ministration had recognized a liv-
10 children, hired McCulley to go rather the man was trailing him his step-father and mother, Robert ing American Negro by giving him
with him to Galloway, Tenn , to on it. and Mabel Freeman in Arlington. the honor of having a Post Office
pick up a tractor to be brought NOT WITNESSES FOUND •
back to Arlington for extensive Although no definite witnesses
could be found, the idea had been
d. • upon their return from Gallo. to Morris Clinic in Somerville and Turns Girl In
Defender offices last Friday.
Citizens Ready
en Klansmen
can citizen born in the South.
"1, Why should you need time
to integrate the schools, wh e n
you are dealing with American cit-
izens who are supposed to have the
same debts and privileges that
you arid I hays? Do you ask for
time to think over the entrance of
Japanese. Indians, Mexicans, and
many of the non-English speak-
ing races to our white schools?
"2. You stated that you served
In the 33th Infantry during the
war. If that is true. I am cure
Ysei saw American Negroes fight-
ing and dying for a couhtry they
have never fully been able to say
they were citizens of.
"1. How would you. Gov. Faiihns,
feel, if after returning from the
war, you were informed that you
were unable to attend the church,
or school of your chlice? How
would you feel if you saw signs
In the windows of places of busi-
ness that stnted, "Negro Trade Not
Solicited?" Flow would you fe el
if you had to drive for miles to
find a gag station that you could
buy gas and at the same time,
care'- your child to the rest room?
Ito would you answer your child,
If he or she should ask the ones
tion, "Daddy, why am I looked
down upon because my skin is
black?"
"4. In your speech you said, "In
the name of God whom we all
toms. is the name of liberty we
swer to this, nothing is happening
to America, it has happened to in-
dividuals like yourself. For once
lAmerica has come to the aid of
Americans wit) have lbeen depriv-
ed of their God-given rights. The
stand you and a few other so-call.
jed true Americans have ta ken
leaves your statement so false and
I
l
empty of meaning that it should
never have been printed.
"5. Liberty: Can you really be-
lieve in this precious word when
you and the people of your state
deprive a certain class of Ameri-
cans the right to enjoy a life of
liberty and freedom.?
"6. Decency: Does the' meaning
Of- this word mean that children
should be deprived of their rights
and threatened with physical
harm if the' try to obtain these
rights/
"7. The Bible says to LOVE THY
NEIGHBOR (NOT THY WHITE
NEIGHBOR), The Bible says MAN
IS CREATED IN THE IMAGE OF
GOD (NOT • THE WHITE MAN
IS CREATED IN THE IMAGE
OF GOD).
' S. The people of Arkaitses
should not only recite the Pledge
of Allegiance ei the flag, bte-
should give a little thought to the
words.
Very truly yours,





Coddled by police cars, a mo-
torcade of Ku Klux Klansmen in
Monroe, N. C., last week were
allegedly halted en route to a Nee
some 30 or 40 Negroes. Bury Mrs. Katy pro neighborhood by gunshot from!
Conflicting stories of the inci-
dent have been reported by police • F 50 Yand NAACP officials of what ac-
After securing the tractor. Davis embalmed.
is said to have started ahead and No explanation for the reason
McCulley trailed him driving the
tractor.
McCulley was driving up a nar-
row country road, flanked by a
ditch on one side of the low bank county and accident happened in
and a higher bank opposite it, Galloway. Arlington is in Shelby
when the tractor allegedly ran county.
that white undertaker, Crawford,
wap called instead of Negro funeral
home in Arlington except Somer-
ville and Galloway are in Fayettee
tually took place last Friday night.
Klansmen some of them
hooded, proceeded in large num-
bers to Negro sections accom-
periled by several patrol cars alert-
ed to halt the procession ii laws
were violated. N. C. law prohibits
masking in public, however, no
arrests were made.
SAY SHOTS EXCHANGED
What sounded like a "carbine"
near the home of Dr. A. E. Perry,
vice-president of the Union Coun-
ty NAACP, was reported. Dr.
Perry stated that witnesees saw
flashes of gunfire from a caravan
car and possibly some (shots)
came from the Negro side.
Pollee Chief A. A. Mauney
said, "I know there was no shoot-
ing."
However, in direct reversal of
the Chief's position, and giving
pertial upport o Dr. Perry's
statement, NAACP chapter pres-
ident. Robert F. Williams, said the
Klansmen and a group of 30 ot
40 Negroes swapped gunfire.
   White
Resident or ears
SUDDEN DEATH
The sudden death of Mrs. White
occurred at 9 p. ins Oct. 2, at
Crump Memorial hospital. She had
'leen taken to the hospital earlier
that same day.
Born in Waco, Tex., Mrs. White
earne to Memphis with her hus-
band over 50 years ago.
For many years she attended
Avery Chapel AMC church. About
Funeral services for half-century Memphis resident.
Mrs. Katie M. White of 1061 S. Orleans, were held Satur-
day morning, Oct. 5 at Bethel Presbyterian church.
The pastor, Rev. J. A. McDaniel, officiated at the 11
a.m. services.
Mrs. White was the mother of 
Henry B. White of 1519 Hanauer, White was active in church at.
field representative for National fairs; however, in the latter years
AFL-CIO, and widow of the late her activities had been curtailed.
Thomas White, well-known Mem- She still maintained active
phian and hotel man, membership in Orleans at. Neigh-
borhood club.
The long-time citizen was the
mother of two daughters, Mrs
Alice Davis and Mrs. Alma Bent-
ly, both of Columbus, Ohio; Mr.
White (already noted); L. Jones
of Ft. Worth, Tex., and Louis
Jones of Waco, Tex. and a niece.
Mrs. Louise Forman of East Ri-
verton, N.J., among other rela-
tives.
six years ago, she joined Bethel. T. H. Hayes Funeral home was
During her younger yeare, Mrs. in charge of arrangements.
way. then carried to a white funeral'
RAN UPON BANK home, Crawford's, where he was n• 4
ISIf I,ress Away
A harsh-voiced service station
attendant saying, "We don't have
no rest rooms for coloredi"
A pathetic appeal from a nine-
year-old girl to her helpless fath-
er. "Dad, this Is awful . ."
That. is a brief conversation
which will long linger in the mind
of George Merriweather, 1622 S.
Bellevue.
NO FACILITIES
And it serves to point up one
of the fallacies of segregation —
neither separate nor equal — but
in all too many cases, a complete
lack of facilities for Negroes.
The incident which provoked
Mr. Merriweather to express
shock that "in a city such as ours.
our people in an emergency are
denied permission to use a service
station rest room . . ." began last
Friday as the man and his daugh-
ter Claudia Ann, were enroute
home from the Tri-State Fair.
The youngster expressed a de-
sire ta go to a rest rcom.
ESSO STATION
When they pulled into the Neigh-
borhood Road Esso Service sta-
tion at 1762 Lamar owned by Char-
nes Bill, they informed the at-
tendant of their purpose.
After learning that they did
not wish to purchase gas, he
refused permission to use the rest
room, staling, "We don't have no
rest rooms for colored."
-Too young to understand why
such supervicial characteristics as
skin color could he so important,
she only murmered, 'Tad, this
is awful."
showed an act of Christianity con-
nected with the trouble over
there."
It was a story on page one
creased each month. We have in- about a white woman who had
terracial patronage of post office Riven a small Negro lad refuge
boxes by individuals and firms when a group of white men started
which I feel reflects the high de' chasing the boy. The article was
gree of acceptance by the coin- headlined, "You a Nigger-Lover?
munity."
With his assistant, Theodore 
I .4m A Christian."
Jackson and a staff of 24, the sta- 
The man maintains he Is taking
no sides in the Little Rock
See STATION Page 2 Central High school situation.
ly sums up the station's accept-
ance by the community:
"Things have been excellent.
The amount of patronage has in•
BTW Student Council
Clarifies Recent Row
Maintaining that the "reputation of our beloved school
is at stake," Booker T. Washington high school sought
last week to clarify unfavorable publicity that resulted
from the arrest of some 100 boys Sept. 13 in the vicinity
of the school for disorderly conduct following a football
game.
With the aim of restoring their
former good reputation and com-
munity relations, the school's Stu-
dent Council, headed by John
Taylor, released last Saturday a
statement explaining the school's
position in the matter.
Said the organization: "Since
this incident occurred in the im-
mediate vicinity of Booker T.
Washington high school, it is gen-
erally believed that the disturb-
ance was caused by Washington
students. This is an untrue as-
sumption and it has sorely grieved
the good students and the loyal
alumni of our school.
STUD ENTS
"Therefore, we feel that it is
our duty to acquaint the public
with the fact that of the 110 per-
sons arrested following the inci-
dent, only a few were actually en-
rolled in our school.
"Most of them had not even en-
tered high school. Also, of the 40
persons tried in Juvenile Court,
only six were students of th is
school. One of these was defend-
ing himself when arrested. Then,
of those found guilty and sent to
Pikeville, only one was a Wash.
ington High school student.
"Finally, those identified 21
leaders of organized neighborhood
gangs were definitely not Wash-
ington students.
COURT VERIFICATION
"The above information can he
verified by the records of the
Juvenile Court.
"There are so many studious,
hard-working, talented, law-abid-
ing students in Booker T. Wash.
ington who are striving to uphold
and the city of Memphis, that we,
the memers of the Student Collo--
di, consider it imperative that this
information he brought to the at.
tention of the public.
"The reputation of our belov-
ed scboot is at stake."
e
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Ark Rallies In Last
Half To Topple Texas
By JOHN HOWARD
--Tbe Arkansas AM&N College
&Aden Lions came back from
WS half-time deficit here Saturday
It will be held Nov. 13, t Dixie
'sight to whip the Texas College
from Tyler, 15-6..
:Pe victory evened the Lion's
Mason record at 1 and 1 and gave
them a 1-0 standing in. the South-
western Athletic conference. The
Lions dropped their opening con-
test to Lincoln University of Jef-
ferson City last week-end 14-0.
lakarterback Joe Napolean, out
fee-two weeks with the flu, came
Heck to the fold Saturday night
end sparked the Ark. victory. Na-
polean scored the winning touch-
down in the third quarter, going
Over from the Steers' four.
WO PLAY
--TIN score was set up when the
lions drove from their 12 down
to the Steers' seven with the sec-
endhalf kickoff. The drive stalled
there as the Texas took over.
But the Texans couldn't move any
and were forced to punt.
AM & N's Sam Joges took the
kick on the Steers' 40 and ripped
down field to the visitors 12. A
few plays later, Napolean smash-
ed over from the three for the TD.
The conversion attempt was wild.
The Lions added an insurance
talley in the fourth quarter. This
one was set up as Jones picked
off a pass intended for the Steers'
Henry Jackson on the Texas 45
and carried it all the way to the
25. From there the Lions' Lemar
Stewart, Napolean, Arthur Redd-
ing and Jones moved the ball to
the two, but relinquished the ball
on downs.
PENALIZED
The Steers fumbled on their first
play and the Ark, team took over.
It took Napoleon three plays to go
Over, Jones booted the extra
Honor
(Continued From Page I)
ga, president of Coca-Cola, Thom-
as, Inc., said in making the pre-
sentation:
"We find the record of Everett
Pidgeon's contributions to his corn-,
=unity not only in the files but
etched in the hearts of his fellow
citizens."
The cash stipulation wM be
given to a worthy charity In the,
city,
The Citizen of the Year award
given to Mr. Pidgeon on Dec. 2,
1.953 was durthr 1111ftlthe activi-
ties of the Blues-Bowl game at
Melrose stadium. Lt. G. W. Lee
made the presentation to the not-
ed Memphian.
That same year, he received
the annual Citizenship Award of
Memphis, a citation noling h I s




A Practical Nursing test was
given Tuesday night, Oct. 9, at
Booker T. Washington High school.
Later, 45 of the highest nassing
grades will be tested again where
25 of this number will be selected
point.
Seconds later a penalty erased
another Lion score in the fourth
when fullback Eli Johnhon had a
40-yard touchdown call back be-
cause of an offside infraction.
The Lions scored a safety In
the first quarter on a bad pass
from center sailing over the head
of the Steers' George Demar as
he was attempting to punt from
his own end zone. The ball went
out of the end zone and the Lions
had two points on an automatic
safety.
DEMAR 'TEXAS STAN
The Texans took a 06-2 lead In
the second period when Demar,
who watt a ball of fire on the of-
fensive all night, heaved a 35-yard
scoring toss to halfback William
Field.
Stara for the Lions were Sam
Jones, Joe Napolean, Eddie Green
and Lamar Stewart.
Heroes for the Texans were
Henry Jackson, 'George Demar,
and Omega Dunnington.
Moon -
HEALTH ABOUNDS for the
two plucky youngsters In t h e
center, chosen healthiest girl
and boy at Tri-State Fair
.Antinal Baby Contest. At cen-
ter left, girl winner is Michelle
0. Campbell, being held by
baby sitter, Mrs. Marion
Mayo of 1192 Wilson. Michelle
Is the daughter of the Charles
Campbells of 1210 Wilson. At
center right is healthiest boy,
Jesse L. Breen, jr., son of
the Jesse L. Browns, Sr., of
Covington, Tenn., bvine held
by his mother. Others shown
are exaMeing physia'ans and
attending nurses, (left to
right) Miss Jessie Lee White.
low, Dr. Arthur Horne, win-
nine babies; Miss Alma Cupil,
and Dr. Leland Atkins, pres-
ident of Bluff City Medical
Society. Both nurses are from
Collins Chapel hospital.
Fr. Bertrand Bows To
Melrose 'Cats 214
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr.
The Melrose Golden Wildcats
defeated the Father Bertrand
Thunderbolts, 21-6 Wed. night,
Oct. 2, at Melrose stadium.
In the first period neither team
could maintain possession of the
ball. In the second period the
Wildcats moved the pig skin deep
In the Thunderbolts' territory when
Melrose halfback James Armour
scooted from the Thunderbolts' 45
to the 20-yard line.
But on the next play the Thun-
derbolts recovered a fumble. After
movhig the pigskin to Melrose's
45, Thunderbolt quarterback Fred
Jacobs passed to his end Waiter
Williams who went 30 yards to
score. The try for the extra point
was no good.
A moment later, the Wildcats
blocked a punt on the Thunderbolts
12, halfback Armour raced wide
around sight end to score. Charles
Lee converted libree extra points
putting Melrose out front, 7-8. The
Thunderbolts put up sustaining
drives but fumbles really hrt
them badly in their chance to
score.
In the third period, Melrose re-
covered a Thunderbolt fumble on
the 35. After two tries, Armour
went 29 yards for a 'ouchdown.
The Wildcats' last score came in
the fourth period when halfback




(Continued From Page 1)
strength of the Negro voting popu-
lation, if we look at the picture
for the last two elections, we wit
find that it was a protest white
voe which won in the first elec
tion for 'Ike' against New Deal-
ism and Fair Deallam."
Speaking further, the long-time CME Ministers'
Memphis politician stated tha
"the defection, of the Democratic
voters did not add to the hard
core of the Republican vote upon
which a two party system might
be founded.
"The whole idea of the then
Democrats whose vote made possi-
ble a Republican victory in 1952
was simPly to protest, then go
right back to the Democratic Dar-
ty.
PREDICTS GOP NEGRO VOTE
Broadcast
(Continued From Page 1)
station."
The minister stated that as ,00n
as he went off the air, the man-
ager of WJLD "came in and hand-
ed me a letter terminating my
service immediately."
Rev. Moore said that when he
asked what was wrong, the man-
ager said "nothing in particular
is wrong."
Asked what he discussed on the
broadcast, the minister said he
did not talk from a script, there-
fore, "I don't know exactly what
I did say. I might have mentioned
Gov. Faubus. I don't know."
TELEPHONE CALL
-I did notice," he explained,
"that the telephone kept ringing
while I talked during the broad-
cast."
He explained that soon after he
arrived home, he received a tele-
phone call. The person calling said:
"We'll see you in the next hour,"
Rev. Moore related.
Married, the radio artist has six
children. "I didn't want to upset
my family," he said, "so I just
told my wife that I was going to
Memphis for awhile."
GOT OUT FAST
Leaving without taking time to
get a change of clothing the minis-
ter was in or near Winfield, Ala.,
within the stipulated hour's time,
he said.
Rev. Moore stated that he has
had reports telling him that whites
have come by his home in Bir-
mingham looking for his quite well
known automobile since he left.
Asked if the incident has chang-
ed his attitude about speaking up
for justice, he said: "I am going
to keep on talking for those things
that are right and just."
I Rev. Moore resided in Memphis
Prior to going to Birmingham
Here he built up an enviable rec-
ords s a dynamic radio personali-
ty with tremendous pulling power.
"In the 1956 presidential elec-
tion, these Democrats who voted
for Ike in 1952 had.virtually dis-
appeared in the ranks of their own
party. Rut the state was, never-
23,000 to 25,000 persons in the theless,carried Republican by even
area. a larger majority. This was due
to the- return of the Negro to the
"It is estimated.' said Mr. Ow-
Republican party whose votes
en "that our gross revenue for
served as replacements for the
Democrats who had returma1. to
their party because of Ike's Civil
ably, said Mr. Owen. 
program."
Arlington to be embalmed after Ceiling it "reasonable" to as-
the accident? 'HUMAN AND INTERRACIAL come that in the next election the
The relatives requested that the RELATIONS' Negro will not only 
vote Ttombli-
body be brought back to Arling- I The man for Whom the unique cnn in larger numbers, but he
ton to Hayes-Barlow Funeral }tome station was named, Lt G. W. Lee will crusade for a 
Republican vie-
to be held until Sunday, Sept. 22, spoke in glowing terms about the tory. Lt. Lee continued, "My faith
for burial According to Barn- success of the station mothers the belief that he will be
The moon Is whirling seo miles ie Hayes, proprietor, the body Said Lt. Lee, "I am thrilled that 
counscious of the mission to prove
nut in space in a path that circles to the world his deen sense of
the earth every 95 minutes or so. 
seemed to be crushed in the it has operated so effectively in
chest, There Weft a few skin bruis- the area. It has served both races 
gratitude to those who are join-
Unpowered, it was boosted by a es on his chest. This is all I found F with approximately 36 per cent 
.ng 
! with him in the fight to save
powerful rocket believed by some on him:, 1white patronage. It has been a fine 
our American constitution, and
experience not only in postal serv- 
pen wider the door to the Ameri-
Expected to live two o
to be the ICBM.
weeks, the satellite is being pro- 
o
litany upon which our legiti-r A check three 
WAS INVOLVED IN MURDER
McCulley revealed that he had relations." 
matec  hones are founded and en-
into the background of ice, but in human and interracial
been involved several years back Dedication of the station last 
gendered". 
in the death of a white man in year was by Ormande Kieb, asst. 
Concleded the Republican lead-
the area — Bailey Morrison. I Postmaster General of the U. S. 
Pr: "This will prove that the re-
Although released by officials 142
1ous 251'010 of our American
patriotism is willing to extend to
because of insufficient evidence,
the minority those rights that the
majority holds dear for them-
to take the course. selves."
Day classes for the 13-month
course begin Nov. 12 without
charge. Stivients are required to
supply their own books and uni-
forms amounting to about $50.
eramieser gm:tunny, SY Twg Acy
OP AUCtuliT 24, 1912. AS aregosproft 3 1.33
AND JULY Z. 1545 (Title ea united
States Cede. Seetlen ?TT SNOWING
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(Continued From Page I)
edly noted that there is a great
possibility of failure when our
man-made moon is launched.
And this momentous jump on the
U. S. has forced our 00 per cent
talkers to lean a keener ear to-
ward the Soviet Union, who has
done 100 per cent of the perform-
ing.
LIKELY HAS ICBM
Their projection of an 184 pound
moon which is n.s inches in dia-
meter with a speed of 18,000 miles
per hour caught American special-
ists with their guard down and
provoked the opinion that Russia's
claim to having the inter-continent-
al ballistic missile might be more
than just talk, for scientists gen-
erally agree that such a missile
would have to have been used for
launching a moon of that size.
The U. S. has not yet perfected
an intercontinental ballistic mis-
sile.
Although the satellite launching
spelled a terrific victory for sci-
ence, it spelled a 'setback for
America and its anticipated lead-
ership in the yet unexplored re-
gion of outer apace.
MAY STEP UP PROGRAM
Indication has been made that
the U. S. will step up her program
to launch a 21 1-2 pound missile
this Spring. To date, this country
has no( iserfeclast c rocket to
launch a bigger and heavier
moon, could it be developed. The
three-stage rocket 72 feet long
the U. S. will use could not be-
gin to hang the Russian moon in
the sky, scientists say.
Here's how the Red's satellite
sizes up:
pelled through space only by mo-
mentum and suspended by centri-
fugal force (tending to impel it
outward from center of rotation.)
This force balances the force cf
gravity and the combination keeps
world in the same way the moon
itself makes an orbit around the 
dence of the dead man.
earth. 
, The victim was divorced and
'NEVER AGAIN' 
I the father of one child who lived
The slight resistance of thin 
with his mother in Cads. Tenn.
His employer, Van Davis. is rel-
air is expected to slow the satel- aliyely newcomer to Arlington,
lite and force it down, however, having opened up the Gulf station
within a period of a couple of on Hiahway 70 about two months
Fear
(Continued Front Page 1)
the sphere swinging around the off the murderers as to the resi- 'Youngsters Take
Over Gridiron In
McCulley was suspected of tipping
An optimistic White House saidi  
ago.
the launching "came as no gut,
the U. S. Program-
prise," and will have no effect on Judge McCain
Boasted the Russians: "What
we have done will nave the way 0T Talk Oct. 14
for space travel." They announced
On Delinguencofficially that "bigger and heav-ier" moons would be launched be-
fore Dec. 31, 1958.
Said one obviously distraught
American scientist: "They've done
it . . and nothing like it can
ever happen againl"
CME
John R. Sengstacke. 3435 Indiana Ave ., (Continued From Page 1)
Chicago. Iii-: Myrtle Bengstacks,
34.35 Indiana Ace . Chicago III Whittier
Sengstacke. 3435 Indiana Ave. Chic.
i 
 C • •m. ,
. be known bondholder., mort(asees. The Board of Christian Educe-
d other security soussrs onus' or
ding I percent or more of total &mem t Ts ion with Mrs A. M. Miller in
di bonds. mort ggggg or other securities charge, will sponsor Young Peo-
are Of there are none. so state.)
Ineone pie's Day. This includes the youth
Youth of the connection will be
I Miss Elizabeth McCain, Judge
' of the Juvenile court, will address
members and friends of the 14th
Ward Civic club at Bethel Pres-
byterian church, 1060 Miss. blvd.,
Monday, Oct. 14 at 8 p.m.
The noted Memphian will speak
on Juvenile Delinquency.
Presideht Z. L. Bonner announc-
es that the organization has plan-
ned A special program for the oc-
casion with music furnished by the
held Saturday.0 t 12
(Continued From Page 1)
lion head noted that they handle
an estimated 10,000 pieces of mall
daily and serve approximately
the past year will exceed $200,000
Compared to other stations of
similar size, this compares favor-
7-Game Series
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr.
At long last, a program which
will benefit youngsters interested
In the a--American sport of foot-
ball has been inaugurated.
Pee Wee Football begins Wed
nesday night, Oct. 16 at 7:30 p. m.
at Washington Stadium.
All proceeds will go to schools1
to help dress the Pee Wee Foot- '
ball teams. The first games will
he Porter Jr., high school vs.I
roote and Cleaborn Community
Center teams; Meneasas Jr. High
school vs Grand Jr. High school.
A big parade of high school
bands are also scheduled, teeter-
ing Waahington and Manassas
hands, Porter Jr. High band, Let-
ter Carrier band.
Dixie Homes will be the rdte of
the remaining games. learlIne off
with Manassas verses Foote
and Cleaborn Oct 22: Porter vs
junior choir of Miss. Blvd. Christ- Grant on Oct. 23; Grant vs Foote
Ian church. and Cleaborn on Oct. 29; Mammas
A period for a questions and vs Porter on Oct. 30; Porter vs
answer session Will be designated Foote and Cleaborn on Nov. 5, and
for the audience to participate. Grant vs Manassas on Nov. 6.
Regular meeting of the club will If a play-off is deemed necessary
begin at 7:30 p. m. according to after the aeason gets underway,.."4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 Include, he leading the worship service, for-
Sews where the stockholder or security g 
ther neuters upon th• books of th• urns, a talent program and the 
Mr. Bonner, preceeding the spec- it will be held Nov. 13, at Dixie
Me ,tympany as trustee or in an7 other fl-
eecier. re'aUon, the name sr the person awarding of 
scholarships. , 
hal program.
ay corporation for whom such trustee 3 MINISTERS RECEIVE
Dating: also the statements In the two
uring the course of the con-
Nit 
u
othraphs show the affient'e fun knowi - iPPOINTMENTS
eas- and hell.t as to the circumstances es
smell nondWnn, under urhieh stookholders
• ••einlry holder. who do not •Ortesr ference, delegates, both 
clerical
Pot the "eke of the "nth*" "u" and lay, will be elected to thestIld ,toet end eetorittee in • e•••
Wet.' other than that of • boos (Mei general conference which convenes
61,11Mr ...........,t... of mgt.,•in the Spring. Dates have notS Issue of this OtilVieltien sold or, been announced.
7.74. through the NMI. or other- , ._,.... ,... .., ,.._ ,....,.... 
,..„,
, s nabd subscribers define the 12 A big 'einem se the closing 
ream,
. ow-, ,-....tlint the Mae ihOern "'v. Sunday, Oct. 13, is the reading
*es r,•• ,Itorliatiell is riartirsel 'rens
Slily --eklv. semiweeklY, and tftwooklY, of the minister's appointments by
aliesa- erg mils.) 1 Bishop Hamlett.
- 24,050
L. ALEX wruiew i All sessions are being held at
*won, to and .. r b.dT boor. „;. tat, Collino chapel, and the announce-
Nth day of npotornber. Iasi. ment cf appointments will end the
TAITLINS H. POITrIR
go ismilidpi mil,. October 17. ipoo . annual meeting.
Homes.
Durham School
The Southeastern Business col-
lege, Durham's newest school of
business. recently oneno4 I. ran
term with expanded physical fa-
cilities and four additions to its
faculty and staff.
The new annointees. annnuneed
this week by the school's Presi-
dent D. W. Stith are: Mrs. A. H.
Fitts, instructor in the Secretarial
department; ,Mrs Nannie Stewart
Galloway, acting dean of women;
Atty C. J. Gates, legal counselor,
and Ralph M. Torain, business
manager and field representative.
$10.00 DOWN
$6.00 MONTHLY
Full Size 36"-Oven Control
PILOT LIGHT
Installed and Serviced
By Us For One Fult_Year
APPLIANCES. INC
760 Wow - IA. 7-2631
2266 Pork A..-PA. 3-8307
OM* hioshe, Pre• Perith,
I 11111111111111111111111,
Wives Hold Meet
The first Fall meeting of the
CME Ministers' Wives Social club
was held at the home of Rev.
and Mrs. J. B. Boyd, 1488 Felix
St.
Vice president Mrs. E. L.
Strong opened the meeting in the
absence of the president. Mrs. D.
S. Cunningham led the devotional
period.
I-I L. 9 awaisan
s 1AL
CHAMPION AND HIS MAK-
ER — Grand Champion steer
In the Livestock Division of
'Fri-State Fair is being calmly
congratulated by his owner,
Dr. L. M. Donalson of Fayette-
ville, .Tenn., upon winning the
' coveted blue ribbon. Tlils
champ was only one beef ani-
mal in a complete display Dr.
and Mrs. Donalson brought to
the 44th annual evert. This Is
Dr Donalaon's third blue rib-
bon at the fair.
Better Relations Aim
Of Scout Mothers Club
The Boy Scouts Mothers club I
of the Miss. Blvd. Christian church
begins its annual Fall activities
with a meeting at the church Oct.
10 at 8 p. m. The mother of each
scout of Club 115 and cub pack
135 is urged to be present.
The Mothers club is the brain •
child of Mrs. Ross Bracy Hayes
and was organized with a three-
point purpose.
First, to improve the relations
of the scout program by coopera-
tion with the scout master and the
Institutional Committee headed by
J. T. Chandler. Secondly, to en-
list the mothers of the boys of
the troop that they might be help-
ful to the troop program in its
local activities and to provide a
cultural atmosphere which would
be extended to the home life of
the boys. Last, to help provide for
the attendance of each boy ai
the Chickasaw Bey Scouts Council
at Camp Fuller.
The club cited in a statement
their appreciation to persons for
the camperships provided for the
youngsters.
Noted were: Dr. J. W. Kelso,
W. W. Walker, Dr. J. E. Walker,
Maceo Walker, Mrs. It. B. Bracy,
T. Coleman, B. G. Olive, John Av-
ery Olive Blair T. Hunt, J. T.
Chandler, Harvey Doran, Euless





George Parker, Mrs. Cora West,
Mrs. Leticia Postom, Mrs, Essay
Chester Cade, jr., W. A. Adkins
Janie Williams, C. R. Russ-













wit kgetv 1414 6th I"
"There they are. All my old friends in foods that I read
about in the worben's magazines and that I hear about on the radio and
see on television. There they are on NATIONAL'S amply stocked, easy
to reach shelves. If it is a new soup, a new frozen food, a new cereal, a new
washing powder, a new cake mix ... I know that I will
always find them at my friendly neighborhood
NATIONAL Food Store, And I know that I
don't have to look too hard because every-
thing is so easy to get at. I don't have to
settle for something 'just as good' be-
cause NATIONAL has the nationally
advertised foods."
The lady is right.
NATIONAL has built its reputation
as the fifth largest food chain in the
nation and it has built it by serving
America's homemakers with the
foods that they read about and
hear about. Visited your own
NATIONAL Food Store lately?
Don't you think ,•ou should?
-trying yew better,,.










































































































































by I. Alex Wilson
EDITOR TRI-STATE DEFENDER
In the most vicious mob, there
usually * at least one person who
has a feeling of meley in h s
heart, who abhors the violence in-
filcted on the
The fact was further substantiat
ed during the attack on me Sept.
23, near the intersection of 16th ,
and Park sta. in Little Rock by
a pack of the most conientptible
cowards. Fortunately, I sustained
OnlY one scratch as I walked
cency. I understand the little thug
of a person is being taken care of
by the law. I want to meet the man
who came ,to my rescue, regard.
less of his position on the inte-
gration-segregation problem. His,
action iellects a Christian heart,'
an abhorrence of the type of cow-
ardly ettacks on the tour Negro
newsmen. Who knows but that he
prevented Little Rock from. sink-
tug to a lower depth in disgrace.
Two Of Florida A. & M. Faculty
Members Plight Troth There
TALLAHASSEE — Miss Ann Ma- f with seed pearls. Her jewelry was
rie Cooper, soangest darghter of a sinele strana of Pearls, Pp
Or, and Mrs. A. B. Cooper. jr. from the groom. Her bouquet cum-
became the bride of Gerald Fails- bine(' stephanotis with purple
tin Hooper. son of Mrs.' Ten so throated white orchids and casein-
Hooper and the late Mr Earnest in g ribbons.
Hooper. of Chicago, in • ceremony The traditional "something old"
tilting place at Our Lod j of Lour-I was a handkerehief carried by her
des church Father Michael Mc-1 mother's friend. Mrs. H. L. Con•
Kee‘er officiated. Icy, in her own wedding. A die-
Mr and Mrs. Hooper. who are mood pin "borrowed" from her
both members 01 the Florida Attet1 maternal aunt, Mrs. W. O. Graves,
university faculty, wilt reside Nashville. Tenn.. was tucked un-
the Tallahassee area. Weddingi der the lace bertha.
music was presented by M r s.I The "blue" was found in a gar-'
George Edwards, ter the gift of Miss Yvonne Jack.
Mrs. Jo.seph R. Bobo of Nash- son, rnd in a miniature peter,
ville Tenn., was her sister's only Presented by Mrs. Charles John'
attewiant. She wore a waltz-length
princess styleti gown of pale mint
green crystalline with matching
-to my feet. Again the sportshirted, Instead of sending missionaries
bareheaded runt of a' hoodlum to Africa and other foreign lands
threatened to smash the side of to carry the word of God, t h e
my head with the briek. The gent. world now knows we should launch '
leinan in demanding tone yelled a crusade for better racial under.
again "Don't kill that man!" standing in the hinterlands of our
Thursday morning, Oct. 3, I saw own country.
for the first time the man who We ,have barbarians right here
came to my aid, when I received in this land of the free who need
my copy of LIFE magazine, to learn the difference between i.
In a series of three of the four bigoted custom and the law of' the
pictures on Pages 36 and 39 he Land, which is designed to protect
is shown at extreme right of each Tall, Until they do, they hive got
reshraining a pint sized, bare to be shown that there is .a force
headed man in spoil shirt trout far greater than their hate-filled
striking me with-the brick. bigotry.
Action has already been start- President Eisenhower pointed
ed to learn the full identity of; the way in the politically inspired
gentleman with a sense of de-I showdown in Little Rock.
son as adornment for the bout-
fent petticoat.
Following the nuptials, t h e
through the gauntlet of kicks and I feel further justified in not headdress. Iler bouquet was fah- bride's parepts entertained with a
Mows delivered from my back. , carrying any bitterness in my I toned of yellow roses and earns- reception at their home on Hunt-
! huh escaped grave injury or 
heart against the hoodlums who lions. in aqua lace over taffEte while
assaulted me and my colleagues. 
II realized after the ordeal that 
Clarence Givens, St. Petersburg,1 Mrs. Hoeper. the grooms. mother,
that My life had been saved as Rather. I have gained 
greater de-' eta., was hest man. Albert B. C.00. wore rose lace over taffeta. Roth
result of several factors, termination to continue 
perform- per, ill, brothel' of the bride, and wore white orchids.
(1) Through the will of God the ing my duties as a 
journalist.. This Howard Lewis a Tennessee. Fla. Elaborate, service Catlett were
incident was not the end for me. is America, not 
communist (lima,' were ushers. Mrs. Richard C. placed in the beautifully appoint-
(2) The intervention in my be- Red Russii. I am 
an Amen - Hackney was witness in the Ca(tle- ed home and on the patio. Mrs. A
half of one white man, whose full can, on an American 
team, seek- , lie ceremony. ' B, Cooper. III, Miss Joyce Melee-
identity do not know yet. ting to 
play my role fully in help-
The radiant bride, who entered don and Miss Alvia Alexander ser
(3) My athletic and Marine ing to maintain the greatn
ess of ,
ved fruit and champagne punch
Corp experience, this touittry. 
on the arm of her father. wore
14) And the fact that the only I am convinced, and so are my the wedding gown of antique satin
resistance I offered was to walk; fellow journalists, that despite the which her pister, Joyce, used at
and not run. ,white man's exposure to so-called her marriage to Pr. Bobo. De-
Twice while I walked the gaunt- civilization for hundreds of 
years, signed with a fitted bodice adorned
let a white yelled: "Don't kill that for too many have sub-human
 with lace yoke, the gown featured
that man!" The first was when intellect. That type of 
person will a chapel train. An overskirt of
I dropped to one knee and shook
v
respect only one thing: THEi Chantilly lace Was gathered at the
a white hoodlum off my hack. A MAILED 
FIST OF THE LAWS. waist and mciended in oluminous
runtsized mobster rushed to my That type of 
person has resisted folds over tne train. The lace was
left side and th.reatened me with I the 
understanding and tolerance a gift of Mrs. Clyde Kiliens of
a jaggededge half brick T h e 
which comes from education, NI ia ni i Fla.. 
second time this white gentleman 
hence persuasion employed to A imgertip veil was fastened to
came to my aid was when
„change adamant ignorance is us- a satin and tulle coronet lavithlI was
uatl fruitless.
pushed down and started rising
BRO. R. L WEAVER
Tlesday night. Oct. 1. the Sonia-
ern Wonders of Memphis celebrat-
ed their 15th anniversary as a
singing aggregation, in a history-
making performahce at Jones;
Temple in Little Rock, Ark. I
Widely-known radio personality
and Gospel Program disk jockey
R. L. Weaver, general manager of
the group, led in the anniversary
program observance.
'rhe occasion Was a major at-I
traction in tension-torn Little Rock,
and went on record as having at-
tracted the largest attendance to
such an affair in the history of
that city. Policement estmated the
crewd at 3,500, but Mr. Weaver
said he thinks it was closer to
4,000.
MEMPHIS QUARTETTE
The Spirit of Memphis Quar-
tet, another famous singing ;group,
was a featured attraction at the
program:
Mr. Weaver is now workin$ in
the cty of Little Rock with one of
the local radio stations, KOKY,
Arkansas's catty station, program-
ming primarily for Negroes.
"Brother" Weaver, as he is pop-
ularly known, is a young man who
got 'his start in radio, working
with his Southern Wonders in
Memphis, over one of the natioin's
largest radio stations, WDIA. On
Tuesday, Oct 1, he was accalim-
ed by thousands Arkansans as
truly the top religious promoter
and dynamic. radio personality of
the Greater -Little Rock and Pine
Bluff area.
Gets Fractured
• • Skull In Attack
CHICAGO ILLINOIS
Andrew Powell. 23, of 2532 S.
Prairie, suffered a possible frac-
tured skull Monday night when. he
was attacked by an unknown as-
sailant.
Powell, who is unemployed, was
attacked at 31st at, and State. He
was taken to County hospital. 
r:*hen younem dome Ise he
sure to examine the horn I. as if it
hes be c•nt • unetitched of any
Awe, end mend if A loose hews
/way ply* you nessillg row
We Few IMO Ps X
/le was asked about rumors cir•
culating that the Southern Wonders
had broken up and were not, sing-
ing anymore. He said this was
compietely untrue and unfounded;
the group is still singing and have
all of its members namely. Jack
Franklin, Earnest (Little Preach-
er-) McKinney, Earnest Moore, Ar-
dis Yancey and Louis Blair. •
They have been out of Memphis
their home base, for some time to
sing and work with him in and
around the Little Rock and Pine
Bluff area.
The Southern Wonders are slat-
ed for an early appearance in
Memphis.. according to Mr, Weav-
er.
TWELVE STUDENTS from
Africa, the largest number in
the history of the college, are
enrolled at A&T college,
Greensboro. N. C. Included in
the group are from left to
right: (front row) John Twah,
Liberia, *est Africa: Towler
from crystal and silver bowls.
Miss Yvonne Jackson kept the
bride's book. Mrs. James Miller
and Mrs. Abraham Gross received
gifts.
Mrs. Cooper was assisted by her
climb members and friends. These
numbered Mesdames ii, L. Con-
ley, Marque Jackson. R. E. Cure.
Ion, William R, Evans, F. A. Too-
men, J Ft. D, Cochran, F. Earl
McLendon, W. N, Darner, R. M.
Cole, J. H. Ellis, C. k. Itacote and
Miss Arlets McAllister
Meths Brown, Liberia, West
. Africa; Lutecia Tanoe, Liberia,
West Africa; Charles Wowed
eya, Uganda. British East Af
rice. (Second row) James Den
nis, Liberia, West Africa;
West Africa; Saone! Lynch,
Liberia, West Africa; Bernard
NO IF'S OR AND'S
NO IF'S OR AND'S ABOUT IT, WE HAVE THE CAR YOU WANT
AT THE PRICE YOU WANT TO PAY,
1961 FORD 4-door Custom V4. green
and white, fully equipped in every
respect, seri, 10,1, mileage. Show-
room fresh inside and out 51795
1954 BUICK 2-door Special, treed
and white fully eqpt . very low
Mileage. looks and drives like •
new car  $1745
1954 FORD Custom V-8. 5-dr. gray.
.10111313M 1V11.11 radio, seat covers and •
w.w. tires. one owner, extremely
sire throughout  • E1295
1160 BUICK, 2-door Special. green,
one owner. very low mileage. fully
equipped plus power steering and
air conditioning . . 11845
1956 FORD Pairlane V-8 Victoria
green and white. tulle equipped, iglus
Power steerins. low mileage like new
condition inside and out 81845
HMO FORD V-8 Country Squire sta-
tion mason, blue and White. tulle
equipped in every resd4t plus brand
new w.w. tires. Very IOW mileage.
Absolutely lust like new $1745
1954 'VICK 4-dr. Spectal. red and
white. f2 to choose from.. These
one - owner beauties . ate fully
equipped in Mry raopetts and are
in like-new fomentlon Wilde end
out. Thor loolt and drive like Mud
new ram.  11745
1996 sluice Super Riviera A beau-
tiful tri-tone White, red and white.
One owner. only 16060 Mlle&
equipped. Plus power steering. beaten
new condition  ore*
1905 SOWS 4-door 80e0151 sedan.
Jordan tray and imperial blue. fol-
ly egulpped one senor, 21.006 11/11,,,
Aly.o1111elv Wet like new $1496
1935 MERCURY Monterey 4-door,
blue anti white one' owner, fully
ronipped, very low salloase, extra
clean. 41345
2505 POPLAR
1955 BUICK Buyer 4-door sedan, ma-
roon and white, fully equipped plug'
full power gegen aaaaa . one owner,
low mileage. extra clean $1541
1953 FORD Victoria black and white.
Pooh:Wen plus Pordomatic, one
owner. like new Inside arld out 513113.
1955 HUDSON Wasp Hollywood cou•
pe gree nand yid*. fully equipped,
olus Hydramatic, sv.w, tires, one
owner, real beauty   41265
1235 OLDS 44100? ono sedan, black,
one owner. only 24.000 mile.. fogy
walloped plus .full power. Soot like
 31468.
1956 PLYMOUTH 4ydr. Selvedere,
arena and black. one owner. 
fully
equipped. extra clean , . 
9995
/956 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-dr.. 
fully equinsted. One owner, an ex-
tremely nice car thrOulthout 51095
1954 OLDS 4-50or 188. ore?, fully
isqUIPP0d, one owner, only 33.400 ac-
tual miles. Immaculate Interior, eon,
and drives like el brand new car.
$1145
1954 BIM% 4-door Special, beige and
green. ail the neer, ..... equhrtuit4ti
Nine owner. really aloe
1154 PONTIAC 2-door, tutees green.
fully equipped Extra clean lose*
and ant, Needs mechanical work $504
1904 PONTIAC 2•50or Chieftain 8. 3-
tone blue, one owner. all the nee,-
Miry eimioment. extremely nice and
ettra Amin sags
1963 .DODON V-11 Coronet, 4-door.
1953 DODOE 11-1 oCronet. 4-door
grey, one owner, fully equipped. tut
'nes. condition  $698
1953 PORI) V-8. Custoln. 4-door up.‘
tone green folly eouloPed, one oi:lt
er •to•ellent condition 
Out•ottown guests included: Mr
Teresa Hooper and Mn, Earnest
Hooper, mother anal brother uf the
groom, from Chicago, ill.; Mr. and
Ws. W. 0. Graves. aunt and un•
(le of the bride and Dr, anti Mrs.
Joseph R. Bobo, aisle!' and 
brothern-law of the bride and tile  soil,
all of Nashville, Tenn,
Dr, Gwendolyn C. %tannings, sis-
ler of the bride and her sous, from
Tuskegee, Ala.: Dr. and Mrs. B.
L. Jackson of Tuskegee, Ala.;
Dr. and Mrs. B. Ii. Atkinson of
Griffin, Ga.: Mrs. J. It, Ellis and
Miss Josephine Ellis of Albany,
Ga.;
Dr. and Mis. .1. W. Houser of
Rome, Ga.; Edward lloley and
Melidrnett Knox of New OrleartS•
Harvey Robinson, Mn, A, Stone
and Mr. and Mrs. James Miller 01
Tallahassee, Fla,
Mrs. Hooper is a graduate of;
Palmer Memorial Institute mill
Talladega college.
She holds a Master's degree in'
French from Indiana university
and has studied at the Sorbonne
university, Paris, France. During
the summer se studWel at Middle'
bury, %'ecinont. A member of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha Sorority, t Is e
new bride is instructor in Frenchl
at Florida A&M university.
mr. Hooper is a graduate of Xa-
vier university and holds a mas-
ter's degree in Art from the Uni-
versity ol Wisconsin. Ile is a meio.
her of Alpha Phi Alpha Eraternoy.
lie is assistant professor of Art
at Florida A&M uni,ersity.
North Dakota and Montana have
suffered population decreases of
more than 5.pircent since the DM
censu 9
Senses, Liberia, West Africa;
(third row) Edward Grimes,
Liberia, West Africa and John
('ooper, Liberia. West Africa.
CHI k kG1) — Still excited is Mrs.' Willi served them silver ction, •I Later, in her home city, Chicagis"
hristine C. Johnson, teadiee at champagne, and here that It r s Mrs. Johnson will show slides ad
Marcus Garvey served as their 01the Jirka elementary school in her colorful trip,
Chicago, who has just returnedtid 
hostess.
from a kali. a west Africa, Nigyr.i Another honor was afforded Ow UMW,
Nana Osae Dian II, S Adonten
inc momentous journey w a $
marked with festive occasimis, as •
Mrs. Johnson and her travelin4
companions were royally received
at all points of their travelooe.
During their five weeks in Nigeria,
they met the Prism• Ministers of
the Wes!, East, and Notih regions.
In the Eastern area, they were
tlw houseguests of Prime Minister
Nina(11 Aikiwe and his wife. 'Ira
veiny?, sorne 1.600 miles by plane,
his, auto and train; the group vis
ded 25 schools and' culleges, mines
industrial plants, farms and mu-
seums.
While in the new state of Ghana,
they n.ere guests of Prime Min-
ister Kwame Nkruttiah, who lion-
need them at a dinner party at his.
(uric Christianhorg castle,
Other treats included a trip to
Parliament. where they listened to
exciting debates on a current o de-
portalion case, and a special pri-.
vale showing of a film, 'The Free•
dom pi Ghana" made diming the
Marcff 6 celebrations,
Upon leaving Ghana, Mrs. John-
son was gifted by the Piime Mim
ister with a gold chain, and an au-
tographed copy of his book, "Gha-
na."'
It was in picturesque Kumasi,




1115:1 PONTIAC 4.door Chieftain De
Laze. era,, NU, equipped. one own-
er, lit. new condition throughout
$795
- 1953 OLDSMOBILE 2-door Super 88
blue and loblle, has radio Orate,.
seat covers. w w tires, one ownet,
low mileage. extra clean . $845
1953 PLYMOUTH 2-door, 3-tone green,
R&M. seat -cover. and w.w. tires
One owner, loiMactilate cundition
$575
1953 HUDSON Wasp 2-door, green.
fully equipped one owner.' agtia
clean  $395
1922 1113WIC Special Riviera .11ray
and blue. one epillpned *Ito
radio, heater. wyv, titer, and oeal
coral, perfect condition . $425
1062 MCI 4-dOor Super aedan, blue
add white fully equipped. plus Dv-
nariOle tranamiesion excellent con-
dition 5435
1961 BUICK 4-door Road:nester. to-
tone gra,. NH, .1111PInd, one owner.
perfect condition,  5475
1952 CADILLAC corm De Ville 11.
-maned la • beautiful gleam lireen
and “t off by a spotless ell.lon1 in-
terior knd yew. tires. ThIe one Olener
luXUr7 liner Is fogy equipped in
every reseed Looks and drives like
a brand new car $1495
1951 OLDS)101111.F. Roper 88 4-dr.
green emus ...whined. cwan, gond
niecsonicoi condition $345
1951 BUICK 4.divor doaclial., tutone
green. tulle 1111111Proed. e1arellnely Mee
thratigh0118 8385
1414 BUICK Super convertible.  erne .
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Ilene M Akuapem, Aburi, made nor
a member of his tribe.
The European jaunt of Mn s.
Johnson's journey was made plea-
sant by S,* Hamilton Kerr. a mem-
ber oh the British a m wooParlient, l
Wati her host in London. Sir
Kerr guicied her thrthigh an inter-
esting tour of London landmarks.
Since returning, Mrs. Johnson
has been invited to speak at a UN
day dinner Oct. 24, in Louisville,
Ky., at the Goodwill Industries
Cafeteria, Her topic will be "Gha•
tut and its importance to t h e
World."
RIGHT AT HOME — Miss ft,.
berta Church, Minority Groups
Consultant• in the Bureau of
Emplov1111.111 Security. U. S.
Dert. of Labor (left) is right
at home in Memphis and the
residence of her friend is n d
hostess, Mrs. T. H. Haves, Jr.,
(standing in rear) During her
It•day stay in the city with
the Hayes' at 1354 S. Part,
way E., the noted Ten 
was recipient of many social
courtesies. Her aunt, Miss Ap-
Chicago Teacher Tours
Guests With Nknimah,
nette Church (seated right)
aceiminanied Miss Chilli), trim
her Wash Mitten resident e. The
duo left the city Oct. I. al,
though Miss Church maintains
iesidence in Memphis.
is. Ghana, and London, England Chicag scho ea e. e Presenrrso oltchr 
IC
when Chief
If egg yolks boon", stringy alone
Using added to hot p.dtlingi
tows hospecissily lopiotol, use on
egg boater. The lumps will odium*




100 PROOF DISTILLED FROM 100S GRAN NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT Of U S A • CLEAR SPRING





for winter . . .
Buy your
HEATER NOW!
Here's the easy way to buy your wonderful, care
Dearborn Heater before Winter comes. Select the heater
that fits your particular need ... make a small down





Made with Dearborn's famous cool sakty cabinet, it never gets
440 hot on top, sides, back or bottom • . permits against-the-wall
54,6 installation. Made with gas-saving, high-crown burner.
tory was made in the Pentec
ostal
*Movement last Sunday whe
n five
bishops were consecrated in t h e
Bible Way Church of Our Lord
Jesus Christ World Wide.
More than 2500 jammed the Bi-
ble Way Church, 1130 New 
Jer-
sey ave., N. W., and sat r
ever-
ently as the Divine Service of Con-
secration was performed.
Bishop J. S. Holly, Chicago, Ill.,
presided over the ceremony which
elevated to the Bishopric Small-
wood Williams, Washington, D. C.,
named presiding bishop of t h e
new body, John S. Beane, Peters-
burg, Va., Joseph Moore. Brook-
lyn, N. Y., McKinley Williams,
Philadelphia, Pa., and Winfield A.
Showell of Baltirr.ore, Md.
In his opening remarks the Rt.
'Rev. Holly said, "This is not a
4plit — it is a continuation of
God's Church."
In announcing the call of a Na-
tional Ministerial Conference in
Washington, Bishop Williams, pas-
tor of Bible Way Church said,
"We are meeting to reconcile our
forces and to wage a religious
campaign which emphasizes the
spiritual awakening known and felt
during the first century after the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ."
"We feel compelled to spread
our beliefs world wide," he con-
tinued.
More than 200 official delegates
from 18 states were registered.
These delegates represent more
than 20.000 memberships in 100
churches.
During the five day meet or-
ganizational plans were set for
expanded programs of missions,
education and evangelism.
The service closed with the new
bishops administering communion
to more than 200 local and visit-
ing ministers.
Following is a list of the dele-
gates:
DISTRICT OF COLUMB1A—S.E,
Williams, Emmit Howard, William
Gerald, John Randall, John E.
Johnson, Godfrey Green, George
Holton. Charles Luch, George Wat-
son, Davld Lipford, John Lamb,
Glen Rorie, Fred Bryant, Willie
Spann, Robert Thomas, Joseph
Coleman, V. C. Hill, Wilson Break-
er, E. M. Jones, Arthur Morgan,
James Battle, Charles Henderson,
Edward McDoney.
NEW YORK — Odell Lyerly,
New Rochelle, Jean Lyerly. Ruby
McDuffie, New Rochelle: Nannie
Goodwin, Cassidy Anderson. Ma-
ra' Clark, Mamie DeSilvia, N. E.
Byrd, W. G. Gray. Frank Moore,
Sarah Alexander, Eleanor Vaughn,
Emma Hopkins, Susie Hall, Ethel
Johnson, Mamie Fluid, Hattie
Graham, Molly Watson and Esth-
er Coles all of New York City.
Lula Welcome, Josephine Shep-
herd, Eleanor Buckner. Art h u r
Pearson, Ellen Edward, Richard
Dabney, Delores Smith, Audrey
Crispell, Sarah Peterson. Carrie
Sutter, Albert Sutter, Mamie' Al-
ms, Annie Davis, Bessie Crews,
Jesse Crews. Lillian Roberts, Mar-
tha Spears. Dora James, M. Mil-
ler. A. Miller, James McCrae. Le-
Roy Jordon. Doris Rcgers. Huie
Rogers, Mildred Jones. Bertie
Wesley Mary Richmond, Daisy ,
Biggs, Elizabeth .Reese. Shirley'
Henry, Fannie Holland, Elnora
Cowan. Lillie Crosby all of Brook.
lyn and Lucille Potter, N. Y. C.
Sylvia Rose. John Christopher,
Annabel Simpkins, Beulah Allick
and Jannie Hooks, all of Peekskill.
Joseph Moore and Lula Moore of
St. Alban. James I. Clark. jr.,
J. I. Clark. Sr., Carey Robinson,
Dora Robinscn, Jessie Ham and
William Clark of Maroneck. The-
odore Cannon of East Elmhurst.
William Hobb of Mt. Vernon.
Charles Cooper, Ruth Cooper, J.
C. Williams. Andrew Williams and
Vera Thomas of Jamaica. L. I.
COONNECTICUT — L. J. Clif-
ford of Hartford; Lucy Scott of
Bridgeport; and Flora Ellis and
Venus Merriweather of Waterbury.
MASSACHUSETTS -, Charles
• 4 TRI-STATE
Sat., Ott, 12, 1957
Create 5 New Bishops
At Church Convention
WASHINGTON, D. C. — His- Burns
, Daisy Burns and Zilla El-
am all of Boston.
CALIFORNIA—Gilbert H. Jones
of Los Angeles.
FLORIDA C, B. Glasper of
Jacksonville,
PENNSYLVANIA — Joseph L.
Cobb of Chester, McKinley Wil-
liams of Philadelphia, Estelle Cobb
of Chester and Myles Meredith of
Harrisburg.
NORTH CAROLINA — Joseph
White of Greensboro and Harri-
son Twyman of Madi4on.
VIRGINIA — Margaret Hardy,
John S. Beane, Miranda Beane,
Blonnie Hill and Rose Jones of
Petersburg; Henry Roberts, Ben-
jamin Smith and Marguerite Wil-
liams of Alexandria and C. P.
Jones of Ronoake.
OHIO — Richard Orr, Gussie
Orr, Mogen' Monroe, Estella Del-




Some time ago in one of my
classes I had an instructor who
time and time again reminded me
that Heaven Was going to be fill-
ed with Baptists.
I never did cherish the idea. Dur
ing my life I have worked with
people of many denominations and 50 s
I have seen and found some good elec ed For
people in most of the churches.
The idea that nothing but Baptists
would be in Heaven has caused
me a great amount of concern. I
would hate to think that all of
the good, well-meaning people I
know in the Methodist, Episcopal,
Presbyterian and many other
churches are hell-bound.'
I recall that during my working
days at a hospital in Philadelphia
a young lady came to me one
day and remined me that 1 was
going to hell. Of course I was
quite shocked to receive such
startling news. I asked her just
how she had arrived at such a
conclusion and she informed me
that I did not belong to "the"
church. Her analysis of my life
did something to me as far as
concerned.
OTHER RELIGIONS?
It is a rather sad commentary
on the life of anyone when he
thinks that only those people who
think, act, and believe as he does
are entitled to the better things
of life. It is a rather sad corn
mentary on life when one expects
all people to think as he does or
else he is all wrong. But we have
many people just like that today.
World conditions are what they
are now because somebody wants
to put all of us in a common
melting pot and bring out some
type of homogeneous substance
that would make all of us a group,
of common thinkers, acnors, and
believers.
But the very fact that we live
in a society where we are able
to dicagree and not make this dis-
agreeing basis for us living at
each others' throat daily i• evi-
dence that somewhere down the
line we have come in contact with
God. The church, whatever its de-
nomination, should have as its bas-
ic function the task of bringing
men in all walks of life in contaet
with God and His spirit might be
the motivating force behind all of
I their activities,
lahunt, Ida Fitzgerald, Marie Hod-
ges, Gertrude Owens, Lottie Bibbs,
James Lampkins and E. S. Fish-
er all of Cleveland; Francis Crow-
ley and Bort Thompson of Colum-
bus.
MARYLAND — E. R. Bunch,
Thomas Harris, Daniel Simons and
Nathaniel Lunsford all of Haiti.
more. Henry Brown and Winnie
Brown of Prince Frederick; Ruf-
us Settles of Tobey Town a n d
Robert Parker of Highland Park.
NEW JERSEY — Pricilla Roach
W'r A. Clark, Estell Clark and Ly-
mus Johnson of Trenton, Edward
Ilarris of Nwark, R. N. Jones,
Rosa L. Hines and Ruby Mason of
Paterson. Emma Short of Asbury
Park; Alberta Jones and Jamee
Roach of Neptune; Bessie Martin,
Hazel Banks and Anna Clark of
Scotch Plains.
nothing but Baptists will be i n
Heaven faded from my mind. I
feel that one of the tragic things
of our day is wrapped up in the
fact that far too many of us are
trying to be good Baptists and
not good Christians.
Oh yes, there is a difference!
Some of us fool ourselves into
thinking that they are one and
EAST MEETS WEST — Mrs..
John M. Pearson (center)
chairman of the department
of Work in Foreign Fields,
women's division, Methodist
church, meets two Korean stu-
dents of Bennett college,
Greensboro, N. C Mrs. Pear•
son spoke at Annie Merner
Pfeiffer memorial seisiees at
Bennett. Students are Misses
Hie Sook Hong and Mancy
Seunghi Choi, of Seoul, Korea.
the same but there is a wide dif-
ference between the two. And I
dare say that many people who
are placng 'so much emphasis,
upon being 'Good Baptist' will be
j greatly surprised one of these
days. No one can make me be-
j lieve that Heaven is going to be
filled wan Baptist.
But like the number which John






345 Souls For Christ
So Far This Year
For Christ in 1957: 345 souls. sate, Tenn. — 10; and Person Ave.
That is the claim that can be I Bapt. here in Memphis — 16.
made by Rev. L. A. Hamblin, pas- • Rev. Hamblin has bee
n at Gold'
tor of Golden Leaf Baptist church en Leaf for 17 years, and "
as
for this year. spent much of his life serving t
he
In a total of 11 revivals to Negro and bringing souls to 
Christ.
date he reports the following can His wife, Mrs. Lee Anna Hambli
n
Miles Chapel CME church con didates: is narrator of the church's weekly
eluded its revival services on Mt. Eagle Baptist in Chicago — broadcast: president of the No. 
It
Sept 20.
Rev. C. W. Allen, pastor of
farmer's Chapel CME church,
Brownsville, Tenn., was guest
speaker for the week. Miss Joyce
Ann Peete and Bobbye Cohill was
added to the church membership.
Rev. H. E. Honeysucker, Rev. C.
H. Lamer and Rev. J. R. Haiti-
burton and other local ministers
visited during the revival services.
Rev. B. F. Harris is pastor.
CME ANNUAL CONFERENCE
The 1957 Annual conferences con-
venes in Memphis Oct. 8-13 at Col-
lins Chapel, Rev. D. S. Cunning-
ham, pastor. Rev. B. F Harris will
leave-his pulpit after Oct. 6-for his
1958 assignment. Sentiment h a s
been expressed to, the effect that
he will return to Mlles Chapel.
Mr and Mrs. Saul E. Moore
and son motored to New York the,
week of Sept. 23 to visit Mr.' The Jones county Singing Con- p.m., on Oct. 13.
Moore's sister.
Miss Billie Nelson of Miles Cha- Pleasant Valley MB, Rev. C. 0.1 
vention met recently' in a song Regular services
pel CME is a student at Tennesseo 
service at Providence MB church. 
will be held at
Stale university in Nashville. Miss 
Greater Allen AME, Rev. L. A. Inge, pasta.
Nelson is the daughter of Mr. and 
Clark. Sr., pastor will have regular 
Mrs. Willie Nelson of the city. 
services Sunday with the pastor
39; Mt. Pisgah Baptist in Chicago
— 69; Clarksdale, Miss. — 26; W
Va. — 12; Milwaukee, Wisc. — 25;
Bethlehem Baptist, Se. • Louis, —
21; Montgomery, Ala. — 26; De-
troit — 71; Cleveland — 28: Fruit.
choir, teacher of the Mary Be
thune class and supervisor of the
Red Circle Girls.
Perently, the youth depart.
ment's Junior choir presented a
drama, the Prodigal Son.
SHORTHAND CONTESTANT
Miss Annie Conner entered t h e
Shorthand contest at the 1957 Tr-
creeds, whose hearts have been State Fair. Miss Connor is a stu-
touched by the spirit of God. They dent of Lauderdale high school.
and only they are going to be J. C. Brent, principal, Mrs. B. E. An estimated average of 9.78
the ones who will shout all over Pierce and Mrs. M. M. Johnson ounces of dirt are removed from
God's Heaven, are instructors an average home every week of
Reports From.—
LAUREL, MISS.
By Rev. J. P. Blackman
Churches are taking the lime-I
Rev. C. 0. Inge, Rev* James!'
light in Laurel this week.
Blackmore, Rev. W. P. Taylor of
linttiesburg, all attended the Min.
'serial Improvement Association of
Illississippi, meeting in Jackson re-
cenly. For details, see this issue.
Rev. J. R. Halliburton is past,or
Sunday, Oct. 13 is Choir Union
day and will be held at Wootilawn
Baptist church
ALT, GOD'S CITILLtiv
I A few Sunday evenings ago Ivisited one of our local churches
A male chorus gang "None 13 it
The Righteous." They sang with
such meaning that this idea of
MUSING: Someone pondered the
question. Does the presence of a
father help to form the young boy's
personality or attitudes?
I feel the small boy needs the
visible presence of his father for
two reason: he needs a male per-
son to imitate and he needs a Inas.
culine foil with whom he can learn
how to temper and exercise his
feelings of aggression and love, for
thr adult male's main difficulties
prominent Americans have been
elected to membership on the Na-'
tional Committee of the American
Committee on Africa. en ac-
ceptances came in response to an,
invitation from author John Gunth-
er, himself a National Committee
member of the organization, it.was
revealed at American Committee
on Africa headquarters.
The American Committee on AI,
rice is a non-partisan, non-politic-
al organization of American citi-
zens seeking to inform their court
trymen of the historical ferment
which characterizes Africa and to
me to drink. I am very fond of
him, and I an, afraid he wilt;
consider me childish if I don't. I
don't think it will be ..wrong to
take just one. Do you? Undecided
"SITTING THIS ONE OUT" —
Fretty Harriett Witsell of Jack.
sonville a freshman co-ed at
Florida A and M university, was
photographed "sitting one out" at
a, a phase of the freshman orien•
tatinn week program.. Miss Nilsen
is a music major and is a talent.
the freshman dance held recently
• • •
Dear Undecided: Whtther or not'
it would he actually wrong for you'
to take just one drink Is a matter
for your parents to decide. In gen
eral though I would say 13 is very
young, indeed, to be taking up
of adjustment lie in his relation-' either drinking or smoking. It may
ships with other persons of t he not be wrong, but foolish, for you
same sex. The presence of father to go about with a young man so
is most necessary during the per-I much older and with much more
loci from birth to the latent per grown up tastes than 
yburself,
led, and is much less important Your letter Indicates he will
though std1 desirable during adol- shame you into taking 
a course
escence. that you know is not w
ise. Why
• • • , not label him "experience" a n d
Dear Carlotta: I am 13 and I, find you a more wholesome co
rn
go out with a boy who Is 11 When 'union' That would solve 
your pro•
we are at parties he tries to get blem in a :terry,
photo by C. J. Smitlelll.
the year.. Rev. J. R. Halliburton and his
freedom \for the African people,' congregation at Morning Star Rap
he said.
"In the interest of American se- Chapel CME church Oct. 6. Rev.
curity and world peace," Mr. Gun-. Halliburton preacher at 3 p.rn. and
list chufch were guests at Miles
• t er emp asize , . IcY his choir joined Miles Chapel




must be more enlightened in re- the evening services Rev. B F.A 
•
. .n m m 
NEW YORK — More than fifty relate the importan
ce of African
events to American life.
"This organization," Gunther
stated, "in the past two years
has been the central agency for
accurate and up-to-date informs,
tion on African affairs. It is also
the force seeking an American pol-
icy toward Africa designed to help
the African peoples achieve na-




the new National com-
mittee members are four U. S. Sen-
ators, two state governors, sixteen
members of the House of Repre-
sentatives. two university presi-
dents, eight national religious lead-
ers. and 11 authors and scholar.
The new members include Gard-
ner Cowles, Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, Dr. Robert L. Johnson, Hon.
Francis B. Sayre, Oscar Hammer-
stein, II, U. S. Senators Dennis
Chavez, Hubert Humphrey. Irv-
ing Ives, Wayne Morse; former
Ambassadors. Edwin E. Stanton,
Angier Biddle Duke: Jackie Rob-
inson, Sidney Poitier, Rt. Rev.
Henry W. Hobson, Very Rev. J.
A. Pike, Reinhold Niebuhr. Dr.
Harry Emerson Fosdick, Dr. Ralph
Sockman, Rev. Robert McCrack-
en, Rev. Martin Luther King, jr..
Dr. Arthur Schlessinger. tr.,
Gov. Edmund S. Muskie and
George M. Leader.
Gunther. author of many books
including 'Inside Africa,': noted
that the new members represent-
ed a cross-section of American!
political, social and economic back.'
grounds. "This underscores our
view that a broad and representa-
tive section of American leader-
ship subscribes to the goals of
national independence, justice and
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH
A. T. "Zannie" Jones
$5000 to $50000
Quickly - Conveniently - Confidentially
on
Signature - Furniture - Automobile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
JA 6-5088 - 317 BEALE
or we weaken our own. The Amer- visited his mother, Mrs. Anna Saul-
ican Committee on Africa is an in- ford, recently.
strument of substantial potential Morning Star Baptist is sponsor-
in achieving such a policy." ing a state drive beginning Oct. 27.
ph Alexander of Memphis
delivering the morning message.
St Paul methodist Episcopal
church. Rev. T. D. Davis, pas-
tor, will also have regular services
during Oct. 13 meeting.
At Second Alien AME church,
the Jones County Singing Conven•




106 Papist at leildorlal•
Ph.,.. JA 14348
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
& SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Badges, Caps, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Song Books
Church Supplies 
_




45 is really amazing all of the
wonderful dainties that can
come from a hag of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour—delicious
breads, crunchy, tasty cookies,
tender pastries and other desi-
rous delights.
Then too, your favorite reci-
pe', will be just about twice as
good when you use Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour.
It is specially blended from
the purest of wheat flour, sue),
as you yourself would choose.







2 lightly beaten eggs
1 cup mashe4 bananas
2',.) cups sifted flour
'i teaspoon soda
'• cup sour milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
16 ( '2 pound) marshallows
Si teaspoon baking powder
Cream butter and sugar wed.
Add eggs and bananas; beat
thoroughly, add sifted dry in-
gredients alternately with sour
milk. Beat batter until smooth
after each addition. Stir in va-
nilla. Pour into well greased 8
inch layer pans. Bake in oven
350 degrees F. for 35 to 40 min-
utes. Remove from oven, let
stand 5 minutes. Turn out on
cake rack. Cut marshmallows
on press cutside down on top
of bottom cake layer while cake
is still warm. Put top cake
layer over marshmallows.
Frost with chocolate frosting.
You too will say Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour is the
best.
JANA C. PORTER
TOP CALIBRE ENTERtAINMENT wag the order of the day
as these young "stars of tomorrow sent their fine performances
spinning out our WDIA's 50,000 powerful watts. The regular
weekly talent show presented by Big Star Food Stores of Memphis
and the Mid South always proves most enjoyable. Big Star i
s
glad to give Mid South youth this opportunity to perform before
the vast audience that comprises the huge listenership tuned to
the Mid South moat powerful radio station. Many aisles are us•
WIN A DREAM VACATION
Here's How To Enter This Wonderful Big Star Contest:
On entry blanks, you'll find at all Big Star and Pure Oil Stations,
complete the sentence: "I like to shop at Big Star because  
Use as many or as few words PS you wish—then deposit your entry
in the FREE VACATION BOX. You can enter as many times a,
you wish. All entries will be judged by the THOS ORGANIZATION
of New York. Contest doses October 26.
You sail on the luxurious S. S. YARMOUTH CASTLE your
round trip is a complete package of pleasure—stateroom accommo-
Vacation may be taken in November or December of any time next
Vacation may be taken In Noember or December of any time next
year. Contest closes Oct. 26.
Each winner will receive 200 gallons of Pure gasoline for the
round trip to Miami. Get your entry blank at Big Star today or at
any Pure 011 Station. Enter as many times as you wish.
eluded and ibis completely possible that one of these young "stars
of tomorrow" will achieve big things In the professional enter
tiinment field. If you would like an audition try -out for the Big
Star Food Store's Talent Show, you are invited to contact WD1A
of any time. Pictured above from left to right are First row—
Vera Edwards, Gwendolyn Edwards, George Nelson, Lee Ell,
Williama, fouler Johnerm, and Gloria Massey. Second row—Cookie
Shelby, Charles Echols, Williams WIlks. Spencer Wiggins, Harold


































































































































































































• Letters On L. R.
Hit Mob Violence
Following are more of the many !inenting on the attack on f ou r
letters which Editor L. Alex Wit- newsmen at Little Rock on Sept.son has received from throughout ,3




This is to express my personal
gratitude and thanks for your
great contribution to the cause of
Anierican Democracy. Your cour-
ageous stand, calm, cool, and in-
telligent procedure in covering
the recent Little Rock integration
crisis, places you along with the
immortal greats of the founding
fathers of American liberties.
Justice, freedom and democracy
are more than beautiful words,
and do not come free of sacrificial
giving of all human possession.
The example set by you, Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Bates and the
other representatives of the Negro
press together with the nine brave
Negro students who enrolled in
Central high school. at Little Rock
are ones worthy of emulation. They
ai C not only typical of Americans
hut of men. They have and will
cost.inue to be the inspiration and
guiding stone to greater achieve-
ments in man's conquest for re-
spect, recognition, and representa-
tion in all the aft affecting
men.
The crisis through which Amer-
tea is passing transcends the prob-
lem of full integration of the Ne-
gro in American society. It is a
challenge to American Defiler-
racy's political sepromacy and its
moral, social and spiritual worthi-
ness as the way of lie over against
the social and political ideologists
existing in the world today. It isl
encumbered upon all Americans I
to make their contributions to-
*ward meeting the challenge. Con-structive thinking must dethrung
traditions; intelligence and fair
Play must take precedence over
sentiment if America is to retain
its position of world's political su-
premacy.
• I think I ant joined with all men
of goodwill of my expression of




I read of your inhuman treat-
ment by white mob force in Lit-
tle Rock. I am so very ashamed
of those guilty. I am sending you
a personal plea to the white peo-
ple of my race.
hope you may see fit to pub-.
lists it in your paper, and I hope
that all America could read it and tot
Will heed my plea.
AI Inclosed are a few names of
MI people I hope to contact in my Asks Forgivenessfight for: Let's Right a Great
wrong. • Dear Mr. Wilson
-I'm working here in Calif., but
tty home is La., 8836 Oak at.,
New Orleans. I am the widow
ol Clifford Carlton Trask of Elk
River, Minn. — Mrs. Mary Ruth
Trask, 14130 Arizona ave., Para-
Mount, Calif.
I Let us hope that he Isn't so two.
laced and gutless as Louis Arm-
strong said he is — if he lets
Gov. faubus rule this country,
drastic measures should be taken.
Let us hope that Gov. Faubus
ends his quest for glory.
I can't say much more except
that I will pray for the settlement
of this trouble. — David Hortsch.
6.531 SE 48th ave., Portland 6, Ore,
It Became Real
Dear Mr Wilson:
Please bear with ine, total
stranger, for the few moments it
will take for you to read this
letter.
This morning I saw a picture of
i ou in the hands of a muh. I have
just seen the same event on my
television set.
I, of course, cannot say that I
know how you felt, but I do have
some slight idea of what your feel-
ings must have been.
I am writing to give you my
own personal opinion as to what
you have accomplished. Millions ot
people in the nation saw the treat-
ment you received. To read of in-
tegration, even to read of mob
violence, tends to be impersonal.
It because real, too real, for you
But you permitted it to become
synthetically real for me and for
millions like use. I saw the twist-
eci faces of your attackers. I heard
a shrill woman's voice shouting, •
"Hit him! Hit him!" '
I saw that, despite their num-
hers, none of them pushed or
struck you to our face, but al.
ways preferred to attack you from
• What I am trying to say, sir,
is that / do not believe you suffer-,1
ed in vain. You were alone dur-
ing the attack — horribly alone.
But millions stood beside you dur-
ing the broadcasts of that attack.
If I believed that mob was typi-
cal of my race (1 am Caucasion,)
would be too ashamed of my
race to write you. I believe, how-
ever, that the typical of my race
was as horrified as I by what I
saw.
I also feel, and for this I do
apologize, that I needed that
shock. I'm very sorry that Volt
had to suffer so that I could wake
up. But as you have suffered,
I did want to tell you that you
did wake up at least one — and
I'm sure many more. — John H.
Pierce, 3.548 W. 168th st., Torrence,
Me.ritorius Deed
May I thank you for your cour-
ajgeous meritorious deed in the
recent Little Rock incident? You,
air, with three other persons, de-
coyed a violent, unthinking mob
away from a group of children
who were teying to enter the
in peace.
S.:In that act you epitomized thehighest deed of valor a man could
do: to be willing to lay down his
life for another person.
When I read of, your brave act
abd saw the vicious mobs pictur-
et1 abusing you shamfully, I felt !
proud to be your fellow citizen.
I was proud to know that I am
allowed to live in a country where
men can do such brave deeds in
the face of outrageous citizens.
I am ashamed of those people
who abused you so untenably. May
I' say I am proud to thank you
for being an American.
.1 am numbered among hum
dreds of thousands, nay millions,
that cheered you and the other
three in our hearts.
May God bless you and yours
Avays. sir. You deserve the best
df everything the world has to
offer. If the time comes when a
niedel or award is given to YOU
(I am sure the time is near) take
ills letter as wholehearted COB.
sitatulations and a happy, grate
fill well done.
:Once again, thank you for your
brave act — Miss Mildred Hub-
Please let me ask your for-
giveness as just one member of
the white race for the unpardon-
able treatment accorded you this
past week in Little Rock. As I
saw this spectacle on television, I
was ashamed for the moment to
be a part of a people who would
do such a terrible thing. I do
realize that those who embarrass-
d you so greatly are not a re.
presentative group of the Amer-
icon people, at least not as I know
them.
The Negro people are called
upon so often to exhibit patience
kind understanding I am sure it
will be the means of producing
the finest kind of American citi-
zen. God bless you and all of your
fine race. — Mrs. Mildred L.
Leach, 839 Parkman ave., Apt.
208, Los Angeles 26, Calif.
Dignified Retreat
Dear Mr. Wilson:
I am sure that you have had
many exchanges from friends
expressing their admiration for the
manner in which you met the vi-
cious assaults upon you. I read
your story in the Journal Ameri-
can and saw the television film
clips on you. You certainly de.
monstrated for everyone to see
that we can no longer run that
we must, when compelled by over-
whelming forces, retreat with dig-
nity. This you did most admirably.
I think that what perhaps dis-
turbed the white South more than
anything else is the courage digs
played by you, your fellow news-
men, the children and Negroes
generally in the South. Time was
when our people were ready to ,
run when the white man shouted
"boo." That time is past. Its pass-
sehmitt, 34-37 92nd st., Jackson ing illumines the dawn of a new
Heights 72, N. Y. day.
I congratulate you upon the role
You played in showing the way
—Henry Lee Moon, Director, Pub-
lic Relations, NAACP, 20 W. 40th
it. New York 18 N. Y.
The Business and Professional
Edith Sampson To Sp
At B & P Luncheon In
By LOU LATOUR
PITTSBURGH, Pa.—Atty. Edith
S. Sampson. ex-envoy to the United
Natioas and world • u ide traveler,
will share her vast knowledge and
experiences with the 500 delegates
and friends at the Business and
Luncheon here on Saturday Octo-
ber 12 in the grand Ballroom of
the Hotel Sherwyn.
Pittsburghers will put out the
-welcome mat" for her because
they can boast of Pittslitugh's be-
ing Atty. Sampson's birthplace.
Without a doubt she has gone far
since leaving.
In 1950 and 1952 she was ap-
pointed Alternate United Nations
Representative. In 1951 she was
guest Lecturer of the Departntent
of State in Germany and Austria.
In 1952, she lectured extensively
in the Scandinavian countries and
in many European cities. as well
! as serving as an observer for the
National Council of Negro Women
to the Sixth Session of the Gen-
eral Assembly in Paris.
III 1955 Atty. Sampson traveled
and lectured in Turkey. Egypt,
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Iran,
Iraq and Israel.
' She is chairman of fhe con,
mittee on International Relations
of the Nat. Council of Negro Wo
men a member of the Executive
of Chicago. III., where she pray
Courageous Man
Dear Mr. Wilson:
I saw pictures in the local news-
paper of you being kicked. pushed
and jumped upon. When 1 saw
them, I shuddered.
Certainly you are a courageous
Man. There are not too many
whites who would do the same.
I• was actually ashamed I am
white when I saw those pictures.
1 sometimes wish I would tie able
tp move down South. If I were
living there, I could do a little
bit more towards integration. At
this time, even my small bit would
Kelp some.
i It is now 10:38 p. m here in
ortland. The day is you can see
Is Sept. 23. I certainly hope Out
Mir President does something to-
morrow to help esd this dilemma.
An Inspiration
Dear Mr. Wilson:
This Is just a note which you
needn't trouble to acknowledge.
Tour courage recently at Lit-
tle Rock was an inspiration to me
as I'm sure it must have been to
others.
We people of Jewish descent
have also experienced our share
of bigotry. Many of us must know
that much of the progress we have
made toward equality has be en
through the assistance and under-
standing of others 01 different
tires law, a member of the Wom-
en's Bar Assis, of Illinois, a life
meinber oh the Nat. asso. 1 Wom-
en's Lawyers a former nember
Commission for UNESCO, and a
member of the Board of Directors
of Chicago CARE Committee
e.a Women's Clubs, Inc., are fortunatek that their national president Sirs.
. Marie L. Harrison and the Con-
vention chairman, Mrs. Ruth St
Tucker and her Committee were
a
guest speaker for the Luncheon.
The luncheon will be a historic
occasion because the B&P will
present three $500 scholarships in-
stead of the usual two, and Atty
Nation's Press
Lauds 9 Pupils
NEW YORK — The courage and'
dignity of the is!egro students in
Little Rock and elsewhere in the
South has won wide commenda•
lion from the press and from in•
dividuals throughout tin- country,
as well as from the foreign press.
President Eisenhower paid tri-
bute to them in his stateir ent•oi
Sept. 21 on the Little Rock crisis
when he said: "All parents must
have a sympathetic understanding
of the ordeal to which the nine
Negro children who have been
mprevented from attending Central
High school have been subjected.
They and their parents have con-
ducted themselves with dignity
and with restraint,'
Life magaine in its issue of Sept
30 published on its editorial page
a letter from Prof. J. B. Rhine
of Duke university in Durham, N.
C. "Thank you for recording for
history the account in word and
picture of these brave Negro kids
going off to face the mob waiting
for them at the schoolhouse,"
Prof. Rhine wrote. "Brave they
must be, for they know they will
be taunted with abuse that w i II
hurt more than physical injury it-
self. , .1 cannot recall that there
has ever been a more inspiring
demonstration of courage by the
children of any race, in any age
. . .Their example is at least one
redeeming feature in all this hor-
rid chapter of our country's his
tory."
Following are other editorials.
whole or in part, as space permits:
Montreal (Canada) Star: "Where
they (Negro youngsters) get the
sheer guts to go through with it.
we don't know. Nor is it easy to
Imagine the soul-searching that
their parents went through before
creeds who are men of good will.
The Negro too, needs his friends
and you have done much to in-
spire me personally to redouble
my efforts to help further t h e
cause of understanding between
the races. — Woody Gelman, 254
36th st.. Brooklyn 32, N. .Y.
Feels Ashamed
Dear Mr. Wilson:
I have just read of the spatt-
ing treatment given you at the
Little Rock school the other day.
I don't know what good this note
will do, if any. libwever, I feel
ashanied of my fellow white race
for taking such deplorable action.
I know there must be many
decent Christian people in Little
Rock. It is a shame that such peo-
ple will stand by and allow the
riff-raff and rabble to command
this situation.
You have my complete sympa-




In a regular meeting of the
Ministers' Alliance of the Christ-
ian Methodist Episcopal church of
Memphis on Tuesday, Oct. 1, a
resolution was passed commend-
ing you for your gallantry in the
Little Rock crisis.
We feel deeply Indebted to you
for your public spirited courage
in striving to carry forth your du-
ties as a newspaperman in order
that the public may be properly
informed of the happenings in our
communities.
As president of this organiza-
tion I know that at times like this,
words without action bring very
little cheer; but I do want you
to know that we are with you in
this struggle for human rights
— Rev. David S. Cunningham.
pastor Collins Chapel CME church.
Presiden CME Minister's Vi-
ands.
1Sampson will share in the presen-
tation to worthy students.
I
letting the children step into soc-
a maelstrom of terror.. A'Vhat sort
of dedication does a mn a — or
more important, a younsster—need,
to face the stones of a crowd, their
knives or runs or clubs, of being
cornered by a mob of vicious
gos who resemble women?"
A FEARFUL PRICE
New York Post (by Max Lern-
er): "It is a fearful price for the
young to pay, . .For those whom
it doesn't destroy it can ne a cre-'
alive experience. The night before
Elizabeth Eckford went to school,
at Little Rock, she read the lines
in the Psalms. "The Lord is my
light and my salvation: whom shall
I fear? The Lord is the strength
of my life: of whom shall I fear?"
Los Angeles Mirror-News: "On
thing in the story from Little Rock
sticks in our mind. In the face of
a jeering crowd, a 15-year-old Ne-
gro girl walked alone...That takes
-courage in a mature person. let
alone a teen-ager."
Boston Evening Globe: -Who can
be without sympathy...for the Ne-
gro children involved? These inno-
cent but incredibly courageous vic-
tims of an impasse not of their
own making are sustaining, in their
most sensitive years, an outpour-
ing of scalding scorn and vituper;
ation. . .that no man should ever,
suffer."
"CREDIT TO COUNTRY"
St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer-rress:
-Moral courage of a high order,
was -shown by the Negro students I
who quietly and calmly presented
themselves for enrollment and ig-
nored the threats, curses and jeers
of the crowd which the Faubus
troops attracted and stimulated.
These youngsters, and others like
them elsewhere in the South, are
a credit to their country. The vi-
cious, law defying attitude of those
arrayed against them brings
shame to Americans everywhere."'
Des Moines (Iowa) Tribune,
"The lonely heroism of the Negro
children who brave rocks a n d
jeers and howling mobs to go to
scnool. . .is one of the great sa-
gas of our age. .Stones can bruise
stones can kill, but a child can
get keyed up to face death like a
veteran. The hurt inside is deeper
. .Behind the tormentors' ugly
obsessions and still uglier behavi-
or, they see the kindly neighbors
they have half-known all along."
Letters from readers appearing
in New York newspapers included
these, some of which are excerpts:
"Anyone who has seen with what
forebodings any normal child ap-
proaches cOmmencing a new and
different school, even when he
should reasonablv anticipate only
the most cordial and understand.
ig reception from his fellow's and
mfrom the school administration. ca
imagine the bravery of these oth-
er kids.. don't know the specifi-
cations used by the Carnegie Com-
mittee in making their annual her-
oism awards, but T would like to
ominate for consideration these
First Children of the Land." —
Robert E. Lowther.
"It (Little Rock) bares to t he
world the valiant struggle of little
colored children to preserve a n d
strengthen the democracy that oth-
ers would destroy." — E. A.
"Their (Negro children) calm an
dignified behavior served se a
striking contrast to the vicious
character of the fear — and hate
filled mob. . .Maybe they were
scared inside. What hero isn't?"—
William E. Monaghan
"The picture In the newspapers
of that poor girl holding her head
high and brave while being follow-
ed and spat upon and called ugly
names by supposed Americans re.
mtded me of Nathan Hale. And
T cried." — Louis Gerzog
"The word Inferiority has always
been used as a defense, held up as
a banner to prove that there is and
never will be more than one cul.
NOT E ()N OF THESE students
at American Baptist Theolog-
ical Seminais will tell sou the
load they are carrying here is
heavy in any sense. They eon-,
sitter it a privilege seeing to
It that their wheelchair•iiiblen
fellow student, James Price,
gets to each class on time
Price lost ati arm and became
a paraplegic in &I Cleveland.
Ohio. accident in 1919. His
helpers here are Reverends
Theodore Brooks, Otis Pickett.
and William K. Richardson
DLSLIKES PREJUDICEE — The
opportunities for obtaining a "good
education in the United States" are
recognised but practices of racial
discrimination make the thought
of remaining in the U. S. distaste-'
ful, says Miss Mia Focal Morgan,
of Liberia. She is a student at
American Baptist Institute, Nash-
ville. She hopes to return to Aicfra




W A. Goldstiorough, teacher of
vocational agriculture, Dudly high
school, Greensboro, N. C., a is d
advisor for the local chapter of the
New Farmers of America, receiv-
ed the highest award in the field
of agriculture Oct. 2, in Atlanta,
Ga., from the National Association
of New Farmers of America.
Dr. W. F. Spantnn, director of
Agriculture education, Washing-
ton, D. C stated that the National]
officers and Advisory Council 
nf
ofl
the NFA were co erring upon him
the Honorary Superior Farmers
Degree at the 23rd National NFA




ORANGEBURG, S. C. — Al
the close of registration for the
first semester of the 1957-58 regud
Ian school year the total enroll-
ment in all schools at South Caro-
lina State c llege was 1536, the
largest in the history of the insti-
tution. 325 entering freshmen and
32 transfers were enrolled at the
close of the first semester regis-
tration period.
In the f iv e undergraduate
schools there were enrolled 10381
students. 571 were males and 467
were females. Eight males are
enrolled in the School of Law.
lure. As I look at the pictures tak-,
in Little Rock. . .and other townsi
with the same problem and see the
dignity and determination of the
unwanted and see the scorn and
hatred on the faces in the crowd,
I find the real meaning of the word
Inferiority.- — Marjorie Johnson.
"The Negro school children. .
after all are braving the same
type of contumely that my Pit
grim ancestors faced before they
followed the Mayflower pioneers to .
this untouched land, and that my
German ancestors sceight to escape
in 1848. In a way their burden
was easier to hear. There was a
new land of them to settle, . .
Twenty-five years from now I be-
here that a significant part of the
leadership of our country — the
leadership of which there is never
enough — will be found among
those children who have walked
with schoolhooks under their arms
. . with booing crowds behind ,
them." — Stowell Rounds.
TR1-STATE DEFENDER 5
Sot., Oct. 12, 1937
,ble to secure Atts• Sampson as Story Of A Two-Time Loser Ma
Has Grown Stronger Through Defeat
NAstiVILLLE litAl might say,
that James Price, 75, supho•1
more at merican Baptist Theolog- •
heal SeminarY, is a two times loser
whose strength remains the same
or stronger as if he'd never known
defeat.
Price's first loss came Oct. 1,1
1049 when he was struck by a
rapid transit train in Cleveland,
Ohlo, resulting in his becoming a
paraplegic with only one arm (his
right arm was severed above the
elbow )
The second .101i came six years
later when Price at last decided
to turn his back on the sinful ways
of the world end study for the min•
istry mit ART Seminary.
Of this expenence. Price says,'
"1 found peace, but I LOST all
of my previous friends."
NEW FRIENDS
But he adds, almost exultantly,
"I Wood new . . . stronger
friends at the seminary."
Forgetting for always Price's
losses — for he has forgotten
them as great as they were —
the future of his existence can
be predicted upon the basis of what
he has "found"
The administration, student body.
and faculty of AT Seminary
have invested their whole confi-
dence in this young man upon just
this basis
There's little room for doubt
that their confidence is well Plae-
ed.
Following an extremely difficult
period of frustrated readjustment
in his young life, Price at first
found reasons to seek Christ as a
eounsellor thw way of a Chris-
tian. His life today indicates
large measure of success.
The initial discovery led him
to seek training for the Christian
ministry at ART Seminary, where
he has found "peace" . . . "new,
stronger friends" . In a com-
munity compatible with his life's
whole new perpose.
Price now spends his days —I
apparently: oblivious of the wheel-
chair that forever supports his sit-
ting posture — in this community
which not only is equipping hint
with some of the very best train-
ing Jar the ministry available MI
this country, but among other
young preachers-to-be who are con-
siderate of his every need and
even receive inspiration from his
presence among them.
The young man like any other,
student at the seminars working;
toward a bachelor of theology de-
gree carries a full schedule of
courses. Ills classes, too, are in
buildings and upstairs all over Il i
511-acre campus. 1
NO PROBLEM
The courses are absolutely 'no'
problem because Price is an
above the average student who
is stimulated by j fierce zeal to
do his very hest in them Th.
stairs disappear as a problem be
cause his "new and stronger"
friends carry Price's smiling figure
wherever and whenever lie has to
go-
His presence on the campus as
a source of inspiration was de-
scribed in this manner by the Rev.
Otis Pickett, senior class mem-
ber:
"His (Price's) presence on cam-
pus certainly gives us Inspiration
to see a man like Brother Price
with courage anti deterinination to
aspire for higher learning to earn'
the goaliel...
NO FEARS
Price. armed with his new find-
ings at ART Seminary., says he
has no fears of returning to the
cold, hard world after graduating
here. Ills desire for "higher learn-
ing" has already left aspirations
for advance degrees.
Price was born in Chattanooga,
Tenn.. and lived in Chicago for a
time before coming to Nashville
where he now lives with his moth-
er during off school seasons.
Since the secident he has been
a radio announcer, singer at danc-
es, and in 1954 auditioned for a
show.
Ile dutifully relates this as a
part of "my mixed up life" be-
fore "I realized there was some-
thing God wanted me to do."
"I AM SIMPLY CRAZY ABOUT
KROGER MEATS!"
. . . says Mrs. Josephine Winhush




"Grill it .. . broil it ... or r0451 If! Kroger Ten-
deray Beef is tender every time. And I should
know. For ten years, I've been buying rib roasts
and rump roasts . . . steaks and stew beef . . .
and I've found every cut of Tenderay Beef to be
deliciously tender. I like the way Kroger removes
the wasteful bone and fat before I buy. It gives
me more honest eating meat in every single pound.
It's no wonder that I tell all my friends: Kroger
has the best beef and the best values in town. I
do all my shopping at Kroger."
KROGER CONGRATULATES
SIRS. JOSEPHINE WINBUSH, polioe
traffic woman al the Melrose High
School. Mrs. Winbush is secretary
of the Orange Mound Civic Club,
advisor of the Orange Mound Junior
Civic Club and Shelby County Council
of Junior Civic Clubs. She is a mem-
ber of Beulah Baptist church, super-
visor of the Red Circle Girls and chair-
man of the Program Committee of the
Educational Board. Her fine quality
meals come from Kroger's store, lo-
cated in the Airways Shopping Center.
Park and Lamar.
SMART HOMEMAKERS ALWAYS SHOP KROGER
. eseewt
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Dear Mme. Chante: Will you
please help me find pen pals. I
sin si lonely widow who would
like to correspond with Christian
men about 50 to 55. I am light
brown with curly hair, 5 leet, 4
inches tali, weigh 165 lbs., 50 years
of age and in good health. I
don't drink or smoke and I like
clean fun but most of all I am
a Christian. I do believe there are
some lonesome Christian men who
would like a good companion.
Pearl Coleman, 6068 Whitwood, 1st
FL, Detroit, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chanter I am a wit!.
ow, 42 years old; height 5 feet
41/2 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs., with
brown skin. I have no bad habits.
I Want a nice intelligent man be-
tween 45 and 50 with a dark brown
complexion; height 5 feet, 9 inch-
es tall; weighing 185 to 200 lbs.,
employed and with a car. Miss
Vera Newton, 3825 Cottage Grove;
Chicago 15, Ill., Apt. 1.
• • *
Dear Mine. Chante: I am an ex-
tremely lonesome young man, 24
years of ate, looking for an at-
tractive young lady between the
ages of 18 and 26 for a campan-
ion and possibly a wife. I am a
professional business man employ-
ed in an interesting and profit
able profession. I am 5, feet, 10
inches tall and weigh 149 lbs.,_with
medium brown complexion and not
bad looking. I am desirous of find-
ing a young lady who enjoys the
finer things in life as I do. She
must be a woman who has a sweet
but business like personality, is #
tidy housekeeper, passionate, dress
es smartly, likes music and poe-
try and likes to travel and learn.
Last but not least she must like
to cook and cook well because I
love good fond, Mr. R. Andrew,
11831 S. Honore at., Chicago 43, Ill.
•
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a lone-
ly working man. age 42, height 5
feet, 9 inches tall, weight 215;
complexion brown. I have been
here in Chicago only one week
and would like to meet some girls
here between the ages' of 35 and
45. Race doesn't matter. Please
send photo and phone number in
first letter. -David Williams, 7218
S. Harvard ave., Chicago. Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I ant a sin-
gle young man who desires adult
pen pals in or near Kansas City,
Mo. Would like to hear from male
or female. Mr. Orville Smith, jr.,
Car Hotel, 5141/2 Main st., Kansas
City 6, Mo.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone-
ly Christian woman 40 years old,
height 5 feet, 4 inches tall; weight
150 lbs. I would like to meet a
nice man between 40 and 50. 1 am
„interested in marriage and sin
willing to work and help him have
some of the better things in life.
I will exchange photos. Mrs. L
Harvey, 6352 South Park ave., cm
Mrs. D. Smith, Chicago, Ill.
* *
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to correspond with girls between
the ages of 18 and 32, who tveigh
between 170 and 220 1gs. who have
never had a boyfriend. Color, race
or nationality do net matter. 1 am
5 feet, 10As itches tall, weighing
237 lbs., age 20. Charles Watson,
Rt. 2, Box 238 Brinkley Ark.
* • *
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 am a very
intelligent young lady seeking pen
pals between the ages of 22 and
401 I am 21. years of age, 5 feet,
6 inches tall, weighing 147 lbs ,
complexion light brown with black
eyes and hair. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. Min-
tee Cleary, P. 0. 123, Alexan-
der, Ark.
* • *
Dear Mine. Chante: It is with
pleasure that I send you this let-
ter. I would like to have a few
pen pals, male and female. The
male must be between 20 and 25,
the female can be of any age above
18. Miss Melsada Jones, 21 Lot-
ley Ave., Whitfield Town, St. An-
drew, Jkmaica, BWI.
*
Dear Mme. Chanter I aim inter-
Travelers Aid - The Nation's Volunteer.
By sit.AcNIALLE PERRY
Taking a tirp in these United
States is a very ordinary thing.
Long gone are the frightening days
of covered wagons, Indian attacks,
and stagecoach robberies: Today,
in our highly mechanized society
one has only to consult a time.
table, purchase a ticket, and ride
comfortably to his destination.
During the journey Ire Is after.
ad all the luxurief of stationary
existence, meals, berths, televis-
ion, radio, and even bottle
warmers for baby. At the trips
end he may be
greeted by lho.se
alerted to his ar.
rival through







MRS. TUCKER.which are corn.
panions to complexity.. What of
the invalid grandmother who tra-
vels alone from Nevada to N e
York. . .the foreign born who en•
ter a different language world. .
the seven-year-old who, makes the
first trip alone.
And — ever increasing, the mi•
grant newcomer who finds the bits,
fling big city a horror instead ot
a haven.
OTHERS TOO
'There are others. too. Often ur,
diicovered. . .t'ae runaways old and
young, the disturbed and confus,
ed not so recognizable. and the
starry - eyed children who beconir
easy. prey. in 'lig too-wisr :roe
olis.
The blue and white cry,tal ador-
ning a desk. booth or office in ell
Major travel centers has become
a symbol el refu-c In these trav-
elers. Bearing the words "Travel
ars Aid- it is just that.
Many people already know about
Travelers Aid, Unfortunately,
many do not.
For a better view of the inter-
nal machinery of this nation-wide
agency and its satellites, we visit-
ed the office, of the Chicago Tra•
'A-elers Aid Society at 22 W. Madi-
son st., which serves the largest
rail center in the coUntry.
Heading this agency, which is en
affiliate of the National Travelers
Aid Society, but operated and fi-
nanced locally, is R. E. Johnson.
As an assistant to the president
of United Airlines, he brings a
two-fold knowledge to the city's
vast travel problem.
COLLEGE TRAINED
Working closely with Johnson is
Earlham college trained Ralph W.
Collins, the executive secretary
who is largely responsible for the
eight Chicago offices and staff, in-
cluding 500 volunteer workers who
maintain round the clock services.
Acting as a liaison between the
agency and the public is energetia
Mrs. Beatrice Allen. who, as direc-
tor of public relations, is respon-
sible for .all fund raising and pub
licitv. It was she who r;uideti our
informative terminal tour
Mrs. Jewel C. Coleman dees re.
search and statistics for the Chi-
cago Travelers Aid Society, a n d
provides facts and figures for pun
lie consumption..
For example. C'TA in Chicago
was formed in 1914. and is a non-
nrofit indepen.lent agency. It ex-
ists solely through coniributinns
rem interested persons. organiza-
tions, benefits, clubs, and transpor.
tation companies.
As a member of the Community
Fund. it receives a proportional al-
lotment, and-is..reinihursed by the
llSO for its aid to servicemen.
It receives no formal specified
grant from any source.
STAFF (-Timms
The Off of CIA falls into two-
categories; first, the paid, which
includes trained sacial workers








'Yoshi Do atii rtenteg CFOS IS • sl'AIION? FOR MAE
PaSs gat; ot4 smug sioteie DoNE temtatiega aUl DRINK WATER 1010
MAKE IMPROPER REMARKS!..10S1 BECAUSE SI4E'S CouRIEOUS
DoES-N't ksEgsi SHE'S ite tort MIRK .401.1!1KE IMS1DE OF YOUR
atcho. .iLlk AN Oul OCCIR THEArtAE HiGee NOON! MOW
GET. OUT, 
'FRO S1STES; Atria Lou and
Ruth Hills, board the Santa Fe
for Oakland. Calif., as Trav-
elers Aid worker, Mrs. Mar-
got Eddy, supervises their dc.
parture at Union station. The
girls were returning home aft-
er a vacation visit with their
grandmother. Mrs. Ruth Glue-
errs, of 1739 N. Kenmore. This
first big trip for the girls (47
whir carry on the casework pro-
gram. These social workers, such
as Misses Ruth Sackerson a n d
Phyllis Squires, Houston Coitings
wood, James Morikawa and others
whom we met, handle the more.
serious cases which require profes-
sional counseling.
'The unpaid volunteers are re-
cruits from all avenues of life who
have been carefully screened and
pat through one of the two train-
ing periods offered annually, such
as Mrs. F'rances Hirsch.
A third, but small category, in-
cludes ease-aids, who are profes-
sionals in other allied fields who
enjoy spending their free hours as-
sisting CIA.
One such worker was Mrs. Mar.
,got Eddy. a third grade teacher
from Indiana.
In its function as a social agen-
cy the soeiety maintains a close.
working relationship with alliett
a gencie, snch as the Red Cross,
police. Welfare Department. Jew-
ish and Catholic charities, the ju-
venile court and others.
There are often referrals from
one groan to another, so interwov-
en are their functions.
LIVING SITUATIONS
Le; us cite some "living" sitira-
lions encountered at various ter-
minals.
The bus terminal probably offers
more human interest stories be-
cause of the peculiar seciirity of-
fered by Cie terminal itself.
Miss Sylvia Antholz, the sup-
ervisor. re--ailed the ease of three
teen-age runaways from Los An-
geles who voluntarily sought aid.
Tired and regretful, the girls
wished to return home, but were
without funds and fearful of Parer,-
tat reprimand.
The Los Angeles agency was no
lifted. and they immediately call-
ed the parents who wired !he re-
turn fare through Travelers Aid.
Contacts are almost always made
from one agency to another, rare-
ly directly.
It is felt that professional inter-
vention on both ends results in
a more satisfactory solution.
Often the ease is much more Sc'
rious or personal. A lone traveler
is observed sitting too long at a
counter or in the ladies room.
Spotted by a porter, matron or
policeman, the eaSC is reported i t)
the case worker who in turn ap-
proaches the client gently.
lemma) was a pleasant one, and
they were greeted in both ci-
ties by efficient Travelers Sid
workers. Miss Kay Hinter is
the supervisor at the Dearbor n
and Union station. In next pho-
to another youngster, 11
year old Gene Amos of De-
troit, Mich.. is hid a happy
farewell by Mrs. Theodore Re-
mer. who has been a Chicago
Perhaps with a cold drink, or a
kind offer of assistance. but al-
ways gently. If the traveler reacts
violently., as they sometimes to...
there is a' watchful policeman not
too far away.
Perhaps the traveler is a young
wife fleeing what seems to be an
impossible marital situation, or as
the case has been, a client badly
in 'teed Gf psychiatric help. In
each instance the worker will find
suitable overnight lodgings until
the person is reassured enough to
accept counsel.
There may be a referral f o r
more detailed assistance, or a
phone call which causes a change
of heart. In all instances, Travel-
ers Aid has avoided for the client
the complete frustration which
might be climaxed in a jail or
police court.
Children make up a great pro-
portion of today's travelers. Of-
ten they present amusing as well
as perplexing problems.
One nine-year-old arrived in Chi-
cago to meet a gentleman known
only as "Daddy:: Once relaxed,
the youngster remmebered that
'Daddy' had the same name
he, first and last. Some six hours
and many ice cream cones later.
-Daddy" was located.
The letter announcing Johnny's
arrival had never arrivi,d.
Travelers Aid is firm about the
handling of lost children. Only an
identifiable person or family mem-
ber may claim the young client
One 14-year old found herself in




Travelers Aid Society Volun-
teer for many years. She is
seeing young Gene off to Los
Angeles, where his mother.
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones. awaits
his arrival. As a baby, the boy
was a rheumatic fever victim.
and was hospitalized for lour
Years. During this time he was
chosen as "poster boy" for
the rheumatic fever campaign.
of her aunt and as yet un-arrived
suitcase.
After some sleuthing T. A. locat-
ed the aunt, but the task was not
an easy one as the lady had no
telephone.
At the train terminals, the case
worker, or aid, often assists cli-
ents like Mrs. H., an English vis-
itor. enroute from Texas to Mon-
treal to meet a liner sailing to
Englatad the following day. She
had missed her connection. and
at the moment, prospects
of her voyage.
T. A. made a quick contact with
the air lines, who honored her train
ticket as a special service for the
agency. One half lhour later Mrs.
Mrs. H. was aboard a plane bound
for Canada.
Many workers and volunteers
are hi-lingual, which is a great
aid in handling Foreign clients.
Mrs. Lydia Morton, who was in-
troduced to T. A. by a neigh-
bor, was a resident of San Salva•
dore for 15 years. Her command
of German, Spanish, and English
makes her a natural ler clients
like the Austrian woman who had
hoarded the wrong train, under-
standing only Ger/rian.
Mrs. Morton, like all volunteers,
changes stations once a week,
which makes her work even more
interesting and varied. Some vol-
unteers; have served the agency
over 15 years. .
Because their work requires pa-
tience, strength, and a deep un-
derstanding of humanity, those
who are not suitedusually drop
Enjoying a complete recovery,
Gene is now a 7th grade stu-
dent in Detroit. Travelers Aid
extends its services to People
of all ages anti in picture,
right, a smiling Mrs. Arthur
Poe of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is
assisted by Travelers vol.
rinteer Mn. Part Ridikas at
Midway Airport, Mrs. Poe, wi.
out of the required 37-hotir train-
ing course.
Chicago. because of its specific
and intricate travel services, has
the largest training program of
any city.
Sometimes the services of T. A.
are administered to the non-trav-
eler, too. On the last leg of my
tour, I saw an invalid lady pass
into a complete faint outside the
bus depot.
Her companion notified a police-
man. who summoned the people
from T, A. In seconds the inhala-
tor squad arrived while hordes of
curious were held back. Sufficient-
ly revived, the patient was taken
to the hospital, where her family
would meet her, having already
been notified.
Travelers Aid had completed its
job. The agency exists, to assist
the traveler in any way possible
to continue his moving process.
Services are %Yen to all with no
regard to finance, sex, age, or na-
finial origin, as long as the
prdblem is related to travel.
The agency, besides performing
tasks without a -ewes_ often
makes loans. A grateful client or
parent usually makes a chtritat-
tion in return, but no one is re-
fused aid because of an inability
dow of the former president
of the Quaker Oats company,
made a change of planes in
Chicago, on her journes to
Rockland, Maine. Travelers
Aid volunteers are on duty at
all of the major train, bus and
air terminals and they serve
all persons, regardless of sex,
age, national origin or finance.
The societies serve some 3.000
communities through 105 Travel-
ers Aid organizations throughout
the nation. Rven in isolated areas
where there is no society, the serv-
ices of T. A. can be utilized by
any troubled traveler in any major
city.
On an average, the people of
10,312 cities are aided by Travelers
Aid in , a 12-month period.
Just as Travelers Aid serves the
public, it also is dependent upon
the public for its existence, as is
evidenced by its large volunteer
staff. And as in the case of any
agency whose primary function
is the offering of services to the
public, the public in turn must
provide a strong foundation a n d
support' for such an agency. The




NEW YORK — Morris lushewitz
secretary - treasurer of the New
York City CIO Cooncil, a .11 d
James C. Quinn, sehretary-treas-
urer of the ArL Central Trades
and Labor Council, will head the
Labor Committee for the United
Negro College Fund.
Announcement of their accept-
ance of the co - chairmenshif was
made by Lee H. Bristol, president
of Bristol-Myers Company. w h o
serves as nationsl campaign chair-
man.
Thirty of, the Fund's fully-ac-
credited member colleges and uni-
versities are located in the South,
where the majority of college-age
Negroes live.
ested in both male and female pen
pals of all ages. I am fresh here
from Ksnsas City, Kansas, trying
to locate work. It is very lone-
some here would appreciate mail
from anyone. I am also Interested
in marriage would appreciate a
photo in first letter. I'm 29 years
old, 5 feet Al.., inches tall with
dark brown skin. Mr. Henry fleb-
inson, 1040 Grand St., Memphis 14,
Tenn.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am 35
years old, 5 feet, 5 inches tall,
weighing 138 lbs., with light brown.
skin; brown eyes and black hair.
I own my home and property.
I've had some college education.
Unfortunately I am unable to meet
the man of my choice due to mg
devotion to my father who is aged.
I'd like to correspond with a man
between 35 and 45, who also has
something to offer. Velma Free.
mon, General Delivery, Red Bird,
Oklahoma.
• • *
Dear Mme, Chanter I have been
reading your column for sometime.
I would like to meet a nice Chris-
tian American girl with brown'or
dark complexion who is majoring
in Spanish or speaks Spanish. I
am a 29 years old African. The
girl who writes may be between 20
and 24 and very amiable. I will
answer' all letters. James Culbert,
6 Rutland Square, Boston, Maas.
• • •
Dear Mine, Chante: I am a
-young man 5 feet 81/2 inches tall,
weighing 154 lbn.L Itght brown
complexion with nice hair and fea-
tures. Would like to correspond
with nice young ladies. I am in •
my early thirties. I will answer
all,, letters and exchange photos. C.
Kimbrough, 6237 S. 'Evans ave.
Chicago 7, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young widotv, 5 feet, 3 inches tall,
weigh 125 lbs., and would like to
correspond with men and women
30 to 40 years old. I am a widow.
Will send photo. I like good books,
music and some sports. Mrs. Jan
Cartis, 421 N. 33rd at., Philadel-
phia, Pa.
• • •
Dear Mine. Cbante: I am a
young lady 22 years old; 5 feet,
381,2 inches tall; 50 lbs., medium
light complexion; brown e y •
shoulder length dark brown hair.
I have a pleasing personality and
am intelligent. I completed four
years of high school and at pres-
ent am attending business school.
I would like to correspond with
pen pals between 22 and 36. Miss
Dorothy linssell, 1006 Lincoln St.,
Toledo 7, Ohio.
Se*
' Dear Mme, Chanter I am seek-
ing pen pals both male and fe-
male between 18 and 20. I are
brown skin; weight 115 lbs;
height 5 feet, 3 inches tall and
I have no bad habits. Will answer
all letters and exchange photos',
Miss Brummette Droughter, 1805
Jones at,, Little Rock, Ark.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chanter I sincerely
hope you can help me as you have
many others. At the present I'm
In confinement and being so, one
gets awfully lonely. My home is
Los Angeles, Calif. I like a 1
sports especially football a n d
dancing. I am 5 feet, 8 inches
tall, weight NO lbs., light complex-
ion, black hair and dark brown
eyes. I would like to hear from
both male and female. I have a
post-graduate education. I am also
Korean veteran and I get com-
penstion each month. Will anstver
all mail. Leonard Jacquette, 70490, —
State Farm, Va.
• • *
Dear Mme, Chante': I see where
you have helped others, please try
to help me. I would appreciate it
very much if you would run this
ad as loon as possible. I am a
nurse, age 38, 5 feet 5l,2 inches
fall, weight, 150 lbs; divorced;
self supporting with own apart-
ment. Want someone who would
appreciate me for whet I Sm.
Anyone interested, please write—
will answer all letters. Mrs. Flora
Williams, 1110 Knox Ave., Min-
peapolis, Minn.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a young lady
between and 25 who Is interest-
ed io Marriage. I am 25 years old
and( 1 ant a mail clerk at th•
Chicago Main Post Office. I don't
drink or gamble, but 1 do smoke.
Will exchange photos. If not seri-
ous, please,do not answer. Robert
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Our Opinions
Gov. Faubus Is
• Those who have followed the tragic se-
quence of events in the battle over inte-
gration, must now be convinced of the
scandalous irresponsibility of Gov. Faubus
of Arkansas. Seldom in public life has
there been so sickening an exhibition of
moral and intellectual dishonesty as has
been displayed by Arkansas' chief execu-
tive.
He has twisted fasts, invented inci-
dents and stirred the fire of race prejudice
to white heat in order to accommodate his
political ambition and sadistic urge. Fau-
bus is far from being concerned with find-
ing a formula for ending the impasse
peacefully. Like all unwashed demagogues,
he thrives on crises. The stunt that he
pulled at the Yell County fair in his state,
last week, was a convincing manifestation
of an abnormal thirst for power and popu-
larity.
Aping, not too elegantly, the extrava-
Itice of an ancient knight from nowhere,ubus mounted a white steed and rode in
the parade that preceded the opening of
the fair, carrying in his left hand a confed-
erate flag. Is this circus, infantile stunt the
behavior of a responsible chief executive of
a state? Certainly no one would question
the assumption that such a folly was clic-
Independence
Irresponsible
t at ed by a desperate quest for popular
favor.
Faubus said he was for law and order,
yet when cornered for proof he has refused
to give assurances that he would give the
Negro students at the Central High school
adequate protection from the mob.
He has reneged on his promise to Ike
at Newport, and again on his agreement
with four Dixiecrat governors who tried to
bring him to his senses. Hid he been a man
of goodwill honestly in search of a way out
of the chasm into which he has fallen, he
would have availed himself of the face-sav-
ing opportunities that President Eisenhow-
er had provided him. In view of these facts,
we see no justifiable basis for the White
House to have any further dealing with
him.
In the mist that has descended upon the
controversy, integration has been blurred
so that reestablishment of the supremacy
of the law is the only issue that confronts
the nation now. President Eisenhower has
done his constitutional duty, let those who
profess belief in law and order and who
have an abiding faith in the noble experi-
ment in democracy, stand up and be count-
ed or forever hold their peace.
For Algeria
— The French are experiencing their usual
political tremors. The fall of M. Bourges-
Maunoury's government last week makes
the twenty-fourth time a French cabinet
was sent tumbling down the steps of the
French Ministry since World War II. Al-
geria, the knottiest problem to face France
In many a decade, was the issue over which
the government was toppled.
The Algerians want independence and
uparently no sacrifice either in blood orqpney is too costly for them in the pursu-
ance of their objective. Military action by
the French has yielded no satisfactory re-
sults. France cannot shut her eyes to the
grim reality of a people's unswerving right
to freedom. Throughout history the move-
ment for independence has never been .sup-
pressed for long.
The Maunoury cabinet came into office
June 8, after a three-week crisis had pro-
duced a kind of tired desperation among
the squabbling political factions and the
Assembly had defeated Premier Guy Mollet
on a vote of confidence. M. Bourges-Mau-
noury fell victim to an incoherent majority
that has become almost a rule of French
parliamentary life.
The bill on which the government fell
would have created autonomous regions
I
' Algeria along ethnic lines so as to pro-
the European minority as far as pos-
it le. At the same time, by means of newly
accorded voting equality, the Mos/ems
would have had a controlling voice in a Ma-
jority of regions, for each was to have a
popularly elected assembly and a govern-
ment responsible to it.
Under this legislative procedure, France
would have retained full sovereignty and
Algeria as a whole would have been kept
an integral part of the French republic.
Despite a number of concessions that water-
ed down the bill somewhat, the conserva-
tives and Right-Wingers rejected the re-
form plan. They feared that an increase in
Moslem power would be at the expense of
the Europeans, and would provoke the lat-
ter's eviction from Algeria and would lead
to Algeria's independence.
England and Holland saw the futility
of trying to keep the colonial yoke forever
on their possessions. Accordingly, they have
granted independence with "all deliberate
speed," to such colonies and mandated ter-
ritories that are capable of self - govern-
ment. It is difficult to see how France can
avoid acceptance of the patterns set by
other world powers.
leiberty, Equality and Fraternity are
words that are deeply imbedded in the soul
of every Frenchman. That France should
keep Algeria from achieving its national in-
dependence, is inconceivable and distressing.
The Algerians' aspiration to self-rule is a
legitimate right that cannot be contested




A SYRIAN MERCHANT IN
IIANHATTAN'S HARLEM district,
specializing in women's lingerie
and other feminine finery, writes
this column, challenging the state-
ment made several months ago
Syrian traders in Sierra Leo-
British African Crown colony,
are key figures in a gigantic dia-
mond smuggling racket, in which
Guild To Honor
Rights Lawyers
The National Lawyers Guild
plans to honor 110 lawyers "woo
have contributed in the courts to
the defense of the Bill of Rights."
l A testimonial dinner to these
Guild members from 10 states,
Hawaii and the District of Colum-
bia, will take place Oct. 25 at the
Biltmore Hotel in New York C:ty,
Judge Hubert T. Delany. noted Ne-
gro leader, will speak. Prof. Fow-
ilisrWords of the Wise
Me le the punishment of a
: He is not believed even
ben he spealui the truth.
—(Babylonhin Tainted)
an estimated $40,000,000 of t h e
gems are smuggled out of Sierra
Leone every year, with Britain on
the losing end.
This column holds no brief for
Syrian merchants in U. S. metro-
politan cities, for they are Invari-
ably found in Negro districts where
they set up shop, and in their in.
different, detached way, grow
prosperous from Negro patronage. 
Thesemerchants, with their col-
orful window displays and shrewd
selling tactics, get most of the
neighborhood's business — espec-
ially on paydays — while a Negro,
handling the same type of mer-
chandise just a block away, is forc-
ed to close up shop.
Syrian merchant in Chicago,
several years ago, was "caught off
base" by Uncle Sam's Internal
Revenue Dept. and hauled into
court on income evasion charges.
He had scheduled just a modest
sum, but government investiga-
tors revealed that for the taxable
year in question — he had an in-
come in excess of $20,000. He had
no Negro employes, and made all
sales himself, with the aid of is
wife on Saturdays and Sundays.
As to the African diamond smug-
ding racket, a recent United Press
dispatch from London stated:
"The British government Is a a
MARK
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
AWFUL ABOUT
THE ORPHANAGE
Observant and thoughtful Mem-
phis Negroes are concerned about
the proposed Goodwill Orphanage
for Negro children.
They are perplexed over the re-
action which has been encounter-
ed in regard to the money-raising
campaign now underway to fi-
nance the proposed orphanage.
In too many places Negroes
hereabouts have been heard to ob-
serve as follows: "I don't see
why they have to come to Us to
raise a whole lot of money for
a Negro orphanage. Why can't our
children go to the orphan homes
they already have here in Mem-
phis? That's what we're fight-
ing against now, this idea of be-
ing separate. Why should we
contribute for the building of an-
other jim-crow place . . . building
it with our money, right at a time
when we are trying to atop all
that kind of carrying-on?"
It's that attitude which has
thoughtful, observant persons con-
cerned and disgustedly disturbed.
In the first place, they are sur-
prised at the lack of understand-
ing and the paucity of inform-
tion existing among so many Ne-
groes concerning the operation of
orphanage in Memphis. They
know that somebody needs to pinto
out to people who have reactions
such as the one described above,
that orphanages in Memphis are
privately operated institutions. It's
true that in some instances these
orphanages receive some help
from the Community Fund (United
Fund) . . . but this help has been
extended after the institution has
been established.
And still the great bulk of
the support of the orphanages
come from private sources interes-
ed in humanitarian projects. May-
be more circulation needs to be
given to thse simple facts among
called in troops to stop 12,000 Afri-
cans from pilfering millions of dol-
lars worth of raw diamonds from
a British - owned mine in West
Africa, Sierra Leone) . . The Af-
ricans are mining diamonds illicit-
ly from works owned by the Con-
solidated African Selection Trust
at the rate of thousands of dol-
lars a day."
The London Daily Express has
a circulation of nearly 4,500,000,
and one of the star reporters is
Frederick Ellis, who in a recent
issue, told of the part played by
yrians in the smuggling of dia-
monds. Reporter Ellis speaks:
"Sierra Leone is a smuggler's
paradise...The big money is made
by the 'middle men' who get the
stones out of the country, travel-
ing among the illicit diggings
with case loads of notes (British
Pound Notes),
"They are largely Syrians who
virtually control the up - country
trade of the Colony. The Syrians
handle the stones with complete
indifference to the local police
force.
"So highly organized is the rac-
ket that light sits:croft land in se•
cret jungle airstrips to ferry the
stones out, mainly to the Negro
Republic of Liberia.. ,When I was
in Monrovia, last, there were at
least 20 known diamond dealers
living in the town.
". .But the shadowy Syrian
merchants are making fortunes.
For one big stone, half the size
of a matchbox, the African digger
receives the local fortune of about
$750. That stone is worth $135,000,
in America.
". . .Although the majority of
stones find their way to the Middle
East, America is stilt the beat
diamond market for gem atones."
colored people. Apparently too
many don't know the facts, and
are thereby slow in their con-
tributions to what is really a wor-
thy cause.
Too many of God's chillun are
too prone to feel they're being
robbed in everything. That's not
altogether true. In comparing prof-
its with loss, the American Negro
might be surprised flow he comes
out in the grand totaling.
And furthermore, If the Negro
is to attain the first-class citizen-
ship he so loudly craves, then
he's going to have to be prepared
to pay the cost of it. The cost of
it is interest in the welfare of his
own. The cost of it is interest
in the welfare and progress of
the whole community. The cost of
it is willingness to accept full re-
sponsibility, and an ability and
willingness to pay the price for
given to these simple facts among
whatever is worthwhile.
If there is any help to he ex-
pected from the white community,
it should be accepted on the basis
of fellowship on which it is offer-
ed. It may be just possible that a
lot of white people make contri-
butions to projects to help Ne•
groes not because they feel they
owe Negroes anything, but be-
cause they have an urge to help
fellow human beings in nerd, re-
gardless of race, color, or creed.
A lot of colored people irk mam
would-he contributors by giving an
impression of seeming to say.
"Well, what you give ain't no more
than you ought to do . . . con-
sidering how long you been rob-
bing our folks."
A lot of -your folk" ain't been
robbed, Mister. In fact, a lot have
got more than they had coming
A lot of white folk weren't in on
the robbing either . . . and cer
tainly nobody's robbed Negroes of
an orphanage. That's something
they'll have to "rob" themselves
of.
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
It is no secret, of course, that
racial prejudices have DO sound
basis or rhyme or reason and
that practices growing out of
such prejudices are as inconsist-
ent as the weather.
A Negro living In one section
of the country Is never quite
sure of what taboos will face
him when he goes elsewhere.
In on town there is free access
to an taxicabs, for example,
while in another, there are cabs
drven by whites for white pas-
sengers only and cabs driven
by Negroes for Negdoes rs-
sengen only. In still others
white drivers can transport Ne•
groes but Negro driven can't
haul whites.
In one town you can drink
from a public water fountain,
and in another you can't. Parks
are open to Negroes in some
towns and In others you risk
jail on entering.
But there's nothing so crazy
as racial prejudice in the dis-
pensation of professional ler.
vices.
A Negro never knows, even In
the free NavAh, whether a white
doctor or dentist and even a
hospital will treat him. On the
other hand it's not unusual in
many places in the South for
Negro physicians and dentists
have white patients,
In one profession only is there
a hard and fast racial line. It's
SO WHAT
the only one where racial prej•
dice doesn't make sense. There
might be some queer logic in
a white man objecting to •
Negro doctor delivering a baby
from his white wife. Some whites
might be sensitive to a brows
hand reaching into • white
mouth to extract a throbbing
tooth.
But when you're dead what
does it matter? Yet, generally,
white undertakers don't bury
Negroes and Colored morticians
don't prepare white bodies for
burial:
It doesn't make sense, but
does any racial prejudice make
sense"
Marshall Bynum, one of Chi-
cago's suavest morticians had
a white man approach him to
handle the final rites for his
wife.
Bynum wasn't impressed. In a
community where internal ra•
cial marriages are common,
white wives usually have Negro
undertakers bury their -Negro
husbands, and Negro husbands
are almost forced to have color-
ed embalmers handle the last
rites for their white wives.
"Why" Bynum wanted to
know, "did you come to ns?"
"You ate our neighborhood
undertaker," the white widower
of the white woman said.
"It is the first time it ever
happened In 40 years," Bynem
told us.
"I KNOW I'M LATE AGAIN BOSS . . . BUT
I CAN'T HELP IT . . . I'M A SLOW SLEEPER
Caught In The Web
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
BEAUTY IS AS BEAUTY
"They are always holding Beau-
ty Contests all over America,"
irnole "Why don't nobod.•
ever hold an Ugly Contest?"
"An Ugly Contest!" I cried.
"For what reason?"
"For the same reasons folks
hold a Beauty Contest," said Sim-
un. There are so many
ugly women, in this world, it
would be fun to see which one
wins."
"Oh, no!" declared Simple.
"Beauty is as beauty does," I
said.
"Beauty Is as beauty looks. You
can't tell me an ugly chick, be
she ever so nice, is going to look
pretty, not even if she goes to
church every night and three
times on Sunday. She may look
holy, but she cannot look pretty if
her mama did not born her so."
"The Lord made everyone In
God's image," I said.
• "You cannot bamboozle is. like
that," said Simple. "If God Is bow-
legged, swaybacked, meriney, and
buck - toothed, sieppyl That I do
not believe. But some women. is
all of them things — and wear
slacks besides.
"And there are more homely
womens in the world than there
are pretty women.. So it would be
easy to hold an Ugly Contest ev-
ery week-end, and at the end of
the year, I would have Elimina-
tion Contest for the Ugliest
Young Woman on Earth. I bet
whoever won that Grand Prize
would get all kinds of Hollywood,
'TV, radio, and movie contracts,
not to mentioe a week at the Apol-
lo.'
"The winner might get all those
LOOKS, SAYS SIMPLE
things," I said, "but the poor girl
would have a hard time finding
a husband after so much 'ugly'
publicity."
"With all the money that Ugly
Champion would be making, she
could not keep the men away from
her," said Simple, "Facts is, if
I WaS single, as much loot as she
would be making, I would marry
her myself just to spend some of
her cash. Ugly is as ugly does.
and if she did me good, I would
not care what she looked like.
Then if she eglied away in due
time, and willed me her fortune,
my memories of her would be
beautiful. No rich woman can get
too ugly to find a husband."
"Perish the thought," I said,
"that the winner of the Ugly Con-
test would have to pay a man to
marry her. That would be a hol-
low triumph indeed for all her tro-
phies and her scrolls. But tell
me, mince Beauty Contests have
rules, you know, by which beauty
is judged — measurements of
busts, waists, hips, and thighs, also
tint of complexion and tone of
hair — what rules would you get
up for judging an Ugly Contest?"
"Busts the flattest, hips the bar.
relest, legs the thinnest, and the
rest of it, come-what-may," said
Simple. "Also I would give a prize
for the tightest slacks on the big-
gest haunches, the highest heels on
the longest feet, and the hair with
the most colors in it. Just a two-
tone hair job would not get no-
where.
"1 would give a prize to the head
of hair with a red streak, a yel-
low streak, a green streak, and a
purple streak in it — and only
then if it had an orange horse-tail
as well. On, my ugly woman win-
ner would be a mad Myrtle, list
telling you!
"She'd look like King Kong's
daughter plus Balsam's off-ox. To
win my contest, she would be a
homely heifer, indeed. But I would
give her a great big prize, thee
put her under contract for all per-
sonal appearances on stage, screen
or at Rockland Palace. I would
charge One Thousand Dollars a
day for the public to look at her—
the Ugliest Woman in the Whole
World outside of Caledonia.
"I would make her into the Ugly
Champion of the Universe. If ever
she went up in a rocket ship to
the moon, she would scare the
Man•in-the-Moon to death before
she had a chance to meet him.
Miss Ugly would be so ugly she
would be proud of herself, and
her mama before her would be
proud of her, as would her daddy
when he learned how famous hie
daughter had got to be—picture io
every paper, endorsing every fillet
tipped cigarette, and singing conk
mercials for toothpaste and beer."
"There is nothing I can say."
I said. "You have carried you
contest too far."
"Seriously," said Simple, "I ha.
Hove I will start such a contest,
and get me maybe a thousand en-
tries, hire a big hall and Buddy
Johnson's orchestra, and have me
an Ugly Parade Instead of a Beau.
ty Parade, and have Joe Louis,
Sugar Ray, and Jackie Moms Ma-
hley as judges, and make me a
big pile of money. Besides, such
a contest would make me famous,
too — as the only man in the
world with nerve enough to call




throwing nothing but strikes, I
have a notion that the Yankees
are going to win, and sooner or
later, Governor Faubus and his
Arkansas rebels are going to be
shut out. This contest is, as Ring
Lardner used to say, not the
World Series, but rather t h e
"Word Serious."
This is a climatic moment in
American history and there is
nothing at all amusing about the
state of the nation. The news dis-
patches flowing over the wire
service teletypes in the city room
of the Daily Defender are bring-
ing reports of violence in school
situations in West Virginia, New
Jersey and other states far re-
moved from the territory of Gov-
ernor Faubus.
It is exceedingly difficult to
measure all the forces at work in
the swiftly moving developments
on the relations front. By the
time you reach one conclusion on
the meaning and sigificance of one
event, another one takes place
and new factors arise that must
be taken into account.
, At this writing the image of
President Eisenhower has grown
several feet in stature. Because the
great majority of Negroes a r e
Democrats, every move and sen-
tence of the President In this strug-
gle have been studied critically
and with great care.
At last many of the most ardent
Democratic partisans are conced-
ing that they too "like Ike." How
long this mood will last, however,
is anybody's guess.
There is universal appreciation,
I believe, of the difficulty In
which the President finds himself.
Everyone recognizes that history
is being made each time he takes
a step.
Because of his reputation as an
expert in effecting compromises,
al/ of his efforts are regarded by
all sides with some suspicion. Up
to this point, however, the Presi-
dent has chosen the high road and
his actions have been on grounds
that are unassailable constitution-
ally.
Such decisive leadership at this
critical hour is the single most en-
couraging development in the far-
reaching Arkansas dispute. There
is no substitute for strong leader-
ship In a time of crisis, particu-
larly in such a democracy as ours.
In reviewing the struggle it
seems to me that two conditions
must prevail if we hope to bring
the current battle tinder control
and make substantial progress in
the immediate future. '
First, the white Americans of
goodwill must be mobilized across
the country, including those who
are now intimidated in the South,
to support the position of the fed-
eral government and strengthen
the hand of the President.
Church groups, organized labor,
the press and all other media; pro-
fessional, civic and political lead-
ers, must all play some part in
the grand mobilization of thoge
Americans who sincerely wish to
see democracy live.
Efforts toward this end are, of
course, underway in many areas.
Nevertheless, I believe that it
should be approached with t h e
same earnestness and magnitude
as we learned to do in preparing
our nation for total conflict with
a foreign enemy.
The second condition which I
think must prevail, is the contin-
ued and steadfast refusal of Ne-
groes to be provoked into acts of
violence. The nobility of the Ne-
gro victims of racial discrimina-
tion at this point is winning friends,
and generating new sympathy for
The stoic, calm, brave behavior of
the cause of first class citizenship.
stoic, calm, brave behavior of De-
Defender editor Alex Wilson in the
midst of the Little Rock mob pre-
sented eloquent evidence of the dd..
Terence between men and beasts.
This is not India and there is no
non-violent tradition among us.
Nevertheless, should we succumb
to the provocations which a r •
growing in all parts of the country
and turn to acts of violent re-
prisal. I believe that a state of
war between the races in the South
and in some sections of the Nortk
would be Inevitable.
The clouds on the horizon at thls
point are menacing, but they her-
ald a change in the season and in
the climate of race relations in
our country.
I believe that we shall enjoy in
our time greater freedom and a
greater measure of citizenship
than we ever thought possible a
few years ago, There is no way for
America to take a backward step
in race relations and survive as a
great power in the modern world.
She would be crushed by force;
from within and without. She
would lose her soul. This cannot
be,
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Back in 1930 Marc ConnIly gave others including the movie versions
like Rex Ingrain and William War-
titled "The Green Pastures" that field who 
will have the TV role
on night of Oct. 17, over the NBC-
TV network.
NBC-TV programming is map
ran, ran and ran, not only on the
main stem but later in other sec-
tions of the nation.
masterful voice and majestic ex-
pressions struck the imagination
The show was, actually, first of ' ping huge plans for the broadcast.
the ".. OY . 013 By. ...f Plenty money is being spent on
the "spectaculars" to hit Broad- sets special lighting, music and
way and likewise first religious ter-' top ranking cast has been selected
vored production to share the spot- for the various roles. In addition to
light with the Flo Zegfeld, George Warfield as "de Lewd" there are
White. George M. Cohan shows William Dillard as "King of Baby-
that had ruled the stem for so. Ion, Eddie Rochester Anderson,
long. I Fred O'Neal, Earle Hyman, Mu-
The play, based on Roark Brad- rid l Rahm and many others, Quite
ford's book, "Ole Man Adam and
His Chilton" was a parade of spec-
tacles, deeds, men, women and
events between heaven and earth. as a soul stirrer. And however
In its top most role of "de Lawd" good William may be. the memory
was a Chicagoan, the late Richard
B. Harrison, who prior to that
time had been just a talented
and struggling dramatist, with a
purpose to accomplish something
in his chosen art.
In the role of "de Lawd" Harri-
son sprung almost overnight into
the spotlight that had previously
been fleeting and the fame he mer-
ited. Not only was his perform-
ance unmatched on Broadway but
he actually lived the superficial
role of "de Lawd." His wavy white
locks, his broad shoulders, his is every promise of an evening of
classical entertainment. THEY'LL
an array of talent indeed.
But on the shoulders of Warfield
rests the solidness of the show
of Richard B. Harrison will ap-
pear in minds of viewers who saw
the original. Yes time changes a
lot of hings but somehow it hasn't
seemed to erase belief and opin-
ion of many that Richardson was I
as much "de Laww" as Roak
Bradford and Connelyy figured a I
human could be when they sat
down with pens in hand to exploit
their imagination.
There will be millions of eyes
glued to the home screens on night
of Oct. 17 and why not. There
'DE LAWD' — Singer-actor
William Waffled will star as
Be Lewd in the •11allmark
Hall of Fame" colorcast of
"The Green Pastures " Marc
Connelly's Pulitzer prize•win•
rung play, over NBC-TV Tburs-
 4
day, Oct. 17. This will be War.
field's first major appearance





of first fighters as belonging in story that but for insertion of oc-
A. WASHINGTON
such an exalted light. I casional comic lines might well 
HOLLYWOOD — If they give me
Following Harrison's death there seem as real as did Orson Welles' a chance to say anyth
ing about the
were others to follow in the role historic broadcast of the world casting for "Porgy and Bess"
but not one, in the eyesight and
opinion of first nighters gave the
role that something that Harri-
son created. First of the replace-
be watching the unfolding of a
there is one new comer to movie
land who certainly will get a great
nelly and Bradford that "de Lewd" Mg 
boost. She's Jean Davis a
silents was Charles Winterwood, a be as real as an author's imagiea-I 
swell young lady with a sexy voice
talented artist whose acting was tion, that 'nature give Richard B. who made 
her screen debut in
superb. Then came the various Harrison. • "Voodoo Woma
n." Jean is certain
ly deserving of something bigger
and better.
being invaded from parts un-
known Only oldtimers will miss
that fulfillment of request by Con-
so  they sa
By AL MONROE
WOW! NAT KING Cole's an-
swer to outside critics anent his
appreciation for the NAACP was
a check for $1,000-worth of tickets
to organization's annual dinner in
New York — JACKIE ROBINSON,
Nat's idol in sports (baseball that
is) announced the arrival of said
check — AGAIN WE must say
Wow! WHEN SAMMY DAVIS,
Jr., appears on first of the "Las
Vegas Story" television shows
he'll sing what he wishes, dance
if he wishes to and also mimic
a few stars if he chooses."51R.
WONDERFUL" has been gisen
green light to perform to his
hearts delight. — HAD PLANNED
To pay a visit to Detroit far
smile or two or more with Ziggy
Johnson and a good niorning to
our mutual friend (and benefactor)
Johnny "Gotham hotel" White but
the birthday party of Mike Tedd
and "Liz Taylor in New York's
Madison Square Garden has to be
covered and the boss selected this
corner for the task. DID WE
say task? U. S. FORGIVE this
Ziggy and we promise never to
miss another of our birthday par-
ties.
EARTHA KITT put something
new and something fine in her
wardrobe for appearance on the
Nat Cole show—IN('IDENTALLY
NAT ANI) Earths will be teamed
in the coming picture "St. Louis
Blues based on the life ot cam -
poser W. C. Handy with Nat in
the Handy role.—HARRY BELA-
FONTE and his co-partner in new
film production set up plan five
films in 195s.—F0R THIS TIIEY
figure to split down the middle
some S8.000,000 which isn't hay.
—THUS BELAFONTE joins num•
her of other stars who head their
own film producing company.—
THE PICTURE "Satchmo The
Great" opened to capacity jam at
loop's Garrick theatre in (-Wee-
go this week and lines were form-
ing through the first week's run.l
TELEVISION BRASS, at a ma I
jor chain headquarters confides
that next Sepia show on television
will star Lena Horne.—FOR MAT
WILL BE somewhat on order of
the Nat Cole show.—TWO TRA-
VELING hands cancelled out of
Arkansas territory after the big
blow-off by Gov. Faubus in Little I
Rock.—ONE A POPULAR ofay
hand that is now in state of Tenni.,
See.—NOW IT CAN RE told: Clark
Gable preferrd Sidney Poitier to,
William Marshall (who was in line!
for the role in "Band of Angels" ,
not because of their talents but
physique.—MARSHALL IS MUCH
larger and taller than Gable and
would have towered over "The
Matter" rather uncomfortably.
CHICAGOANS STILL calling to
inspire wily MutaaPs Bandstand
program has no local ninist
PROGRAM, QUITE often inter.
racial, Is much wanted in Chicago
homes and offices, via radio.—
MANY INQUIRES TO WM, the
local outlet, brings only "Sorry,
we do not carry that program."—
WHILE IN NEW YORK nexti
week we'll mention Charlie Glenn
(her ex-boss) and Ziggy Johnson
(producer at Rhumboogie) to
Claudia O'Neil now starring in
Langston Hughes' "Simply Ilea•
venly" for one big reason.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS has
erased in money either or both
many have owed her.
Her home town of Indianapolis
is rolling out the red carpet for
this beautiful doll at the Artists
and Models Ball sponsored by
Prominent Men's Club Frontiers
of America Inc.. where the fa-
vorite daughter will be feted.
Jean, now living in Altadena,
a beautiful mountain side city
just above Pasadena Calif. is talc
mg voice and acting lessons to
further what is destined to be a
promising acreer. You haven't
heard a voice like Jeean's — so
sweet, wondeful quality and very
sexy and with her beauty she can
make movies, TV spots and re-
ords. I predict that we will all
be hearing a great deal about this
young lady. Her first picture part
wasn't too much but they now
know that she is in town and can
act add sing. • .Watch her smoke.
Another of the new comers, who
is blazing a 'hot trail' is Carol
Channing, who has made several
appearances on TV and will'be a
guest on Rosemary Clooney show
next month. Carol sends me, with
her vim, vigor, vitality and mu
sleet delivery. A special sketch is
being, written for the show by Dan-
ny Arnold, et al. Frank DeVolis
musical director and the Moder-
'Wires will vocalize.
LIBERACE is thinking about
Martin a nationwide chain of mu-
sic studios, where pupils, will be
taught to play piano like the mae-
• stro. . DORIS. DUKE, the multi-
millionairess, has a new hobby,
Ishe nis now making a jazz collec-tion . JOE E. LEWIS, a faubu-
a man with a bottle, uttered a few
Ilewisisms during his visits on the
shot. ''Paramount," he said, "has
no right to make my life story. It
has no liquor license." Asked who
he considered the three greatest
Americans, Joe replied, "Lincoln,
Franklin and Harper, I. W., that
is
The average American housewife
I spends 15 hours 41 minutes each!
week cleaning her home, outside
of dishwashing.
Nat Cole Goes Newsboy For
40 Seconds At$4,A Second
LAS VEGAS. Nes. — Nat
"King" Cole brought penmen from
heavensto a Las Vegas newsboy
who was trying to peddle his re-
maining papers in the early mom
ing hours among the big spenders
in the casino of one of the elabor-
ate desert hotels.
The fellow had been MOVifIL;
smong late diners and players with
his editions, but no one paused to
buy his newspapers.
Cole, whose proeram THE NAT
'KING' COLE SHOW has been
coming "live" from Las Vegas,
entered the casino after finishing
his late nightclub show there.
He saw the newsboy Jeanie,: le!
jectedly against the bantlstand. A
"combo" was beating out "Pen-
nies from Heaven.-
Nat approached the lad and took
his papers, He reached for the
microphone and said. "I'm going
Belafonte To
Be In On All
Dough In Pix
to sell this kid's papers fur him "
The room was hushed. Only
the click of the roulette bell broke
I the slence as the "King" sans
I the lyrics to "Pennies from 'leas
en."
As he finished the songs Nat
walked among the patrons selling
the unknown kid's papers. Ever,
one paid him at least a done.,
and when the last ones was sold
Nat, with his infectiows smile said,
-Here kid. Here's about 1.40 for
yolk Go home and get some sleep.
Your papers are sold for tonight."
HAPPY SCENE — William
1Varfield, as De Lawd is ac-
companied by two of his an-
gels, Vinetto Carron ( left) and
Hilda ilanes, in a happy heav• of his fable-play, "The Gres'
enly scene from the "hall- Pastures," on NBC-TV Thurs.
mark Hall of Fame" colorcast day, Oct. 17.
of Marc Connelly's adaptation
•
Sammy Davis To Star In Debut Of
NBC-TV Spectaculars las Vegas'•
Sammy Davis jr., the unusually the program. She and Davis will
versatile young man whose sing headline the list of 
participating
ing, dancing, instrument-playing 
performers — all outstandin
and impersonations have all re- names'
eeived wide critical acclaim, will The special show w
ill be the
sapepceiaarl monustichael fvirasrtietLyASshoVwEGSAatS. ‘fi,resgtasofovthereetheto NoBriegirrnavteneintwLoraks
urday Nov. 16, on NBC-TV. this coming season. All will pre-
Ann Southern will be hostess on I sent stars and entertainment .typi-
RUBY GOODWIN who appear-
ed in television's poular west-
ern show. "Wagon Train, it-
cently, will be given a role in
anotl.er program as a result of
her fine work In that produc.
liun. 51 is. (soodw in is a seteran
of stage and screen and rated
highly by Hollywood and tele-
vision brass.
1101.1.WOOD- Oni. b!' of
news for Harry Belafonte. when
he recovers mom his eye surgery,
is the part that he has been select-
ed for in "End of the World."
Harry, like most of the rest of
the big stars, has figured that the
one ay to make money that he
can keep is to form his own com-
pany and get into the production
end of this movie business. There-
fore he has formed his HarBel
Production Co., and with Sol C.
Siegel will make 'End of the'
World." for MGM release,
Slated to roll in November, the
shooting of the exterior shots will
be in New York, and the interiors
I at Culver City, the home of MGM.
611
vie
SAM'S THE MAN — Veteran
star of televisinn and movies,
Sam McDaniel has an atten-
tive audience in Tillie Euliss,
Irma Watson and Milli* Mc-
Kinney (from left) as he re
enacts a scene from one of
his recent video shows. Pro•
s
▪ •
minently mentioned as one of
the stars in the east for the
Universal Productions' "W.
C. Handy Life Story," McDan-
• 4,4116
iel goes before the cameras
early next month in the tele-
vision series, "Numbers Rac-
ket." — Julius Holder Foto.
'cal of that to be found in the night-
clubs on the lamorous mid-desert
strip.
Davis is known to nightclub audi
ences through his performances in
such spots as Ciro's in Los Ang-
eles, the Copacabana in N e w
York, and the Beachcomber in Mi-
ami Beach. Television viewers saw
him on NBC-TV's "The Steve Al-
len Show," "The Colgate Comedy
Hour" and "The Nat 'King' Cole
show,' Broadway threatre - Goers
saw him in his smash hit, "Mr.
Wonderful."
The critics raved about Davis in
"Mr. Wonderful." One wrote:
"The youthful Davis is by a 11
odds one of the most versatile and
stupendous singer - dancer - musi-
cian impersonators on view any-
where in the entertainment world
I today. . .he dances as well as Bill
Robinson, he can sing like a lark,
and he can flatten you with his
imitations. . .it's a monuinental
hunk of showmanship."
Davis entered showbusiness most
naturally. His father, Sam Davis,
Sr., and his uncle, Will Mastin,
had their own, well known vaude-
ville act before Sammy was born.
Sam married Elvira Sanchez a
comely dancer in one of the act's
units, and Sammy, jr., was born
in 1926 in New York City. Several
years later he was mimicking the
performers with professional seal
and at the age of four he Was a
full-fledged member of the troupe.
William Dillard
"Set For Video's 
'Green Pastures
William Dillard plays the King er of a small 
Dixieland combo.
of Babylon in the 'IV presentation A husky 
practitioner of weight.
of ' The Green Pastures" — color- lifting. Dillard 
had no difficult!
cast on the premiere Fall program in playing two 
fighters in different
of the HALLMAK HALL OF productions of
 "Carmen Jones."
FAME. Thursday. Oct. 17. He was Pancho in 
one and Husky
Ile also appeared in the 1951 Miller in another — 
men who fight
Broadway revival of tin: famous each other in the 
show.
play, but in a different role. He Dillard isn't 
always assigned a
was cast in the dual part of Adam- rough-and-tumb
le role like the
Ilezdrel. swaggering King 
of Babylon in
Dillard was engaged as an NBC "The Green 
Pastures." When he
staff, musician in 1940. fie plays sings folk songs 
and accompanies
the trumpet and the guitar and himself on the 
guitar, he becomes
sings, too. He has performsd in a much gentler type. 
He appears
supperclubs and filled stage, tee- in "A Worried 
Mugs Dues"
vision and radio engagements for the "Kraft Tel
evision Theatre"
many years. In "Regina" on season or two ago 
as a guitar-
! Broadway he portrayed the lead- playing singer.
this ....is
HOLLYWOOD 
HOLLYWOOD — Shelley W i n
ters, Film and TV actress, stars
as a woman with a tarnished past,
when she fills a guest spot on
I:BC:TV's "Wagon Train," when
it presents "The Ruth Owens Sto
Twice an Academy Award nomi
nee, the talented blonde plays the
reformed wife of a school teach
er who, With her husband, joins
the wagon train. Good story, good
casting, includes Ward Bond and
Robert Horton, the regular stars
in the series.
PHIL HARRIS, was 'tricked'
but good, when he thought that he
was just going out for dinner, and
became the subject for "This is
Your life." His thoughts were
on the idea that he was to appear
on "Tonight" from the local NBC
station, but his lovely wife, Alice
Faye, Comedian Jack Benny, his
father and mother and a host of
friends met hint.
The old 'Hambone* was visibly
moved and as his past—and pres
ent were paraded beforehim, he
broke down, and if you have ever
met this rough talking hard boiled
character, you can appreciate this,
because somehow even at his
!worse, you know that Phil liarria,
, is quite a guy, with a heart as
big as a mountain.
chester's career with Benny began
in much the same way.
Jackie Robinson's mystery guest
on Ted Mack's "Original Ama
team" hour, William Mohan has
a good voice and his rendition of
the Toredor Song was pleasing —
this lad with a little more voice
training can cut out for himself
a nice musical career.
RITA HAYWORTH'S evangel
role in "Revival" will be her mill
taxing. . .1t's a gal who comes to
think hers is the voice of the Al
mighty —some switch from the
strumpet who proved the Rev. Da
vidson's undoing in "Sadie Thomp
son!" It is suspected that the per
, son Rita will portray is the Isle
Aimee Semple McPherson t h •
founder of the Church of the Four
Square Gospel.
MARIE 'The Body' McDONALD
who is making a local appearance
in the famous Moulin Rouge night
spot has been forced to take a
recess from the show because of
a three clay illness. Kay Starr will
sub for her.
Of the 174 iron mines in the
U. S., 68 are in Minnesota, 41 are
In Michigan and Wisconsin, 31 in
Alabama. ad four each are local,
foci in a number of scattered
states
Jack Benny told of .hiring Phil
for thirteen weeks on his radio The capital city of NebrasI4
show and keeping him around for now Lincoln was called Lancs.




























































































• PRETTY AS A PICTURE, Debutantes and Masters
who participated in the Second Quadrennial Debutante.
Master Dedication Ceremony and. Cotillion presented by
the Richard Allen Youth Council of the African Metho-
dist Episcopal Church at Greater Institutional AME
church, 7800 Indiana ave., in September, smile for the
cameraman following the reverent and impressive cere-
monies at which Christian youth dedicated their lives
to the service of the church. Left photo shows Dorothy
Wilson, Yvonne Bennett, Perreannie Wilson, Nicholas
J. Brown III, Beatrice Williams, Zelma Batteast. Ros-
lyn Nix, and Nancy Mitchell. Photo 2nd from left shows
the proud originator of the Debutante-Master Dedica-
tions, Mrs. Julma B. Crawford, who extends a marm Ines-
iskt,
sage to the youth who have chosen Christian service
and fellowship as their way of life. Mrs. Crawford, be-
sides being a youth leader in the A.M.E. church is a
teacher in the Chicago Public school system. Next to
Mrs. Crawford is a lovely co-ed. Miss Perreannie Wilson
who expresses all the beauty and simplicity of the
church as she approaches the stage during the solemn
• THE LAWN OF the Institutional A.M.E. church
makes a lovely setting for the debs and Masters (photo
at left) who are snapped after the official dedication.
The participants represented churches in Chicago,
Madison, Wisconsin and Milwaukee. The pageantry
was witrlesses by scores of friends and relatives who
enjoyed the impressive afternoon. The first photo left
411/ 
shows Gladys Belton, Dorothy Wilson, Carol Young,
Lucille McFarland, Yvonne Bennett, George Williams,
James 0. Atkins, jr., Pereannie Wilson, Grace McKen-
zie, Cecilia Tang, Patricia Jone of Milwaukee; and
Nancy Mitchell of Madison, Wisconsin. The center
photo shows a handsome group of sub-debutantes and
ushers, composed of youth between the ages of 19 and
17. All are outstanding members of their local church-
es, and all look forward to the day when they will be
selected as honorees. In the elaborate ceremony, each
•
• ANXIOUSLY AWAITING THE day when they
are presented to church society are these sub-debs and
ushers, all 17 years of age. The occasion will be the
1958 Annual conference. Present at the 1957 conference
was Mrs. Hazel T. Gomez, wife of the Presiding Bishop
of this area, who was presented an orchid by sub-deb
singer,' who offered congratulations to the happy
deb is presented individually h a pageant figure en-
titled, "God is Love," after which-they form a semi-
circle holding cards of spiritual reference. Each re-
ceives a certificate of Christain Merit, presented by
Mrs. Julma B. Crawford, Connectional Director and
Originator of the Dedications. The photo at right shows
the Richard Allen Youth Council Juniors, who were
chosen to assist in the Dedication program. They were
selected by their various Sunday School superinten-
dents. The youngsters are. 1st row, Delores Johnson,
and Elaine Hill. 2nd row from left, Doris Fowkes, Eli-
vabeth Tabor, and Gloria Hill. 3rd row from left, Ange-
la Ferguson, Carolyn Brown, Margaret Brown, Carlin
Chandler, Milton Myrick, and Edsel Thomas. The Allen
Youth Council is one of the 'national youth organiza-
tions of the A.M.E. church.
Hester Johnson and Miss Etta Moten, the international
honorees. The center photo pictures Miss Margaret
Crawford and Geraldine McLendon, post Debutantes
in charge of the 1957 pageant figures. They pose with
the little honor guards who made bouquet presenta-
tions to the Buda. From left, Marsha Vann, Carolyn
Brown, Miss Crawford, who is 'a student at the Na-
tional College of Education; Miss McLendon, a teacher
in the Chicago Public school system, Carlin Chandler,
and Angela Ferguson. In the last photo (right) repeat-
ing the pledge of dedication to greater Christian ser-
vice are youthful debutantes from left, Misses Belton,
McFarland, Wilson, Young, Bennett and McKenzie.
Following the official pageant, a reception followed in
ceremonies. The Munderlein college student is the br-
ganist at the St. Stephen AME Sunday School, and for
the Carey Tercentenary senior choir. Photo far right
shows th Debutantes and Masters who make a stun-ning formal portrait as they pose with four little flow-
er bearers who will someday follow in their footsteps.
This last group includes top row, from left, Cecil.
Tang, George Williams, Lucille McFarland, Carol An.
Young, James 0. Atkins jr. and Patricia Jones. Middl,̀•
row, seated from left, Yvonne Bennett, Grace McKen• '
zie, Gladys Belton, and Pereannie Wilson. Petite junio
Misses in foreground are from left, Margaret Brown
Angela Ferguson, Carlin Chandler, and Carolyn Brown.
the church parlors. Adult hostesses for the occasion
were Miss Margaret Hicks, and Mrs. Perrea Wilson.
Mrs. R. L. Wilson, wife of the Minister of Institutional




Sat., Oct. 12, 1957
.Miss Crowde Weds Mr.
burst forth last weekend, casting
a warm glow in the hearts of
Memphians as they trekked to the
Tri-State Fair. There the fruits of
• bountiful harvest were in evi-
dence . , the upsurge of scientific
agricultural knowledge in the Mid-
South was seen in the fine array
of livestock . . . and the gigantic
borne, commercial and trade ex-
hibition highlighted the advertis-
ing and merchandising opportuni-
ties of our manufacturers, distrib-
utors. producers, brokers, jobbers,
merchants and planters in our sec-
tor.
'The Memphis and Shelby
County Medical Association's out-
standing exhibit of national ac-
claim, "Life Begins," drew throngs
of onlookers constantly . . and
certainly was the most graphic
presentation of its kind yet seen.
FAIR VISITORS
One of the most popular spots
at the Fair each year is the Ten-
nessee State university exhibit ...
and there alumni and friends had
the opportunity to seeing and
greeting friends and former men-
tors. Among the many represents-
tives present this year were Dr.
Walter A. Flowers, director of the
division of Agriculture and head
of the department of Agricultural
Education . . Dr. Majo r F.
1 The glory of the beauty of Fall Ann Hall: chairman of tickets Is
Mrs. Mildred Hodges; Mrs. Wit-
helmien Lockard is chairman of
the ushers; Mrs. Cherie P. Roland
and -Miss Alice Wherry, publicity.
L. V. Johnson, president of the
association, Fred Garner, vice
president. Tickets will go on sale
soon at Goldsmith's Central Ticket
office, LeMoyne College and other
places to be published later.
WORLD FORUM
The second series of the
"Around the World Forum', will
be presented by the Memphis Ba•
hat Community Oct. 17, 8:15 p.
m., at the Baha'i Community Cert.
ter, 1352 Madison. Guest Speaker
will be Dr. Mou-Ta Cheng, pro-
fessor of Education, Le Moyne col-
lege, whose topic will he "China—
A Land of Eclectic Religion." The
public is invited.
GAY MEETINGS
Among the many interesting and
gay gatherings of last Saturday
was the monthly meetings of grad-
uate chapters of Alpha Kappa Al-
pha and Delta Sigma Theta sorori-
ties. The AKA's met at Lelia
Walker Clubhouse, with sorors
Martha Anderson, Callie Stevens,
Jewel Bethel, Ann Benson and W.
L. Btanche as hostess. Some 65
sorors were on hand to enjoy the
beautiful and artistic boxed din-
ners served. Their artistry was
Spaulding, professor and head of 
evident in the painted pink and
green boxes, topped with AKA let-the department of Agronomy . .
ters made of pink and green pipe
son, professor and head of the de-
Lovable Miss Frances E. Thomp-
cleaners. The dining table was,
highlighted with a large AKA cen-partment of Art . Dr. William
tL. Crump, director of the Bureauerpiece. Amid the glow of the 
of Public Relations . . our friend 
pin, Basileus Callie Stevens con-
and class mate, Dr Mary Clay
ducted a convivial meeting. Among
Pinkston of the Department of visiting sorors were Miss Frances
Business Education . . . and Mrs. 
E. Thompson of Tennessee State
L. Jackson, Staff assistant of the 
university, and Miss DorothyP.
BBureau of Public Relations and 
utler, a newcomer to Memphis,
University Press, and a staff member of Tri-State
Defender.
* * •
Toney's Inn was the scene of the
Delta meeting, with Bernice Sims,
Katherine Thornton, president
Harriette Walker as hostesses.
• • •
When the 3-U-G's met at the
lovely home of Gwen Nash, they
enjoyed wonderful hospitality
COURIER CARAVAN SALUTES 
mid the beauty of the lovely
CHURCH A. CLUB WOMEN 
home. That Gwen's brother, Rob-
Theert Nash, is an architect, and hisCourier Caravan which is uife, Tex, an interior decorator.saluting Negro church and club was quite evident in the unusualwomen in 44 cities of the South arrangement and beautiful decorwill be in our city October 12 and
13, following Its stay at Nashville, 
of the home. The J-U-G's have
Tenn.. where Margaret G. Sims. 
announced that Feb. 14, Vale-
associate dean of women at Fisk 
tine night, is the date of their forth-
university and her outstanding 
coming Fourth Annual Charity Ball
committee, spearheaded the salute
to Nashville women. Sunday, Oct.
13, 5 p.m at Second Congregation- 
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Strong
al church the church and 
and Claude Strong are back in
women of Memphis will he saclluutb- 
the city after a pleasant stay with
ed. A committee composed of Mes• ,Mrs. 
Strong's mother, Mrs. Mr7
dames Marie L. Adams, Alma ton, 
Foster, who lives in Washing-
Booth, G. M. Bumpus, Addie Ow- 
u While there they visit-
en Ethel V ed friends in Brooklyn, N. Y., and
The taunting aroma of barbecue,
hot dogs and popcorn, the plain-
tive pleas of midway barkers, the
lovely sight of cotton candy a4nd
cabffled apples, and the thrill of
seeing scores of folk one hasn't
seen in ages, still are the ingredi-
ents which have made the -insti-
tution of fairs an annual event of
Americana.
featuring Living Ads.




NASHVILLE — Fisk Chapel was
the scene on Saturday afternoon of
the impressive marriage of Miss
Faye Gwendolyn Crowder, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Crowder of Nashville, Tenn., to
James Cleveland Kimbrough, jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Cleveland
Kimbrough, sr., of Selma, Ala.
Bishop Bertram W. Doyle per-
formed the double ring ceremony
before an altar of palms, white
urns of white gladioli where white
tapers burned in seven - branched
candelabra. The bride's parents
entertained at a reception on the
spacious lawn of their Meharry
Boulevard home following t h e
wedding.
Mr. Crowder gave his daughter
Its marriage. She was radiant in a
gown of white Peau de Soie en-
hanced with velvet appliques and
pearl embroidery featuring a as-
brine neckline with sleeves ending
in points at the wrist. The flowing
skirt fell into a chapel - length
train, and her veil of silk illusion
was caught with a tiara of rose
point lace and pearls. The bride
carried a bouquet of sweethert ros-
es and hyacinth florets.
SIMILAR DRESS
Phyllis Crowder, younger sister
of the bride, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Jean Crow-
der Collins of Chicago, sister
of the bride; Miss Barbara Dailey,
Chicago, Ill.; Mrs. Rose Whit e,
Savannah, Ga.; and Mrs. Cerella
Jones Wynn, Nashville.
All attendants wore identical
white princess ballerina - length
dresses of silk taffeta with match-
ing head bows, and carried bou-
quets of yellow Fuje chrysanthe-
mums. Little Meredith Petway of
Nashville and Rachell of Decatur,
Ala., wearing miniatures of t he
bridesmaids dresses, were flower
girls.
William White of St. Paul, Minn.,
served Mr. Kimbrough as best-
man. Dr. R. D Collins of Chicago,
Hi, the bride's brother-in-law;
Donald Dailey, Chicago, Ill.; and
Frederick Work and Raymond Sto-
rey of Nashville were ushers.
GROOM LAW STUDENT
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Crowder chose beige, Peau de
Soie, princess line, with matching
feather cloche. The groom's
mother wore blue lace with match-
ing irridescent hat. Each wore an
orchid.
The bride is a graduate of Fisk
university where she was a popu-
lar member of many groups in-
cluding Alpha Kappa Alpha Soror-
ity and Beta Kappa CM Scientific
Society. She was presented in 1852
by Jack and Jill.
The groom, also a Fisk graduate,
is studying at Be Paul Law school
in Chicago, where the couple
w;11 reside.
Among the out-of-town guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Kenson
of Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs.
Rey McGregory, Decatur, Ala.;
Miss Tommie L. Johnson and Mrs.
Leila White of Selma, Ala.; Mrs.
Gladys Wortham, Chicago, III.; and
William White, St. Paul, Minn.
G S. Young, Miss Willa Mac-
' ' 
U. 
ge's' ether points of interest. On the
Williams and local Courier repre- 
way home they stepped in Louis.
sentative Mrs.Ruby Gadison have 
%Me Ky., to see another brother,
prepared a wonderful program 
Willie Strong.
which will highlight distingnish•
Russell and Mallie Westhers ofed Negro women from 1611 through , 
1957. I.os Angeles, Calif., were here for
Eventually 50 women of the, 
a brief stay. enroute to Toledo,
• 
South will be saluted in April 1
Ohio. to see their sister and Fami•
Iv. Flcv Johnson, and to visitWhen the first "Women's World" h th'eir brother, Dubar, inWill appear as a magazine supple,.
ment in the Pittsburgh Courier for 
B%ooklyn, N. Y.
. • •4 weeks. The Caravan is now gath-,
ering the material, and meeting 
Mrs. Mary Lou Tyler has return-
the outstanding women of the 44 
ed to the city after spending a
cities person to person, few weeks in Chicago with her
With the Caravan will be Evelyn 
husband who is hospitalized in
Hines hospital.Cunningham, feature Courier writ- r
.er of "The Women" . . . Gladys 
Willard Bell vacationed In New
Orleans, La., with his parents .Johnson, Society editor of the, 
 . .
Women's section of the Detroit Cfii.1 and from out California way comes
news that Atty. Willard Woodsion of the Courier. James Johnson ) iend wife. Eloise (Lewis, are Justphotographer, and Jake Gaither, 
national circulation manager. back from a very interesting vs.
catic,n at Encinado. Mexico, whereFollowing the public program at.
Second Congregation church. a, th" 
rented a cabin at the well-
Faculty Lounge of Brownlee Halli 
known beach resort.
at LeMoyne College. The public
is urged to.be on hand to witness 
In addition to the Great lakes.
the salute to the many outstanding 
sharing frontiers with the United
States, Canada has nine lakes thatwomen leaders in our community.
LEMOYNE ALUMNI PRESENTS 
are morethan 100 miles each in
PHILIPPA DUKE SCHYULER • • •
On Friday, Nov. 8, at 8:15 p.m, Auckland, N. Z.—There are nothe Le Moyne college Allumni A,s- big barns or silos on New Zealandiodation will present the young farms because the livestock staysgenius at the keyboard, Philippa outdoors all year.Duke Schuyler. There is an all-
out effort to make this recital one
of the best presentations of the
season. Besides having performed
for packed audiences all over the
United States, Miss Schuyler has
displayed her skill at the keyboard
In many foreign countries, among
them Madrid, Spain; The Hague.
Holland: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia:
Paris, France and many others.
Miss Schuyler has played with or- 1
chests-as in her own country and
in Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina,
France, Finlalkd, Chile and Spain
She was decorated by his Imperial
Majesty. Emperor Haile Selassie..
Co-ehairmen for this affair arei
Mesdames Myrtle Crawford andj
Keep your spice shelf clean. Wash
the tops and sides of all spic• con-
tainers reciolorly with a lightly
soaped sponge.
Mount Mitchell in North Carolina
with an altitude of 6,711 feet, is
the highest peak lying within the
Appalachian mountain range.
Words of the Wise
What Is really best for as




BON VOYAGE PARTY — The
Julian Kelsos were hosts at a
colorful bon voyage party
honoring President Hollis F.
Price and 'members of t h e
Memphis chapter of Links,
Inc., recently. President Price
left the city following the af-
fair for a three-month trip
to Monrovia,- Libtria. Guests
at the affair are shown. Dr.
Price Is seated third from
right, second row. Mrs. )el. 
am'is seated first, in second
row, while Dr. Kelso is sitting
at center of a bevy of ladies.
Very soon now will be the time ways in order. Just make sure that
when the "frost is on the pump- the necessary preparation is made
kin, fodders in the shock, the black well in advance so you aren't too
cat has his fur up and the witch tired to enjoy your guests. This in
is riding her broom." In other eludes decoration, table and seat-
words Halloween is just around the frig arrangements, and etc. Most
corner. What an excellent excuse important of al: is that food.
for a party, be it for the children For hot service that is Mex.,
or grown-ups. pensive and oh, so tasty — frank-'
There are just any number of furter wraparounds, are hard to
games or fun activities that can be beat, served with French Fried On-
planned for your fall party. And if ion Rings and your favorite bev-
its for the children, you do want erage with fruit for dessert, Chil-
several ideas in the back of your dren will enjoy the wraparounds
mind so that if one activity doesn't with milk shakes and candied ap-
catch on there is another one to pies. All of this can be ready in
try. Of course, if your party is for advance except for the very last




8 stripes cheddar cheese
8 frankfurter rolls
16 half • length wood toothpicks
Split the frankfurters lengthwise
being careful not to cut.completc-
ly through. Press open and place
strips of cheese down center of
each. Spiral a strip of bacon a-
round each frankfurter, fastening
at each end with a half-length I's culls flour
toothpick. Slice rolls lengthwise ½ teaspoon salt
not quite all the way through. Flat-I Few grains pepper
ten out. Arrange frankfurters and Wash and peel onions; slice 1-4
rolls on boiler pan, When ready to
I use, place under pre-heated broiler
unit. Remove rolls when lightly
toasted, and frankfurters when
cheese is buddly and bacoa is
crisp. Arrange on large serving
plate with French Fried Onion
Rings for guests to help them-
selves. Increase or guest list.
FRENCH FRIED ONION RINGS





General Outline Of Courses
1. Voice quality and improve-
ment in daily speech
How to converse with others.
How to develop a pleasant
speaking voice — Proper
breathing.
Proper pronunciation and en-
nuciation.
Courtesy rules for the secre-
tary and receptionist.
2. Poise and Personality
Proper care of the skin.
Wearing the proper clothes —
styles, fashions.
Figure improvement • Diet-
Posture, Walking, Exer-
cises,
General rules of everyday eti-
quette.
3. Appreciation of the Fine Arts
— Culture
Learning to appreciate finer
music.
How to discuss the fine arts
with others.
Guided listening of fine music
How to appreciate fine art.
Especially for Career and Business Girls, Teenagers, Homemakers.
Classes will be held each Tuesday and Thursday Evenings — 6 to 9.
The entire course will run for five weeks.
Total cost is $60.00. May be paid by the week — Special Discount if
paid in cash.
This school may be used as a reference while seeking a better job of any
kind.
New classes now being formed — Certificate of completion given.
Ask For CHARLES D. FLIPPIN
Phone: BR 2-1101
P. 3-1577
106 N. MAIN ST.
Room 303




LOS ANGELES — Mrs. Alice K.
Leopold, Assistant secretary of La-
bor in charge of Women's Affairs
and a top woman leader in gov-
ernment, will be special guest of
honor and speaker for the gala4
Public Affairs dinner meeting of
the Los Angeles Sunset District,
California Federation of Business
and Professional Women's Clubs,
slated for Oct. 16 at the Biltmore
Bowl, according to Mrs. Amy S.
Ardoum, the District President,
who will serve as presiding offi-
cer.
A member of the National Fed-
eration of Business and Profession-
al Women's Clubs, Mrs. Leopold
will speak on "Women Power of
the Future."
Having the distinction of being
named "Women of 'Achievement"
by the American Federation of So-
roptimists in 1956, as well as re-
ceiving in that year a doctor of
Humane Letters degree f rom
Maryland's Hood college, s h e
Inch thick and separate slices Into
rings. Put in bowl, cover with
aluminum foil and place in refrig-
erator until ready for use. Pour
milk into small deep bowl and put
flour into shallow pan or plate.
Season flour. Dip onion rings into
milk and then into flour, coating
well. Fry in deep hot fat at 380
degrees F. for 5 to 6 minutes or
until lightly browned. Drain on un-
glazed paper.
Both Fiskites
• • • • • • • • • • ••••.•••••.olpIs
Recipe of the Week i
4.,
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST :
•••••••••••••••••••••.•
It there's one thing I can count
on to bring "oh's" of delight ffom
my family, it's a colorful, "whip-
ped" dessert.
And dints specially true when
they recognize their favorite —
PINEAPPLE DELIGHT m a de
with my Pet Evaporated Milk re-
cipe. As soon as you try it, you'll
see why. It's just delicious-fluffy
and rich-tasting with bits of
marshmellow, nuts and pineapple
all through it.
That rich, fluffy texture is what
makes this dessert so extra tempt-
ing and the secret behind it is
whipped Pet Evaporated M ilk.
Double-rich Pet Milk whips up far
higher and lighter than whipping
cream, and of course there's noth-
ing handier than taking, a can of
Pet Milk from your pantry shelf
and chilling it for whipping.
holds membership in many wom-
en's organizafions. For several
years, she served in the Assembly
and State Legislature of Connecti-
cut.
The State Federation President,
Mrs, La Docia Ellis, will be among
the honored guests.
Serving as general chairman will
be Miss Geraldine Hadsell, District
Public Affairs Chairman; she will
he assisted by the 24 public af-
fairs chairmen.
Club presidents and Past Dis-
trict presidents will act as hos-
tesses with Mrs. Evelyn Spaulding
as chairman. Others assisting will
be Miss Thelma Blom, decorations
chairman, and Mrs. Marjorie Al-
bee, invitations chairman.
i Another thing you'll like aboutPINEAPPLE DELIGHT is that
It's such a colorful, pretty des-
sert. You make it any color you
like, depending on the flavo of
gelatin you use. But whether it's
pink, green or yellow, your family
will say it's one of the best-tast-
ing desserts anywhere.
PINEAPPLE DELIGHT
3-4 cup Pet Evaporated Milk
I pkg. fruit flavored gelatin (any
flavor)
V: cup boiling water
;i cup cold water
I cup midget marshmallows
9-os. can crushed pineapple, not
drained
!A1 cup broken nuts
Chill milk in ice tray until al-
most frozen around the edges. In
a 2-quart bowl, dissolve gelatin in
boiling water. Stir in cold water.
Add marshmallows, pineapple and
nuts. Let stand at room tempera-
ture until needed. Whip ice-gold
milk in a cold 1-quart bowl with
a cold rotary beater by hand, or
with electric beater at high speed,
until stiff. Fold into gelatin mix-
ture. Cover and chill. Makes aver-
age servings for 4 for 2 meals.
Lake of the Woods, partly in Can-
ada and partly in the U. S., has
a total area of about 2,000 square
miles.
Words of the Wise
There is no rule more in-
variable than that we are paid




New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
New York, N. Y. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving' pain,
actual redu0on or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferers were able to
make such astonishing statements
is "Piles have ceased to be a 
problem!" And among these sof-
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, named
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use MI
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret Is
a new healing substance (BM-
Dyne') —the discovery of aworld-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue as ell
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or ointment
form called Preparation H.' Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation II is
sold at all drugstores, Sabel actin
guaranteed or money refunded.








Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE




















































































































































































Hailed from coast-to-coast as the
most outstanding offering in local
soceity, the dinner dance offers
to the young ladies of the \Vest ,
• 
Coast the opportunity for a corn-
ing-out party that many may not
otherwise at ord.
Beginning six years ago incon-
spicuously at the Ciro Sunset Strip
nitery, the ball has grown in scope
and size until after years of pres-
entation at the twin-ballrooms of
downtown Los Angeles, Links find
they must move to larger quart-
ers. As a result, this year's ball
will eminate from the multi-million
dollar Beverly Hilton Hotel grand
ballroom in the heart of swank Be-
verly Hills.
' Twenty - three young ladies will
make their bows on October 19
to the strains of the Cotillion waltz.
Local school teacher Rosemary
Charboneaut is handling the chor-
eography for the a fair.
At the helm of local Links, Inc.,
is the diminuitive and hardworka
itig Mrs. Paul R. Williams. Mrs.
Henry McPherson, founder of the• local chapter, is this year's publi-
city chairman
Mesdames Jobn 91mnions ass
Robert Garrott are co • chairing
the Cotehonettet while Mesdames
Cornelia Bradford and Charles
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sot., Oct. 12, 1137




By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
' Miss Genevive Brooks has re-
turned from Chicago, Ill., attend-
ing the wedding of Miss Mary
Jerre Pate. The bride-elect was
wed to John Wesley Horde on Sun-
day, Sept. 22 at St. Ambrose Celt-
lk church. She is the daughter of
Mrs. Millie Bond Pate and the
late Mr Pate, formerly of this
city.
Another wedding of interest was
the recent wedding of Miss Erma
Ray Elsie Louise Chatman to S-
Sgt. Samuel W. Cunningham. See
itiele in this issue.
MRS PENN GOES ABROAD
Sunday found your scribe at-
tending the Bon Voyage reception
tor Mrs Marie Penn, hosted by
President and Mrs. C. A. Kirken-
eon and the Lane College faculty.
It -was a particularly delightful af.
fair given on the eve of Mrs.
Penn's departure for her tour of
eight countries, including England,
Holland, Belgium, Germany, Swit•
zerland, Italy, Monaco and
France. She was scheduled to
meet her daughter, Mrs. Katherine
Penn New York on Oct. 1 for
flight to overseas points.
A stunning (rower arrangement
centered the dining table where
over 100 guests bidding good-byes• were served frappe, cookise and
mints.
Among those seen moving about
from group to group were Mr. and
Mrs. Ross Cheairs, Mrs. Georgia
Kelley, Mrs. Alfreda Martin, Mrs.
W. D. Holder, Mrs. V. F. Walker,
0. C. Beck, T. R. White, Rev.
and Mrs. Draine, Miss Ruby Gran-
berry, Mrs A. C. Ford and many
women at Lane college
CLUB HONORS BIRTHDAY
The Jack and Jill of AnTertes-;
Inc., chapter mei with Mrs. Mae
Cheairs on Cumberland at., on last
Tuesday evening with the newly
elected president, Mrs. 011ie Curry
presiding. Plans for the calendar
of 57-58 were discussed ad out-
lined with many infortnative and
enjoyable activities for the shild-
ren during the year.
At the close of the meeting the
chapter surprised Mrs. Mary L.
Womack by singing Happy Birth-
day and each presenting her with
a lovely gift. Those in attendance
were Mesdames 011ie Curry, Mary
L. Womack, Etta Walker, Daisy
Shaw, Mae Cheairs, Rosetta Mc-
Kissack, Mae Perpener Adaliah
Gilmore Margaret Savage, Grace
Davis, Pricetta Howard, Grace
Hurst, and Emma Pearson, They,
all enjoyed hors d'oeuvres a n d
coca-colas.
The SNEA on the campus of
Lane college held their first meet-
ing of the year Thursday with
Mrs. Washington and Mrs. Avant
as advisors. The organization is
set up to help Young Americans
prepare for the future. The offi-
cers were elected for this school
year. George King has been nam-
ed as president; Mrs. Agnes Poe,
vice president; Miss lone Lane,
secretary; Mrs. Kaye Reid, asst.
secretary; Miss Catherine Merri-
welder, treasurer; Miss Nanette
Brookshow, reporter; Miss Geral-
dine Montgomery, chairman of the
program committee; Miss Sarah
Medcalf, chairman of the social
committee, and Author Bowels,
parliamentarian. The crganization
has a membership of 27.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs Joe Savage spent
the weekend in Chicago, Ill. with
the daughter of Mr and Mrs. John.
son.
I Mr. Martin Pugh who holds em-
ployment in Detroit, Mich., is
in Jackson visiting his wife and
family who reside on South st.
IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS
Lane colleee came out victori-
ous in their second game abgainst
Ala. AM college on last Saturday
night in regular football weather.
It was a most thrilling game with
the half ending 0 to 0 but Lane
came back in the second half -with
a new determination and beat the
visiting team by a score of 20 to
0. Mississippi Industrial college
will be met this weekend at home.
Merry High school Green Hor-
nets will meet Cairo, Ill., at home
on Oct. 12 at 8:00 p.m. All games
have been won by the Hornets this
season and we're pulling for more.
Make a date to be at the big
homecoming genie on October 19
when Merry meets Manassas high
s ool from Memphis. Tenn. There
w I be plenty of half-time enter-
tainment in addition to a good
game.
Homecoming for Lane will be on
November 2 when the Dragons
meet Fisk university from Nash-
ville, Tenn. This is always a big




JACKSON. Tenn. — Berean .Bap-
tist church was the setting for the
wedding on Sept. 28 of Miss Erma
Ray Elsie Louise Chatman and S-
Sgt. Samuel W. Cunningham of the
U. S. Air Force. The bride-elect
is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Charles E Chatman, or. Sgt. Ward
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Cunningham
The vows were pledged before an
alter adorned with white gladioli
and flanked by tiers of white tap-
ers garnished with fern. Rev. A. L.
Campbell officiated.
Given in marriage by her father,
Cie bride wore a white gown of
nylon marquisette net enhanced
with nylon lace over slipper sat-
in which buttoned down the back
styled with a high neck line, long
sleeves and featured a wide skirt
over a tiered slip of net. She car-
ried a white bible and a bouquet
of white carnations.
MAID OF HONOR
The maid of honor was Miss Gen-
evieve Brooks of this city. '1" lie
bridesmaids. Lydia N. Love, Mary
E. Taylor, Lovie Young, Lessie
Wright and Mildred Springfield
wore identical dresses of emerald
green with winter green accessor-
ies. Each carried a bouquet of yel•
low carnations.
Romeo Stewart was hest man
Young, Philip Reynolds, Leon
Millard Moore.
The flower girl was little Madely
Cooke, niece of the bride and ring
bearer was Bernard Pearson, ne-
phew of the groom.
After the ceremony, a reception
followed in the dining room of the
church.
OHIOANS VISIT
Out of town guests attending j
were Mrs. Etta Morrow, cousin of
the bride and Mrs. Norene Bond
of Toledo, Ohio; and Mrs. Wyron
Chatman While of Union City, Tenn
titer of the bride.
agt. and Mrs. Cunningham left
for Steward Air Force Base last
Tuesday. Mrs. Cunningham will
return in November to resume her
position as mathematics instructor
at Carver High school in Browns-
title, Tenn,
find their way home. It's not too
early to make plans.
CORRF.CTION
Due to certain conditions. Nov. 2
is only tentatively set for the dedi-
cation of the New Merry high
school. Please watch your papers
for further notice on the exact date,
the dedication will be held.
L. A. Links Plan 6th
Annual Deb Cotillion
By MARYLYNN HOLDER
' LOS ANGELES — For the sixth
time in as many years, the Links,
Inc., o Los Angeles will intro-
duce the cream of its debutante!
crop to local society in a beauti- Morns share chair - duties for
ful cotillion • dinner • dance, decorations, assisted by Mrs Wal-
ter Felder, jr.
Youthful Mrs. Elbert Hudson is
chairing entertainment committee
this year while Miss Miriam Mat;
co • chair invitations commitece.
Regional officer, Mrs. Cecil B.
Mureel, is chairman of music,
Mesdames Edgar Johnson, and La
Mar Hill co - chair souvenir pro-
gram with Mesdames Murrell and
Lloyd Dickey assisting.
The reservations committee is
headed by co - chairman Mes-
dames Frank Harvey and Robert
Foster along with Mrs. George
Smith, Mrs. Robert Garrott. Char-
ities committee has Mrs. John A.
Somerville as chairman with Mes-
dames Howard Allen and Verle
Smith co • chairing hostesses. Sec-
retary or Cotillion is Mrs. George
thews and Mrs. Layuard Holloman Smith,
THEY LIRE IT AT ROME—
The three young ladies and
two young men above, fresh-
men at Florida A and M uni-
versity, apparently "like it at
home" as they decided tocon-
tinue their education in their
hometown of Tallahassee, fol•
lowing graduation from high
school last June. Left to right,
Ervin Holliday, Barbara Bur-
ney, Laurestine Walton, Altha
Flowers, and William Wilmot.
all graduates of Lincoln High
school.
Southern Beauty Congress
,Trade Show, October 27 - 30
' BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Sou-
thern Beauty Congress will hold its
12th Annual Trade Show here Oct,
27 through 30. According to Mrs.
Ruth J. Jackson, chairman of the
organization, every effort is being
made to put on the best show ever
presented by the Congress.
"Southern Beauty Congress is an
organization designed to bring to
the beauticians, the beauty school
owners, teachers and instructors
the very latest in operation meth-
ods, teaching techniques, equip-
ment and cosmetics known to the
beauty trade." Mrs. Jackson said,
-1..This year we are dohs' all we
can to bring under one roof, ex-
perts in the field who can give
ahrtur members and participants the
W best ow-how in the business,"
Some of the features of the Con-
gress, Mrs. Jackson added, are Ar-
nold de Mille, Southern Beauty I
Congress Public Relations Consul-
tant and Special Representative of
Milady Publishing Corporation of
New York; Evelyn Johnson, Beau-
ty Consultant and Professional
Model of Columbus, Ohio; Stable
S. Lewis, Designer and Instructor
of hate of New York City; Mrs.
Ella R. Martin, Director of the
Poro Schott; in Atlanta, Ga.
She will be graduation speaker
for the last half of the 20th year
celebration of Ruth's Poro School
of Beauty Culture at the Mt. Zion
Baptist church in Birmingham.
This pre • Congress worship ser-
vice will take place Sunday morn-
ing at 11 o'clock.
• Guests of Southern Beauty Con-
gress also will be the National
Pero Association. ?
The Congress Service Award
will be given to four outstanding
leaders in the fields of education
and business for meritorious serv-
ices.
The organization Alumni mem-
bers will be presented at t h e
"Modes of Fashions' parade. Mrs.
Katie Whickham, rretndent of the
National Beauty Culturist League
will officially open the 1957 Trade
Show,
Twenty-two of the nations lead-
ing manufacturers and jobbers in
the beauty industry will display the
newest in equipment and cosmet-
ics.
NEWLYWEDS — Elegance
marked the wedding of 31 i s s
Erma Louise Chatman S•
Sgt, Samuel W. Cunningham at
Berean Baptist church in Jack-
son. Tenn., on Sept. I The
bride is a teacher at Browns-
ville, Tenn. and is the daugh-




HOT SPRINGS — The wedding
of Miss Ernestine Rebecca Collins
and Levoy Smith, a very beautiful
event of late summer, was impres-
sively solemnized recently in the
sanctuary of the Roanoke Baptist
church, Hot Springs National Park,
Ark.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Rebecca Ware Collins and
the late Ernest Collins of liot
Springs. Mr. Smith is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin Walker of
Lapeer, Mich.
The Rev. Paul Ilayes officiated
at the double-ring ceremony before
a hackermind of palm ronds• and
tall baskets of white gladioli and
chrysanthemUMS.
The myriads of mute tapers in
seven - branched candelabra, in-
terspersed with arrangements of
jeweled foliage, were lighted by
Curtis Harris and Joseph Horton.
A program of wedding music
was played by Hovey Henderson
of Hot Springs at the console.
He accompanied Mrs. Leona Web-
ster, who sang "Ava Maria," "Ich
Libe dich," and "The Lord's Pra-
yer" before the ceremony. The re-
ception followed on the lawn of the
bride's mother.
The lovely bride, given in mar-
riage by her brother, wore her via-
ter's wedding dress (an original
design niade by the bride's moth-
er) of duchess satin and imported
French hand drawn alicon lace.
The fitted bodice was designed
with a low neck and sleeves ex-
tending to a calla lily point over
the hands.
The bouffant skirt was designed
with a lace panel extending to the
end of the Cathedral train. Her
fingertip veil of illusion fell from
a Juliette cap encrusteed with
seed pearls.
She carried a bouquet of steph-
anotis centered with a purple or-
chid from which fell a cascade of
white satin streamers of love
knots.
Mrs. Helen C. Rose of Nashville,
Tenn., served her sister as matron
of honor, wearing a gown-tf or-
chid taffeta with a velvet cummer-
bund forming a bustle in the back
over a velvet panel extending to
the bottom of the full flared skirt.
She wore a large picture hat and
carried an arm bouquet of green
mums tied with green satin rib.
bon.
Miss Lolita McDavid of Xenia,
Ohio, cousin of the bride, was jun-
ior bridesmaid. Mrs. Jeanne Luck
of East Lansing, Mich., cousin of
the bride; Miss Barbara Perry,
Hot springs National Park, Ark.:
and Mrs. Odena Wadsworth of
Flint. Mich., were bridesmaids.
They wore 'gowns and hats of
green, identical to the matron of
honor and carried arm bouquets of
orchid mums.
Little Princess Harris served as
flower girl, wearing a full length
white taffeta dress and carrying a
basket of rose petals.
Salters Wadsworth of Flint,
Michigan served the bridegroom
as best man.
Groomsmen were Ernest Rose
of Nashville, Tenn., nephew of the
bride; Oliver, Luck, East Lansing,
Mich., cousin of the bride; Dr. Ti-
mothy Bottoins and John Puckett
of Hot Springs.
Ushers completing the bridal
party, were Curtis Harris, Thomas
Allen, and Joseph Horton.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Collins chose a navy lilue lace
dress with beige appointments
and wore a white orchid at her
shoulder.
The bridegroom's mother, Mrs.
Walker, wore a gold lace dress-
Maker's suit with a gold orchid
at the shoulder.
afrs. Fred Mason served frappe
from a huge hand . carved ice
bowl encircled with an arrange-
ment of gladioli, chrysanthemums
and maiden hair fern, and Mrs.
John Eve served the wedding
cake. Miss Nancy Freeman was
in charge of the brides' book. Mrs.
Mary Rose Beavers, Mrs. Glen
Jackson and Mrs. Princess Miller
assisted in receiving the guests.
The bride, a graduate of Fisk
university, Nashville, Tenn., at-
tended Tenn. A & I State univer-
sity graduate school, and the Uni-
versity of Iowa, where she receiv-
ed a certificate in physical then
apy, She now serves on the staff
of Henry Gen. llospttal, Flint,
Stich. She is a member of Alpha
Kippa Alpha Sororitl.
The bridegroom, a veteran of
World War II and a member of
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, at-
tended Howard university and is
a welfare investigator for Gennes-
see County, Flint, Mich.
Out-of-town guests attending the
tiedding were: Mrs. William Mc-
David and Miss Lolita McDavis,
_Xenia, Ohio, (cousins of I h e
bride): Dr. and Mrs. B. 0. Hol-
land, Pittsburgh, Pa.; and Or,
and Mrs. A. V. Holland, Wash-
ington, Pa., (aunts and uncles of
the bride); Mr. and Mrs. Ware
Collins Nashville, Tenn., (brother
and sister-in-law of the bride); Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Luck, East Lang-
ing, Mich.. (cousins of the bride);
Mr. and Mrs. Baldwin Walker, La.
peer, Mich., (the groom's mother
and father) and Mr. and Mrs. Sal-
ters Wadsworth Flint, Mich,
ROSEBUDS PLAN
LOS ANGELES — Plans for the
Rosebud Social and Civic club's
Oct 12 Cocktail party are corn
pleted. And, you can be sure
that the affair will be one of cur-
rent season's top affairs, accord-
ing to Irene Baldwin, president.









LOS ANGELES — in the first
meeting of the fall season, /»1:»1-
liers of Wilfandel club with presi-
dent Mrs. Paul R. Williams at the
helm, began their lath year as one
of California's most outstanding
clubs.
Business Manager Irene Morris
in a lengthy report made a com-
parison by reading the '57 report
assuring members that the lovely
West Ada ins District clubhouse
was now "out-of-the-red."
The program committee, chaired
by Mrs. e'rieta Shaw Johnson in-
troduced a Do-It-Yourself pro-
gram. Other members of the com-
mittee are Mesdames Edna Coh-
en, Minnie Green, Evelyn Harris,-
Verna Hickman, Thersa Lewis and
Lillian Tyler.
Distribution of yearbooks was a
highs spot in the meeting and out-
lininrcof the years agenda.
Hiawatha Club Installs
Mrs. M. Seward Prexy
Mrs. Maudeen Seward was in
stalled last week as president of
one ot the cult 's oldest clubs, ilia
lN milli Art and Social club as the
group began its 43rd year of op•
erat ion.
The election of Mrs Seward and
Dancing
In L A.
LOS ANGELES — An evening
of square and regular dancing,
uniquely mixed, is number one on
Iota Phi Lambda Sorority's aeen.
da conies October 26, when they
play hostesses to friends if a
"liarvest Festival Hoedown."
The evening of fun, entertain-
ment and continuous dancing will
he held at 2115 S. Harvard, from
10 until 2.
There will be a donation, with




LOS ANGELES — Back from
summer vacation and raring to
go, are those good - looking gals
elm make up Doll League club.
Tall and good-looking Ann Odom
brought the meeting to order on
Saturday evening when Euvolda
Morris hosted the first after-vaca
lion meeting at her lovely home.
Agenda tau I': the fabulous Doll
League annual formal that has a
November 22 date this year. Gals
promise beeg surprise this year
Ethel Pickett reports Mesdames
Emma Adams, — Nellie Brotvii
Ruth Ball, Thelma Houston, Syl-
via Fortson, Helen Smith, Sydney
Jackson, Gwen Woods. Faye Wag-
ner and of course prexy Ann Odour
present for season's opening meet-
ing.
Teachers' salaries secout f o r
about three.foorths of all 'ninth es
pendatires tor education in the
S.:according to national schooling
reports,
• • •
About 98 percent of Canada's




NEW YORK — The concern of
the National League for Nursing
ways and means of meeting theit
needs for nursing service is being
demonstrated by the fall field
schedules of two of the organiza-
tion's assistant directors. Mrs. Es.
Idle Si. Osborne and Julia Kelly.
Mrs. Osborne and Miss Kelly will
travel to various sections of the
country speaking to ,national
groups, state and local leagues for
nursing and other community ag-
encies, counseling them also on
program activities.
Mrs. Osborne, who is NLN assis-
tant director for general adminis-
trations, visits state leagues in In-
diana, Washington and Colorado.
Later she will attend the national
conference of the National Urban
League in Detroit, speak to Army
nurses on the medical manage-
ment of mass casualties at the
Waiter Reed Army Institute of
Research and attend the 194
meeting of the national women's
advisory committee of the Feder-
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other officials was held at the rod. •
dence of Mrs. Charles tialesby of
667 Mar hieneil s., with Mrs. Eve..
lyn Oglesby and Mrs. W. A. !Sisson
as hostesses.
Oher officers installed: — Mrs.
W.A. Sisson, vice president; Misa
Annie Lee Thompson. secretary;
Mrs. Evelyu Oglesby. assistant
seeretar): Mrs. J. R. Hilliard, .
treasurer; Mr. Rosa B. Haynes.
reporter Mrs Mary E. Mtn-.
phy. chic. Mrs. P. W. OeLyise,
parliamentarian: and airs T. H.
lia es. sr., secretary -treasurer of
condolence committee.
After discussing plans for t h
new yea' and hearittg echoes from
members of summer vacation ti-a.
vel and activities, Mrs. L. G.
Fowlkes, chine of the Educational
committee, led a diacusio on edit.
cation in America
The generous offer of Mrs L. E.
Brown to sell her home on Miss.
blvd., to provide for the new Y.
W.C.A. at a price which repre•
sented a donation on her part was
hailed by her fellow club mein
hers. For Mrs. Brown's considera-
tion. the new building will be nam-
ed to honor her . . The Sarah
Haynes Brown YWCA of Memphis.
Mrs. Brown and Mrs. Fowlkes














Mr. Nichols. A Veteran
Salesman of the
MID-SOUTH
invites his many friends and
customers to visit hint at the
DEALERSHIP













For ten class only. We will 95
cheer 2-piece living room
suite, sofa, 2 or 3 
cuahions,59 
chair, 1 cushion with corded
seams. Regular 69.50 value.
High Low Pile. Extra
heavy 12' wide. Formerlt
sold for $10.50 squard
yard. Colors: nutria.
grey . green, Only 2(5)































Plan  To Review Negro Education Since1865
10 College Heads
Serve On Program
Richmond, Va. — The American American Baptist Home Mission
Baptist Home Mission society will society; Dr. Frederick P. Patter-
observe its 125th anniversary son, president United Negro Col-
with an academic convocation at lege Fund Inc.; Dr. W. Monte-
Virginia Union university Noverii-' gue Cobb, head department of
her 12 and 13, Dr. Samuel D. anatomy, Howard universit
y;
Proctor, president of Virginia !Dean Howard Thurman of Marsh
Union, announced this week. chapel, Boston university; Dr.
The convocation will emphasize Thomas II. Henderson, dean of
the advancement of higher edu— the college of Virginia Union;
cation among Negroes since 1865. William J. Trent, executve direc-
The theme of the convocation is tor, United Negro College Fund
"An Educated People Moves 'Inc., and the -Rev. C. S. McCal
l,
Freedom Forward." president, Baptist General Asso-
Ten college presidents are ciation of Va.
among the top ranking educators 1,1 is significant that Virginia
to appear on the program. Union was selected as site of the
hese include Dr. Benjamin E. academic convocation as Union is
Mays, Morehouse college; Dr. the result of the fusion in 1899 of
Alonzo G. Moron, Hampton insti- two educational institutions estab-
lute; Dr. Mordecai W. Johnson, lished by the American Baptist
Howard university; Dr. William Home Mission Society to give a
R. Strassner, Shaw university; Christian education to freemen.
Dr. J. A. Bacoats, Benedict col- Virginia Union and other simi-
lege; Dr. Albert E. Manley, Spel- lar institutions in the shout have
man college; Dr. Royal W. Pur- produced the vast majority of
year, Florida Normal and Indus- the top Negro leaders.
trial college; Dr. Eleanor Ander- The convocation will include
son, president of The Slather seminars on the problems facing
school; Dr. M. K. Curry Jr., Bish- , private colleges today. The pro-
op college and Dr. S D. Proctor,Igress made by private Negro col-
Virginia Union universiey, leges since the mid-19th century
Other leading educators to will be discussed and an effort
speak at the convocation are Dr. will be made to chart the future
Clarence W. Cranford, president. course of these institutions.
The site of the White House,1 Tucson, located in southern Ari-'
schools is almost doubled to that
, of last year.
Mr. Isom of Sand Flat commit.
eomprisinrg about 16 acres, was ori- rona is believed to have been the nity is in North Mississiippi hospit
ginally purchased for the sum of first in the U. S., to establish a, HOLLY SPRINGS 
al.
about 81,600. ; municipal airport. Mrs. Ida Mae Sims and son PresThe revival held at Asbury Meth.
ton, left for Chicago to visit rela
tives and friends.
Ninois
VILLA IDGE K. Swanson is pastor. ev. L. H.
Mrs. Lucy Boykin% and Mrs.! Kelly of Future City, DI., is pas-
Fannie Thompson have returned tor of Mt. Tabor.
from visiting relatives in Chicago. Members of St. James A M. E
.
derful sermon Sunday at 1 o'clock.
church of Unity. worshipped'Funeral services were held at The funeral of Mr Littlejohn,
with the members of St. P a 11
the Graham Chapel AME chu chf ClydeLittlejohn was
Sept. 17 for Mrs. Helen Coleman 
AME church of Sandusky. Ill. fatheru- held Sunlay. J. F. Brittenum and,
who formerly lived here. In attend- day 
morning, and witnessed the
closing sermon of their pastor, 
son had charge of funeral arrange-
man 
were her children Jessie Cole-
Rev E. K. Swanson, for the con- 
ments.
of Chicago. Mrs. Ida M a e
ference year. The local alumni club of MI 
col- ,
Coleman of Cairo. her brother
Rev. Hardy Edmonds of Carbon- Those on the sick list are: Mes- 
lege gave a tea for president Ran•
kins and family in Carnegie din-
dale and niece Mrs. Alpha Mae dames Maly Crossland. Carrie Wi ing hall. Those on program were
Hayes of San Francisco. Calif. I Mon, Messrs. James McGinnis. o-
George Allen Floyd and Georeel bert Dickey, and James 
Hickman,. Miss Barbara Jean Johnson. Miss
Carter have returned home from 
. • • M. E. Shannon, Prof. McGlown of
vacations in Chicago and Gary, ROSELAND 
'Hernando and Mr. James •Rober
Ind. The Rose of Sharon Baptist 
son. Miss Vivian Moore was mis
tress of Ceremonies. Pres. Rank
Miss Janiece Wiggins and Miss church formerly of this communi- ins made the final remarks con
Mabel Watkins have returned from ty is moving ahead for plans of a the alumni and greater MI
summer vacation and entered Dou• new modern church home. under' eerning
glass High school. 'd the 
college. Rust and MI college cam
Rev. Cleo Williams, former mem- 
pus are the scenes of much gaiety
Miss Addie Paid is taking a pre- are asked to aid the dirve. 
each day. The student body of both
nursing course at St. Mary's hos-
Lovely Lenora Griffin of 0523pital in Cairo.
Rev. T B Hopkins of Los An- Wentworth ave., became the bricla
Detroit has returned home after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Can-
geles. Calif., was guest speaker at, of Mr Hushmat Malik of India,
the Mt. Zion MB church during his the 
groom is a student attending 1100,
Mrs. Geraldine White, Jean's su
pervisor of Panola County, visit
ed her sisters last weekend.
Rev. Perks of Tampa passed
through the, city Saturday. He was
accompanied by his wife and son.
The 5th Sunday zone meeting
held at Mt. Pisgah CME church
was well attended Sunday. Mrs. H.
P. McGowan was the principal
speaker. Rev. V. L. Burton filled
the pulpit for Rev W. C. Arm
strong at Anderson Chapel.
• • .
STARKVILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harris of
Chicago, are visiting Mrs. I.ucille
Moore. Mrs. Harris, the former
ary Lucille Moore is the (laugh
ter of Mrs. Moore and has made
her home in Chicago for several
yea rs.
Pvt. and Mrs. Prince Bardwell.
Jr.. are the proud parents of a
little son.
Rev. Smith Carter. of Ruleville
and Green-mod. Miss.. was the
guest speaker daring the revival
at Griffin Methodist church last
week.
• * •
66. Mrs. Agee was the wife of the
Rev. Agee.
A Court of Honor fur Troop No.
480 of the Boy Scouts of America
was held last week in Carver
High school. Those who received
advancements were, Letnount and
Woullard Johnson, Philip Moore,
Charles Ray Paige, David Adams,
Jack Breland, jr., James Branch,'
Walter B. Woods, McSwain, and
Raymond Staten. The presentation
was made by Mr. Baham, who is
institution representative i n
charge. The parents who were
present to witness the affair were,
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dillard; Mr.
and Mrs. Claiborn Moore, and
Sleepy Paigr.
During the football game be
tween Carver High Pirates a n d
Franklinton. La., in which Carver
lost, L. S. Collins. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Haggett fractured his leg. He
was confined to the local hospital
for several days before his leg was
put in a cast.
Among those confined to the lo-
cal hospital last week when old
Sleepy made his rounds were, Mrs'
Florida James, Peter Travis, Le-
roy Lampton, J. C. Nixon, William
Martin. Hollie Parker, and Mrs.
Delois Gaines. Also went by the
homes of Mrs. Sarah Buford and
Mrs. Minnie Lee Bender and they
are doing fine. .
Mrs. Margrete Wilson and daugh




Mrs. Hattie Ellis was called to
the bedside of her sister, Mrs.
Etta Lomax at Charleston, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggins.
Mrs. Rosa Goward and Mrs. Bell
Bransford attended the fifth Sun-
day meeting at Murray City, Sept.
29.
Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton attend-
ed the fall convention at Peoples
Chapel in Dyersburg, Saturday,
Sept. 28.
Miss Mary Joyce Hamilton and
several others attended a tea Sun-
day, Sept. 2S1 at the home of Miss
Mary Lee Seward.
Mary Scott, Lenora Wiggins
and Billy Scott attended the fifth
Sunday rally at Jamaco's Chapel
Sept. 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Scott a n d
Frank Lowst attended the football
game at A. & T. State college at
Nashville on Sept. 28.
The Young People of Newbern
sponsored a program Sunday. Sep-
tember 29 at St. Paul C. M. E.
church.
Mrs. Nellie Heard and grandson
Michael of Toledo, Ohio were din-
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Wood recently.
Price Woods and son, Archa
Woods, Mrs. Alice Harris a n d
Mrs. Nellie Heard Ind grandson,
Michael were dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Issac Hamilton recently.
Mrs Clara Scott is visiting her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and




By EDWARD H. BROWN
Miss Melvis Meriwether, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Willia inater-
iwether entered A. & I. State uni-
versity, Nashville, Tenn., this fall.
The Rev. and Mrs, G. C. Jen-
kins announced the marriage of
their daughter Ruby. to James L
Hyde of Springfield, Tenn , Satur-
Springfield.,
Little Miss Mary Parthenia Ir-
vin, daughtr of Pr. and Mrs.
James Irvin, entertained many of
her friends, Sept. 25, on her sec-
ond birthday, The guests enjcyed
ice cream, cake and other delica-
cies
Recent deaths: Mrs. Lena
Wharton, Mrs. Elizabeth Boyd and
Mrs Eliza Bowilng Carney.
Mrs. Thelma Gilbert and lit-
tle Miss Francine DeMar of Chi-
cago, are visiting Mrs. Gilbert's
sister, Mrs. Nina Mae Dabney.
• ••
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Rosa Lee Carter died Sept.
from Grace Temple church on
Sept. 26 iwth the ev. Mrs. V. S.
edd officiating, assisted by oth-
er individuals. The deceased awe
a member of Grace T e mp I e
church. She is survived by a hue-
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Allen and La., where they visited Jeff's par- band. Andrew Carter, three scns.
recent visit with mother. Mrs. Au. school here from India, the couple , Eustus Carter, alph Carter and
is now on their honeymoon. Mr. and 
Mrs, James Jackson me- PICAYUNE
nie L. Hopkins and brother Rev. ' By HOY SLEEPY PAIGE l eniMs; s. Lucile Fortenberrv and son Carl Alvin Carter. one daughter.
The Shawanas Social club pre- tored to S
t. Louis for the weekend. 
G opkins.•• • Funeral service for Joe Kenne , spent last weekend at Columbia Evan Carter, one brother, Heze-
Home coming day was 
observed, sents their fall club affair at the , dy was held recently in the Chap where they visited Robert's father kiah Wilson, three sisters, Mrs.
at the Graham Chapel AME 
churchlthuriaboogie Nite club on October , MACOMB el of Cooks of Co. Funeral home who is confined. Virginia Allen, Mrs. Hattie Locke,
Sunday with Rev. W. L. White of 
'5. 1957. Officers of_ the club are. By MINNIE CLARK Mr Joe who had been confined Mrs. Mattie Miller and other relit-
Mrs. Dorothy Sparks president. O. Master Tony Huston celebrated to his home for several years was lives. Interment occurred in WestSt. John Pulaski, bringing t h e Darby Led-message. 
and L. Christopher, busi- his seventh birthday Monday. said to have been found dead in Lawn Cemetery, with J. D 
ness managers: Mrs. Arlene Jor-1 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Caldwell: his bedroom early in the morning. ford, funeral director in charge.Miss Flossie H. Buckley, priori- dan is social chairman. The af- I Mr. and Mrs. Ivan BroOks a n ri He leaves to mourn his passing
pal of Lovejoy school is improv •, fair will be sta;ed from 10 til 2' daughters Marjorie and L a u r a I his wife. Enie, one stepson, ‘A'll LOGANSPORT 
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Whitfield
attended the funeral of Bruce Laning from a recent illness. , a.M. Jean motored to St Paul, Minn., hie Lee Sibley of New Orleans and Rev. J. W. White conducted ders in Mountain City, Tenn. reMrs. Corrine Hayes has returned' Mr. and Mrs. William Smith prior to going to Madison, Wis., a host of relatives and friends. Fu services on scheduled time S u n. cently.from Springfield where she spent were house guests in the home of for the 25th wedding anniversary neral service was officiated by day at the Pentecostal church Nash-the summer with her husband John Wagner has gone to Mrs. Chynia Sanders of Columbus of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Talliferro. the Rey. Frank Hobson, As.t. Pas Mr. and Mrs. A. Dunn visited ville. Tenn. to enter A. & I. State
Ohio last week. Mr. Willie Huston celebrated his, tor of Pilgrim Bound Baptist relatives and friends in Indianap- university.
Mrs. Chynia Sanders and Mr. birthday recently. church. ohs last Sunday.
William Robinson both of Column- Mrs. Donald Daniels is home 
the sick list.
MB church was preceded liy the bus. Ohio were the out of town from the hospital. 
children have returned to Chicago
annual baptizing with the nastor Columbus. Miss., last week to the of Harry Gaskin of Kokomo, a re- after spending several days here
Rev. J G Hopkins in charge. 
quests in the home of their moo- Mrs. Francis Brooks and Alan e bedside of her daughter, Mrs Tillie cent inductee in the U. S. Army, as house guest of Mrs. Et h e I 
the 
Williams, who represented
• • • 
ther, Mrs. Heine Robinson. They visited relatives in Galesburg over Mae Sykes who is said to be suf is located at Ft. Leonardwood, Clark and family. 
m eldest chartered members of
spent two weeks with their mo- the weekend. the church made short remarksfering with a case of pneumonia Mo. Mr and . Alexander Jack- PULASKI ther. Master Sterne Daniels and ?des- Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Brown are • All members of the official boar
Mrs. Walter C, Lipe has returned, Mrs. Norma Robinson is t h e tor Rickey Demean are on t he the proud parents of their little 
Mr. and Mrs Bernard Dunn son have returned from their trip
and the pastor participated in th
from a three weeks visit in Chi- 1 proud supt. of the Community sick list main event of the day which was
of Ft. Wavne and Indianapolis were C.
daughter horn last week in a New recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. tiro to Mr. ad Mrs. Gbert—cage. church of Dixomor, Ill. Mrs. Rob. most impressive. Many visitors
Rev. Topps was the afternoon inson is in charge of the Sunday 
Sirs Grace Huston was honored' Orleans hospital. Ths mark.. the Aloyisius Dunn and family. Hamilton on Sept. 14 an eight lb.
and frfznds were present to wit-
speaker at Edith Chapel church school department, 
at a surprise birthday party given Browns' third daughter, and they daughter, who was named Sally',
by hrr daughter. Helen with a host also have two •-ons. The surface of North America is Debbora Hamilton. ness the occasion.Sunday evening. Mr. Leroy Cooks, formerly of
of friends attending While old Sleepy was nosing worn down about one foot every The Mission Circles of Thankful! Throughout the years it seems
Funeral services were held Sun- 347 E. 115th st., for 35 years isl Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Hudson around Gulfport way last week he 1,000 years by the processes of era- Baptist church observed the fifth that June has been designated as
day at the St. John church for now a homeowner in Robbins. III..
tor Rev. W. L. White delivering over S20.000.
Pout Hunt of rhicao w ith the nas. His new home is modern and costsi
' and baby daughter. Kim Renee had the privilege of attending the sion according to geological sur- Sunday, by the rendition of a mu- the month of weddings, but it







with a sbrifd des
the eulogy. He is survived by his, Plans are being formed for a Sunday, in the home of Rev, and
parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Hunt, modern American Legion Post. Mrs. Swinney, 216 Burton st., Mrs. Jeff Crcnvder and Mr. and
and other relatives. ' Prince Hall Masonic Lodge and Miss Ermma Miller became the•Mrs. William Boyd Wilson of Ok- '
Mr and Mrs. Russell Brassfield Elks Lodge in the village of Diy• bride of Sgt. Booker T. Montgom- lahoma visited friends in Dawson.
and family have moved to Car- moor, Ill. Members of these groups
bondale. are seeking Grand Lodge nermis- 
ery. The lovely bride, wearing a Williams is the son of Rev. K. C.
Lawrence Morris has recovered sion to install these eroups. 
beauulwhite lace gown andtif e.I Wilson. if
head piece, carrying a white fli- Mrs. Earnestine Spratt of Fort
ble wish white carnations, was giv-'
en in marriage by a friend of the
family, James Samuels Standing
with her was Mrs. Mildred Mont-
fernery. sister-in-law to the groom
who was wearing-rose gown and
carrying rose carnations.
Standing with the groom was hi
brother. Joe Louis Montgomery,
wile was dressed in formal atttre.
The marriage ceremony was per-
formed by Rev. W. G. Terry, pas-
tor of First Baptist church. A re-
ception took place immediately
after the ceremony and guests
were served frappe and cake aft-
er the bride cut the three tiered
cake. Out.of-town guests were oar
nts of the bride. Mr. and Mrs.
lierse'iell of St. Lotlis, Mo.. Mrs.'
Montgomery will continue h e r,
studies in San Diego. Calif. withi
the U. S. Navy. Roth are grad
uate of Merry High school, this
city
Liberty CME church held , its
regular fifth Sunday observance of
Layman's Day. The laymen hail
charge of the entire day's sere
Ice. At 11 cm. Prof. George,
Earl F. Hayes, and has resumed
teaching at Lovejoy school
Morning service at alt. Zion
JAMES D. PARKS, head of ' Dunbar, poet who often has
the Art department at Lincoln been called a genius (deceas-
university, Mo., is shown with ed.) Parks was commission-
his painting of Paul Laurence
RI
ed to do the painting for the
Dunbar elementary school in
Kansas City, Mo.
. . • •
ISSISSIppl
odist church was a great success
under the leadership of Rev. J. C.
Peters of Columbus.
The funeral of Mrs. Sophie Mc-
Kinnie was held at Smith Grove
MB church Sunday. The Rev. W.
C. Armstrong delivered the eulogy.
Rev. Armstrong, the pastor of
Anderson Chapel, delivered a won -
Sept. 29,
The Langston High school foot-
ball tea mw noover the Douglas
High grid team of Bristol, Va. in
a game played here in Memorial
stadium on the night of Sept. 2ti
by the score of 25 to 0.
• • •
JACKSON
The Lane college Dragons mov-
ed over Daniel Payne college of
Birmingham here Saturday night,
13-7. Plagued by a soggy field and
intermittent rains, both teams suf-
fered from a number of fumbles.
The first quarter was a scoreless
duel. Late ig the second period,
Rolland Tharpe broke loose for the
first touchdown and the extra
pint was missed, but Lane led
a halftime 6-0. Payne collegetook
the opening kickoff of the second
half and drove for a tucedwn
and the extra pint to go out in
frnt 7.3. Coming back after kick-
off, Lane moved 65 yards in sev-
en plays for a score. Charles Bar
ton picked up the tally with
Charles Cunningham adding the
extra point togi ye the Draogns
their wino ingedg,e 137. Ootstand-
ing for Lane were J. R. Yar-
brough, Melvin Brooks, Leroy Al-
derson and Bill Como. L. Hudson
Firstof the 
Baptist church enjoyed their first
fellowship social Friday evening,
Sept. 20 in the church basement,
Members of the choir and their
guests participated in many inter-
esting games directed by Miss
Honors Hardy, who serves as min-
ister of music of the church. Mrs.
Jennie Snipes was first place win-
ner for the ftibie tali] and the
Rev. W. G. Terry and Ike W.
Price tied for first place in the
needle threading contest. A delic-
ious menu of chicken salad sand-
wiches, punch and assorted can-
dies were served. This was the
first of the fellowship socials to
be sponsored by the choir. Otis
Price, president, Rev. W. G. Ter-
ry. pastor.
There was a Fellowship Tea giv-
en at Bethelhem Baptist church,
Mercer, Tenn., Sept. 22. at ? p.m.
sponsored by the Missionary So-
ciety. Rev. S. C. Long, pastor.
The First Baptist church held
its Graoundbreaking Services at
its new location on Madison and
Short sts., Sunday. Sept. 22 during
the 11 o'clock services. The mem-
bers have looked forward to this
very significant occasion for sev-
eral years. The congregation as-
evotion, offering and an-
nouncements, after which the line
was formed to proceed to the ete
location. Boy Scout Trop N.
whse scout master is T. C. Oz-
her led the procession followed by
the pastor, official board, mission-
ary society, choirs, members and
ushers. Mr. B. E. Ray, supt, f
city schools, was present to bring
greetings from Mayor Smith's of-
fice, and to represent the city of
Jackson. Ile gave very encourag-
Mg remarks, and also commend-





was in session at the New Hope
AME church, September 28. Rev.
J. W. Henry, PE in charge; Rev.
S. T. Davis, pastor.
The West Blocton. jr , High
school moved into the new school
building October 2.
Rev. J. W. Henry and family and
Rev. S. T. Davis, were dinner
guests of Mrs. Cora Maxwell, Sept.
29.
A platter party was held at the
Masonic Hall September 28 Shel-
ley the Play Boy, furnished the
musts, Mrs. Ida Bo Campbel
and Mrs. Sarah Landrum were in
charge.
The Rising Star Baptist church is
building a new church.
Mrs. T. Motley, is a new sub-
scriber to the Chicago Defender.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Halls, of
Youngstown, Ohio; Mrs. Leathea
B. Alexander, of California a n d
Mrs. Zola Bell Nails, were guests
of relatives and friends.
• • •
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Rev, T. C. Williams and a group
of members from the Mt. Canaan
Baptist church and the Mt. Zion
Baptist church of Springville mo-
tored to Woodlawn where he was
guest speaker on a program by
the choir held at the Ebenezer Bap
tist church Sunday. Rev. Foster is
the minister.
Mrs. Evelyn Powell who became
very ill several days ago is conval-
escing.
Mr. and Mrs. George Posey at-
tended Sunday school and BTU In-
stitute held at the Hagood Chapel
Baptist church of which Rev. S.
L. Green is pastor.
Mrs. Mary Young is convalesc-
ing.
Mose Beans who suffered a brief
illness last week is better and is
able to be back on the job.
Mrs. Flora Mae Woodie, report-
er of Springville is ill.
William Harris, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Harris has been dischar-
ged from Army Service and is




Mr. and Mrs. General Thomas
have returned home after visiting
their glildren in San Diego where
they had a wonderful time.
Bennie L. Thomas left to join
his sisters, Vera Williams, Velma
Moore. Dorothy, and brother Lou-
is Thomas.
Lavern, Don and Louis Holloway
have left for- college while Curti.;
has joined the Air Force and is
stationed in Texas. We miss the
home boys very much.
Missouri
EAST PRAIRIE
By MRS. M I,RY E. RICE
Miss Essie B. Rice was mar-
ried to Mr L. C. Keller at the
home of her parents, Mr. snd Mrs.
Willie Rice. Mr. Keller is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Crege.
It was well attended by many
friends.
Mrs. Smith visited her son, Mr.
Johnnie Lee Smith, after return-
ing e:ew Jersey.
Mr G. Rice is still on
the sitli list. He returned last
week from Gary, Ind. where he
was under doctor's care for three
weeks. He was at the home of
his sister-in-law, M r s. Virginia
Wells.
from a recent illness. The hunting season is neer. All
Mrs. Ben Howard was called to members and men who want to
Olmsted to attend the funeral of join the club contact Mr. Bennie
her brojher•in-law Watt Fletcher. Wright at Illtee Watkins ave.. txt
• • • full membership
UNITY Anu hon St reminder to all MO-
By MS. MONETTE E. VAUGHN lens who are over 65 years old.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Woods and You must have a birth certificate
daughter. atlas Peggy Turner. Mrs. to secure your social security
Irene Devoe and granddaughters.
Denise Tola and Nina Irene Devoe.
all of Gary. Ind viaited Mr and
Mrs DeRoy Kyle and mother.
Mrs, Mollie Kyle. atesdamrs De-
voe and Woods are daughters of
Mrs. Mollie Kyle They alse visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. James McGinnis.
the mother-in-law and father-in-
law of Mrs. Devoe. They returned
to Gary. Sunday afternoon,
The raster and members of Mt.
Zinn Baptist church, worshipped
with Mt. Tabor Baptist chureh,
Sunday, Sent Nth. Thr nester,
Rev. T. A. Wiggins. delivered the
message. The !tenter and Junior
Chofra of Mt Zion rendered the
song !service. The Senior Choir aka
parffeloalled In worship services of
the Ot Peel AMY: church of Son
dusky, 11. Sunday, also, ev, E.
benefits. Secure your birth record
now, and receive your well earn-
ed benefits.
MURPHYSBORO
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
Miss Anmi Ruth Lewis under
went surgery at St. Andrews hos-
pital recently.
Mrs. Jeanette Brooks has return.
ed home after a visit in Chicago.
Mrs. Anna May Harrel of De-
troit and daughter. Mrs R e it
Mar Richardson of St. Louis, MI.,
are visiting Mrs Harrell's brother
end sister-in-law. Mr. and M r s.
Archie Wade
Mr and Mrs. Eddie Lewis of
Racine, Wis., and Miss Dorothy 'LEGAL AID BUREAU of Unit
Lewis of Waukegan. Ill . are vis ed Charities of Chicago opens
itin" relatives here its first branch office in t h e—
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper of Chicago area. This branch of
tiseo
Mrs. Alike Kahn was called to
lice is expected to serve more
than 1.000 clients who would
otherwise be unable to afford
Indiana
legal counsel. In the photo are
(from left) ('udell McGehee,
first client; Atty. Henry J. Ka
gardee, office director, a n d
Mrs. Billie Brown, office sec
retary.
choice of location, as well as for
the great task of erecting a bectu-
tiful church, one that not only will
be beneficial to the members of
First Baptist, but to the people of
Jackson.
He stated further that what was
being done was very much in
keeping with the city of Jackson
and its great programof expan-
sion. Pastor Terry used as h i s
theme. "A Search For Satisfac-
tion". He admonished the mem-
bers to seek first the Kingdom of
Heaven, and its righteousness and
all these things would be add-
ed unto them, and at all times to
let God's will be done. Following
the message, the ground breaking




The Kings of Harmony appear-
ed at Hopewell church last Sun-
day. They' will appear once again
on Nov. 3. The program will be
sponsored by the Hopewell choir.
Everyone is invited.
Worth visited friends in Daemon.
Mrs. Sandy Lewis, jr. a n
baby visited her parents in SInd•
erville last week end.
Mrs. Lerlean (Boyd) Smith is on
the sick list.
Mount Mitchell in North Carolina
with an altitude of 6.711 feet, is
the highest peak lying within the
Appalachian mountain range.
Thacker, registrar of Lane c 0 l-
iege, was the principal speaker.
He is a member of the Board of
Relfgiee ',Mr:cation of the church.
The 8 p.m. service featured short
talks from various departments
of the. church Mrs Lola Bryant,
chairman of th+ lay activities, is
hopeful that the last lay celebra-
tion of this year will he well at-
tended. Rev. C. D McKelvey', pal-
ter.
The wedding bells rang loud
for Sept. 7 for a secret marriagid
and a beautiful wedding 'Sept. 28,
of waiich I will write in the next
issuo, Be lonkine for it: Ha, ha,












































































































































































The American Council on Hu-
man Rights will hold ita "Nation-
al Workshop on Leadership Re-
sponsibilities and Techniques'•
here Saturday and Sunday. Oc-
tober le and 20.
Leaders of national college fra-
ternities and sororities will dis-
cuss in successive panels the
subjects of "Problems in Elimi-
nating Racial Barriers,' —Sech-
niques for Solving We Problems,"
iskand "Moving from Desegregation
gwt0 lnetgration," Dr. Nancy Bul-
lock McGhee (Hampton, Virginia)
ACHR President announced this
week.
Speakers and consultants in the
fields of education, housing, em-
ployment, voting, legislation, and
group relations will address the
full meetings, panels, and small
sity sociologist, will keynote the
workshop with an address at 9
a.m. Saturday October 19.
In his latest book Black Bour-
geoisie, has directed attention to
the need for Negro leadership to
exert its fullest potential in solv- '
Mg racial problems.
John T. Blue, Jr. ACHR direc-
tor, has emphasized the impor-
tance of the workshop in setting
up the problems, viewing, the
techniques for attacking the prob-
lems, recognizing that desegre-
gation does not mean real inte-
gration.
"Our ACHR workshop" Blue
added, "is most significant in
bringing together experts and
leaders at the time of Little Rock,
Levittown, Charlotte and Clinton."
groups. ACHR consists of five national
Taking part are Buns Shiskin, fraternities and sororities which
AFL-C10 specialist on racial have pooled together their re-
problems; George Nesbitt, Rae. sources to fight jointly against
ial Relations Officers of HHIA ; all racial discrimination. Corn.
Frank McCulloch, Senator Paul bined strength of the groups in-
Douglas Legislative Assistant; eludes more than 50 000 college
Dr. Ellis Knox, Howard Univer. men and women.
sity Professor; Dr. Walter E. The five national presidents who
Hager, President of the District are supporting the workshop are:
of Columbia Teachers College, Mrs. Arnetta G. Wallace. Alpha
Others include Mrs. Ruth Spen- , Kappa Alpha sorority supreme '
cer, D.C. board of education; basileus (Knoxville, Tenn.); Mrs]
George Butler, education director 'Dorothy P. Harrison, national
for the President's Committee on president, Delta Sigma Theta so-
Government Contracts; Sterling runny (Langston, Okla.); C. Rod
Tucker, Washington, D.C.. Urban 'Reeetualod puaan 'uotitsm ma3
League director: Miss Irene Os- Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity, (Chi
borne, community relations of- cago); Miss Edna Douglas, grand
ficer for the American Friends basileus Sigma Gamma Rho so-
Service Committee, Philadelphia. rority, (Little Rock, Ark.); and
Additional experts and resource Dr. Deborah C. Partridge, grand
persons for the panels and group basileus, Zeta Phi Beta sorority
section have been invited, Mrs. (Cranford, N.J.).
Thomasina Johnson Norford (New Assisting with local arrange-
York City) ACHR workshop chair- ments is the Washington local,
man, declared. 'council of the ACHR; Edward P.
Dr. E. Franklin Frazier, inter- Lovett, Federal Housing agency




' Mr. William Fentress and broth-
er Thomas (Pete) of Chicago va-
cationed with their father, Mr. Wil-
lie Fentress and other relatives.
Mr. Edward Parham of Iowa ic
'home visiting his wife, Mary Eliza-
beth and son. Edward, jr. He is
also visiting his father and moth-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Parham.
Mrs. Lula Jones fell and broke
her hip.
Everyone had a grand time at
Salters Chapel AME church last
week in Waverly where a grand
revival meeting was held for one
week Rev. G. H. Bowen, pastor,
The sermons were delivered byy
the Rev. Henden of Ashland City,
Tenn. Eeveryone enjoyed the spiri-
faul meeting. There were 10 con-
verts. They are Sarah Benefield,
Beverly Turner, Van and Robert
Turner;
' Peggy Maberry, Carolyn Taylor,
Louise and Patty Mays, Roy Lee
Johnson, Elizabeth Mace Mahorn
and little Thelma Theresa Ghats-
eekton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Gholston.
Rev, J. R. Carrethers of Waver-
ly began his Piney River Assoc.
at McEwen. Sept. 26. Sermons will
be delivered by Rev. V. Spring.
er of Dickson, Tenn. Salters Chap-
el AME choir of Waverly joined
them in MeEwen to assist in this
great work that they are doing
for our Lord and Savior. Mem-
bers of the choir are Mrs. Marie
and daughter, Maggie Vaughan;
Mrs. Beulah Hooper; Miss Gracie
Goodrich; Mrs. Ada Brigham;
Mrs. Maggie Mai Goodrich; Miss
Lishie Pearl Wilkins; Miss Flor-
ence E. Turner, pianist- Mr. Hen-
ry Goodrich and Mr. Dorsey T.
Hooper all of Waverly.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Stone of
Wrigley, Tenn., visited friends in
MeEwen and Waverly recently.
Mr, Johnny Rogers; Mr. D an
Goodrich: Mrs. Ada Brigham Mrs.
*Kathryn Russell of Waverly and
\Pour Salters Chapel AME pastor,
Rev. G. H. Bowen, attended church
at St. Luke, Sunday, Sept. 22.
The Perch-Reed PTA is sponsor-
ing a "fishing rodoe" this month.
Everyone is asked to come a n d
help.
Recent guests of Rev. J. R.
Carrethers were Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Wallace of Nashville.
The George Rose Club met in
the home of Mrs. Leatrice recent-




By RE.SSLEY F. THOMAS
Mrs, Billy Scott conducted a big
children's day program at St
Mark AME church of East 8th St.,
rencently where Sixty-seven chil-
dren took part in the program.
Mr and Mrs. George Malcolm
Walker and Mr. and Mre. Adell
Garrett of Detroit visited here.
Mrs. Walker remained here with
Mr. and Mrs. Will Walker at their
ome at 610 Georgia ave., while
the others returned to their work
in the Motor city.
The Sunday school of St. Hark,
AME church gave a picnic on the
heach of the Tennessee River
near the Perryville resort and tour-
ist camp recently Some 40 persons
including mese children attended.
Miss Perry Duckett served as
delegate to the Paris-Jackson dis-
trict Sunday school convention
which was held at Brown's Chap-
el AME church a few weeks ago.
Miss Duckett reports a pleasant
time at the convention. Miss Duck-
ett. who is in her senior year
at the Decatur County Training
school, is taking a course 'en Com-
merce and typing in which she led
her class and IS preparing to act
as secretary for her father's and
mother s business at Jewel's Tea
Room and the Parham Mutual
Burial Assoc. and Funeral home
upon her graduation. The Parham
business is located at 610 Carolina
ave. They are doing a fine busi•
ness and have one of the leading
businesses in this section, regard-
less IS race.
The Church of God in Christ
held its annual home coming at the
Holiness Temple Sept. 1, and con-
ducted a series of home coming
services. During the week leading
up to the homecoming celebration
starting on the previous Thursday
night at the church, a bus load
came from Pontiac, Mich Several
cars came from St. Louis and all
the surrounding towns, Dinner was
served at the church Sunday after-
noon. The outstanding people visit-
ing the homecoming celebration
were Mrs. Bessie MacDonald and
her two sons, Frank who is a
minister and soloist and Charles
who is a vocalist and pianist in
St. Louis; Mrs. Margie White of
St. Louis; Mr. and Mrs Brown
Colins of Columbus, Ohio, and El-
der Buster Walker of Pontiac and'
a bus load of old natives from De-
troit and Pontiac.
Mrs. Bettie .leane MacDonald
who visited her son, C. L., in De-
troit for two weeks, returned with
the Pontiac bus.
Mr. and Mrs, William Posy and
family have gone to Tiptonville
for the cotton picking season.
Mrs. Eels Mae Johnson and
family have gone to Lake County
to pick cotton for the fall season,
Mrs. Fanny Welch and Mrs.
J. H. J. Laster who have been
undergoing medical treatment at
the Perry County hospital are im-
proved.
Mrs. 011ie Mae Scraff who iin-
derwent a major operation at the
Perry County hospital recently is
able to be up and out again.
A large crowd attended the fu-
neral of Mrs. Wilmer Welch who
was buried at Decaturville. Mrs.
Welch was the daughter of Mrs.
a'ostina Macaralph of Decaturville
with whom she made her home.
She is survived by her mother,
Mrs. Fostina Macaralph; one
sister, Mrs. Lays Moore who is a
teacher and five children, one of
whom graduated from the Decatur
County high school last May and
is a lovely singer having recently
appeared on the program at the
homecoming held here. M r s.
Welch was a highly respected lady
FUTURE NURSE—This Is
photo of the Incoming class
Tennessee
BRIGHTON
By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Our sympathy goes out to Mr.
S. Walker whose wife, Mrs. Pear-
lee Walker died recently.
Mrs. Lue Matthews is better
and is up again.
Mrs. Betty Calhoun is on the
sick list at this writing while Mrs.
Ethel Smith is much better.
Funeral of the late Mrs. Adda
Williams was held at Shit() Baptist
church.
She leaves one brother, Mr. M
Jones: two daughters, Mrs. Beau-
ty Miller of Michigan and Mrs.
Alice King of Chicago; six grand-
children and 14 great-grandchil-
dren.
Little Deborah Ann Alston cele-
brated her third birthday.
Mr. Vick Coward; Mr. and WS.
Mrs. Alexander and your reporter
enjoyed a fishing party recently.
Everyone except your reporter had
luck.
Mrs. Della Peet was buried at
Charleston'Oct. 3. She W.AS the
aunt of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hill.
Mrs. Peete leaves two brothers,
Zock and David of Memphis- six
sisters, Mesdames Edna William-
son of Memphis; Bessie Bonds,
Mable Peet of Atone, Mottle Field
of Arlington; Laura Hill of Chi-
cago and I,uevenia Redd of Cov-
ington. One daughter, Mrs. Adell
Ealy of Chicago and 42 nieces and
nephews.
Mrs. Della Kerr died at t h e
, home of her nephew and niece.
Mn, and Mrs. Victor Coward. Fu-
neral was held at Union Hill M. B.
church, Tipton. She leaves a host
SNEADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
Mr. Theodore Travis and daugh-
ter, Mettle Ruth are visiting their
daughter and sister in Newark,
N. J.
Cpl. Gary Donald, jr., is back
in the states after spending several
years overseas in the Armed Serv-
ices. He is the guest of his wife
and parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Donald, sr.
The New Jerusalem Church of
God is hoisting a series of meet-
ings at Tallahassee. Rev Alfred
Wright preached a wonderful ser-
mon for them last Sunday.
Mrs. Lela Booth of River Junc-
tion is visiting her son and daugh-
ter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jonn Wil-
son.
Mrs. B. F. Green and children
have,returned to their home here
after an extended visit in Sara-
toga, Fla., and Philadelphia, Pa.
Get the Chicago Defender every
week from agent, J. D. Dempsey.
Freshman nurses assembled
In front of the Hilda Msrgaret
LyStle Hall, nurses dormitory.
at Meharry Medical college.
WARREN Mr. and Mrs, Ray Harris.
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
Mrs. Irene Childs has been va-
cationing in California with her
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Elijah Burton and family.
Mrs. Irma Hopkins has left for
Detroit. She was aceompained by
her daughter, Mrs. Zenobia Bark-
er who resides there.
Rev. J. T. Blackman, pastor of
the St. John AME church in War-
ren, preached a wonderful ser-
mon at Bethel AME church -Sun-
day, Sept. 29, which was enjoyed
by all. The Rev, C. T. Trice was
host pastor.
Mrs. Carl Hall held a party in
her beautiful home recently. Hon-
ored guest were Mesdames Mar-
tha Ann Colon, Mary M. Walk-
er and Lenora Halburton. Also
Misses Helen and Avis Sue Colen
and others. The social hour was
quite enjoyable. Everyone, es-
pecially enjOyed the games and
other social activities. A delivious
repast was served by the gracious
hostess, Mrs. Hall.
Mrs. Annie Vera Eursy and chil-
dren left for California to join
her husband, Mr. Odin Eurey who
has been there quite sometime.
The family will reside there. Their
daughter Bobbie J. has left for
Texas where she will reside.
Mr. Jeie Cary and Mrs. Alex
Crockerham were called to Port-
lann nue to the death of their
brother, Mr. Booker Cary. We ox-
'tend our deepest sympathy to the
bereaved family.
Rey. J. P. Ridgell motored to
Camden, Ark., to visit his son,
James, who has been quite ill
for some time, but has improved.
Gladiola Garden Club has
completed its second project at the
Westside Elementary school. A
members witnessed this great af-
fair which was the completion
of the health room at the school.
A semi-banquet and a short pro-
gram was rendered. Mrs. Ethel
Feeaster is president.
The Spiritual Five quartet ren-
dered a fine program at Bethel A.
M. E. church Sunday Oct. 6,
which was highly enjoyed and was
quite inspirational to the large au-
dience attending.
Mr. John Norman was badly in•
lured on his job recently and is
yet on the critical list. He is
greatly missed by his employer of
the Mo. Pacific RR, his co-workers
and the community.
Mrs. Joe Franklin and Mrs. Ber-
nice Wright are yet on the sick
list. We hope for each of them a
speedy recovery.
A mark conference will be pre-
sented by the Brotherhood Club of
Bethel AME church soon. Be sure
to watch this column for the an-
nouncement.
Mr. John T. Freeman has re-
turned home to New York after
attending the last rites of his broth-




Mr. and Mrs. Raymon Waugh
of Kansas City visited with his
father, Mr. John Waugh and broth-
er-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Taft York.
Sgt. and Mrs. John Scribner of
California have left for Spain,
where he • will be stationed.
Mr. Coress Hawkins left f o r
Los Angeles after visiting here
with Mr. and Mrs. Al Shell and
friends.
Mr. Genipher Watkins, who
has been ill ao his home, has im.
proved.
The Bible Band met Thursday
evening'.
The Missionary Society of the
I Bethlehem Baptist church also met
on Friday with president, hire.
Willie Fleming, presiding.
Mr. Criss Hawkins left Sunday
for his home in Los angeles after
aisiting here for a month.
Mr. Meack Waugh and Miss Dor-
othy Ridley were married Sunday
evening at Mr. Waugh's home on
Oak street.
Mrs. Rosie Craven left Saturday
for Sidney to make her home with
and a devout member of the Mis-
sionary Baptist church at Decatur-
ville.
Elder J. W. Pondexter of Union
City, Tenn., conducted a two week
meeting at the Holiness Temple of
the Church of God in Christ here.
Large crowds packed the house
every night. Elder J. W. Grimes
is pastor.
Rev. J. L. Polk of Jackson and
pastor of St. Mary AME church
at Saltillo is to conduct a revival
meeting at St. Mark AME eleeech
here on East 8th street for Rev.
L. H. Howell, the pastor. Rev.
Polk is a wonderful singer. His
daughter, who also plays and sings,
is expected to appiwar with him.
Mrs. Maidie ys Howell of Jckson
Jackson accompanied her husband.
Rev. L. H. Howell here over the
week end. Mrs. Howell formerly
lived here before her marriage to
Rev. Howell.
The Parson baseball team de-
feated the Linden Fire-flies in two
hard fought games. The first at
Linden in the VFW park before a
'seize crowd of hometown fans and
the second at Decaturville on the
school campus before a large en,
thusiastic crowd of Person a n d
Decaturville fans Parson has
lost two games this season and
the Fire-flies have lost three.
Mc. and Mrs. Alfred Magness
visited here Wednesday. They re-
side in New Ark, mother took an eatensive tour awl
Mrs, Florence McCurn of West vacation to points in the east and
Batesville is ill at her home north this summer visiting such
DEFENDER
Alaska has more unreserved pub-
hc domain than is found in all of
the 43 states of the Union cont.•
bine&
By PEALEANE BILLINGSLEA
Mrs. Kate Gary is visiting her
The talented young women re-
side in 10 states.
ments are incomplete at this
writing.
Mrs, Laura Gray has returrie
neice in Detroit. 
Mrs. Laura Gray has returned
home after several weeks stay in
Little Debra Garland was given
a birthday party at her home .Cleveland Ohio' 
She was accom-
panied home by her son Willie
to celebrate her. ninth birthdaT.
There were 21 of her little mates Bennett of that 
city.
• •
to see the lighting of the birth
day candles Debra is the daugh- CANTON
-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Garland. , By B. H. VARNADO
.
Mrs. Genola Redd is visiting I Excelsior Lodge No, 824 I. B.
her sister, Mrs.Alice Mae Falls p. 0. E. of W held its annual ban-
and other relatives in Chicago. quet at the 411 ('tub camp. Mr.
• • 11. B. Cooper is exalted Ruler. It
WATER VALLEY was indeed a swell affair.
By C. A. HAWKINS, Jr. ' On Sept. 8, Dr. and Mrs. J.
Mr. Stanley Ilimkins and chil• H. 
Bell entertained with a dinner
dren of Gary Ind., Mr. and Mrs party 
honoring Mr. Eugene Greer
of Washington. Mrs. A. F. Tolli-
ver showed home movies. Those
sharing the hospitality were Mr.
Rev. R. C. Scribner left for
Chicago to visit with relatives and
friends.
Mr. anti Mrs. Ray Harris visit-




By I.E ROY CRAIG
Mr. Romey Gathern and wife,
from Chicago, recently visited his
father, Mr. Abraham Gathern.
Mrs. Tee Eulins is very ill.
Mrs. Mary Lee Rose of Chicago
is here visiting her grand-father,
Mr. Frank Allen,
Mr, Cud Johnson has returned
home for the second time from
the Little Rock hospital.
The Missionary Society sponsir-
ed a pie supper at the home of
Mrs. Basic Coplin, Mrs. Mary E.
Henderson, president; Mrs Alber-
ta Boston, secretary.
BR EWTON
Mr. Benton passed away at his
home here Thursday night. The
funeral was held at Johnsville, Ala.
He leaves his wife, his sons, daugh-
ters and grandchildren.
Mrs. Ola Bell Betts has her sis-
ter from Pensacola, Fla., as
guest,
Mrs. Sarah Golston has her
niece of Jacksonville visiting.
Mr. Charles Thomas motored to
Mississippi to return his wife
Mrs Annie Lee Thomas. Mrs.
Thomas underwent an operation
recently.
S. N. 1S. held its first football
game It Miller high school. The
score was 20 to 13.
The Excambia County branch
of the Alabama Council of t h e
Impreeement of Leadership held
its first meeting 'for the scholas-
tic year at Oak Grove school, Fri- ,
day, Sept. 15, at 7:30 p. m.
Mr. Harry Jefferson is still on
the sick list.
Mr Walter Broughton of St Jo-
seph street is reported improving.
Mrs. Melvin Corte's son who is
on furlough is visiting with her.
Mr, and Mrs. Ceaser Maldon
motored to Mobile for a business
meeting.
Mrs. Pinky Hanen is on the sick
list.
Mr. Mouie of East street had
his sister of River Falls, Ala.,
visiting for the week-end,
teen
• sal:ewes " rill larva
; ,s.c; rcam, — •
111.011 '
SHARP SHOOTERS — Annie
and Johnny Oaklles live it up
in Lincoln university (Mo.) R.
R.O.T.C. battalion, are shown
manehip trophies. Winners in
the various divisions of t h e
competition. sponsored by the
R. O. T. C. battalion, a r e
LINDEN
By Ressley F. Thomas
Miss Juanita H. Florence A
and Ressley F. Thomas and their
poitos as Nashville. where they
spent sometime with their brother,
Frank E. and family. Then to
Ky , for a short visit with
their sister, Mrs. Lilly al. T. Boyd
and her husband, Rev. Jesse A.
Boyd, pastor of St„Iames AME
church where Mrs. Thomas a n d
son, Ressley F. Thomos made in-
teresting speeches at Sunday chool
and morning services. The group.
continued on to New' Port. Ky.,
for a short visit with Mr. George
B. Morris, cousin of Mrs. Thomas.
then to Cincinnati and Dayton for
a short visit with Juanita's friend,
Mrs. Dixon and then to Toledo.,
wherehcelebrated the 4th of
July with a big picnic and dinner
on the lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Ira Robinson and his brother and
families. They also visited Cleve-
land. Chicago and Princeton, Ind ,
and Evansville.
Mr. Samuel G. Smith, sr., died
at the Perry county hospital here.
Smith, who died a few weeks
ago was 77 years old, lie was a
member of the Roberts Chapel A.
H. F. church. Parham Funeral
home was in charge of funeral ar-
rangements.
The annual homecoming of Rob-
erts Chapel AME church was heft],
at the church Sunday, August 25,
with dinner served in the pastron-
age. Visitors from as far away
as Detroit and Indianapolis and all
the surrounding towns were pres-
ent. Some of the outstanding per-
sons there were Mrs. Ethel Carter
and son. Fred, and family of Dy
ersburg; Mr R. T. Craig of
1Sayneeboro, Mn, J. B. Davenport
of Saltillo; Mr. and Mrs. Nell
Craig and son. Roger of Saltillo;
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Holt of Hook-
er Bend; Mr. and Mrs, W. L. Dav-
enport of Parson; Mr. and Mrs.
Ezelle Roberson and Miss Cynthia
Ann Odle of Bruceton; Mr. arid
Mrs. Cecil Nesbit of Milan and
Mr, and Mrs. Nimrod Chapel
and family of Flatwoods Perry
county. Sister V. J. Simth
pastor, preached the ennual ser-
mon at 11 a.m., and Ressley F.
Thomas conducted the memqrial
for the deceased. Only three per,
sons died during the year. They
are Mrs. Molly liarvell of Waynes-
boro and Mr. Samuel G. Smith and
Mrs. Mellie Scott of Linden. The
afternoon program was assited by
Miss Maggie Vaughan, the sweet
singing artist of Waverly, w h
rendered a solo at the close of
the program. Several nice speeches
were delivered by Mrs. Clara Har-
shown with Sgt. Marvin Wrenn,
who was in charge of the team.
Shown from left to right are.
Wendell 1.. Peter, Kansan
City, winner of the male stu-
dent trophy; William D. Gem
Fulton. who g• °prowl (he team
I rophy for Headquarters
George Hawkins and children of
Memphis and Mr. and Mrs. Wes-
ley Hawkins of Memphis visited
Allen Snodgrass, Prof. and Mrs.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
B. Si. Mackey, Dr. and Mrs. T.Hawkins.
E. Bowman, Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
The Can Drive Rally sponsored
Carmichael, Prof. and Mrs. Her-
by Mrs. Lillie Hawkins was very 
nerd Jones and children of Jack-
successful at Oak Grove C. M. E.
son, Mr. and Mrs. L. 111. Toth-
chum-h.
ver, Mrs. Sylvia Weathersby and
This writer will leave for the
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Varnado
annual conference Oct. 16, at Co.
, The Lucy Jeffersou Club met
e'mbus, Miss.
with Mrs. Aleaf Jones Thursday
Rev. Morgan of Winona, pastor
afternoon.of Pleasant Green MR church, will 
preach at the Oak Grove C. M. E.
church Sunday evening, Oct. 20. AlabarriaEveryone is invited to attend.
• • •
CANTON BESSEMER
By R. H. VARNADO Mrs. C. L. Addison, principal of
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Tolliver had aluscoda Junior high school was
as recent house-gues rs. 
all— hostess to Les Vingt Arnies Club
line Allen of Columbus. Miss.
on Saturday. Mrs, C. L. Conwelt
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Carmichael .s president. 'rhe club gave a
attended the north Mississippi




a' a local college. Other members
Cleveland, Mime last week,
present were Mesdames L. T.
Miss Mary A. Cox of lackson Ruffin, G. McCall, G. Hope, J.
was a Canton visitor last Sunday.
Brown and M. B. Brown.
Mrs. relict McBride.
lirs' Mrs. Nettie L. Hill and her sons
Arista Baker and Mr. r. M. Var-
Bill Vaughns, jr., and Charles T.
min are among the shutins this
Hill are ill in their home with the
week Their many friends wish Asian flu.
for them a speedy recovery.
I Mrs. Irene Hogan is also ill with
Mrs. Carnelius Roberts and son 
mhe Asian flu.
Bobby of Joliet. Ill. are visiting
Our get well wishes are to Mr,
relatives and friends here for a
Eddie Dunn, Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn,
few days.
Mrs. Hattie Caver, Mrs. BabyMr. Willie Bell of Hanclsboro,
Blackman, Mrs. Pearl Riley and
Miss. was house.guest of Mr. and Mr. Alf Ramsey.
Mrs. Wm. Lloyd and Mrs. .Artie
The Dunbar Blue Devils defeat-
C. Jones.
ed Wenonah high in a thrilling
Mrs. Sallie Warren passed a- 14-0 game Monday night Sept. 23,
way quietly at her home on Lib-
at the Bessemer Stadium. Mn, Hen-only street. Funeral arrange- 
demon, head coach, Mr. J. S. Ab-
den, teacher in the Decaturville
school system; Mrs. Helen Smith,
teacher at Carver School in Lin-
, den and Ressley F. Thomas, re-
porter for the Chicago Defender.
Mrs. Florence K. Thomas ac-
companied her son Frenk E. and
family to Nashville to meet her
daughter. MISS Juanita M. Thom.
as who wan enroute from, Cleve-
land where she had been attend-
ing the Cleveland school of arts
this summer.
Miss Florence A Thomas left
rams, principal.
The Big Three night worship was
held at the St. John Independent
Methodist church. Rev. V. Wil-
hite, pastor of the Ward Chapel
AME church, delivered a wonder-
ful message. Music was rendered
by the Big Three choir. Ministers
on the platform were Rev. L. C.
Walker, R. G. Williams and G. S.




recently to join her sister in Nash- Pvt, Raymond Gosha is on fur-
ville for their trip to Johnson City lough from the Armed Forces.
where they resumed work in the Albert Nelson is in Chicago
public schools of that city as teach-
ers. Miss Juanita is head of the
home economies department of
Langston Hughes high school of
Johnson City.
Rev, George Scales and Rev.
Curry of Jackson preached Sun-
day at Roberts Chapel A. M. E.
church in the absence of Sister V.
J. Smith They were entertained
at dinner by Ressley F, Thomas.
Mrs. Gertrude Majors spent
the week in Nashville.
Miss Shirley Jean,' Jones and
nephew, Jerald Neal Saddlers,
stient the weekend in Nashville
'visiting Jerald's mother, Mrs.
Jerry Nell Johnson who was quiet-
ly married to Mr. Leroy Johnson
of Florida. The couple is living
near the state university campus
where the groom, who is a medi-
cal research graduate, is employ-
ed.
visiting his brother.
Mrs. Rose B. Motley is in the
hospital and iv reported doing fine.
Ora 13, Chancey's grand daugh-
ter broke her arm.
Fanny Elliott has returned home
after visiting her brother.
VIDALIA
Mrs. Ruble Buckner. a teacher
at the Conconda Parish Training
School is now improving from a
recent illness.
Miss Sanders is working at
the poet. She is a graduate of
Granville College, Granville, La.,
Class of 56-57.
The Parks, Washington and Bak-
er families all feel the loss of Mr.
Several people from Linden at. and Mrs. John Parks' son, Seward,
tended the Pondexter revival in, who died in the VA hospital seV•
Parson, eral months ago.
company of the R.O.T.C. Bat
talion, which was team cham
pion; Miss Delores Graham, St.
Louis, runner up in the
women's division; Sfc. Wrenn;
Mrs. Lareader Agnew, secrete
ry to the dean of college, win
oar of the women's divisio..;
Robert Flowers. Evansville.
Ind., who accepted the team
runnerup for Company "A" of
the R. 0. T. C. Battalion;
and Dr. William Brooks. de
partment of education, winner
of the male faculty division.
(Saunders Photo)
Johnson of -.27-3
A son, Ronald Frazier, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Frazier of 507 Till-
man.
Sept. 3, 1951
A daughter, Deborah Walls. to
Mr. and Sirs. Junior Walls of 5072
Spottswood.
A daughter. Gladys Louise Goins.
to Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Goins of
1822 Kellner.
A son, Wilbur Nelson, to Mr.
and Mrs-Clarence Nelson of 101;7
Woodlawn.
A daughter, Tam aia Lynn
Hampton, to Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Hampton of 1232 Charlotte.
A son, Jake Mitchell, jr.. to
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mitchell of 632
S. Wellington.
A son, Norman Paul Nolen, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L. Nolen of
1953 Hunter.
A son to Mr. and Sirs. Daniel
W, Rayford of 1052 Lavon.
A daughter, Billie Louise Ed -
monds, to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Edmonds of 1309 Austin.
A son, Larry Tutton, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Tutton of 407 I,eath
A son. Rickey Toler, to Mr. and
Mre. Aaron Toler of 4763 Malone.
A daughter, Althea Elanders Ca.
ben, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Co-
hen of 233 Caldwell.
A daughter, Gladys Mae Riley
to Mr. and Airs, George Riley nt
754 Nonconnah. • 1
October 1. 1957
A son, William Armstrong, jr.'
to Mr. and Mrs. William Arm-1  
strong of 258 Career.
A daughter, Pamela Denise Wil-
liamson, to Mr, and Sirs. Clarence
Williamson of 1314 N. McNeil. • ,
A daughter, Catherine Black,-
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Black
of 789 S. Fourth.
A daughter, Charlette Wright,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wright
of 867 Florida.
A daughter, Pamela Fay Sham-1
bley, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Shambley of 1346 S. Main.
A daughter, Patricia Ann Story,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ferdinand Story
of 1424 Fairview.
A son. Randy Eason to Mr. andl ;
Mrs. Jessie Eason of 4304 Shel- -
by.
A son, Eddie Louis Das is, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mack A. Davis of 1575
Perry rd.
A daughter. Linda Kay Mosley,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lavern Mosely
Of 971 Neptune.
A son. Harvey Williams. jr., to,
Air. and Mrs, Harvey Williams of
1167 Effie.
October 2, 1957
A daughter Rudy Stcan Wood-
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Woodley of 1303 Washington.
A daughter, Debra Ann Hanna.'
to Mr. and Mrs. James Hanna of,
400 Walker.
A son, Johnny Lewis Crawford.
jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L.
Crawford of 1902 Carver.
A son, Ancory Renee Jenk-
ins, to Mr, and Mrs. Bennie L.
Jenkins of 1388 Gleason.
A daughter, Delois Ann Russell.
to Mr. and Mrs. George Russell
of 1221 N, Manassas.
A daughter, Dessie Darlyne
Pettigrew. to Mr. and Mrs. Lynell
Pettigrew of 1600 Rayburn.
October 3, 1957
A son, Leman Drimright, to Mr.
and Mrs. Birch Drumright, of,
934 Olympic.
A daughter, Shelly Jean Short.
Cr. ii Mr. and Mrs William C.
4 TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 12, 1957
Stork Stops
gept. 28, 1957
Horn at John Gaston Hospital I
A son. Alvis Cooper, to Mr. and!
Mrs. Johnny L. Cooper of 2145
Ethlyn.
A son, Kenneth Dewavne Hop-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hop-
son of 1149 Merchant.
A daughter, Annette Herman, to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herman, of
351 Decatur.
Sept. 29, 1957
A son, Larry Darnell Lyles,
Stiller, to Mr. and Mrs. James
L. Miller of 2173 Kansas.
A daughter, Frances Ruth
to Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Lyles of
483 Alston.
A son, Jimmy Arthur Johnson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert John-
son of 3276 Carver.
A son, Billy Rogers, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Rogers of 539 Holly-
wood.
A daughter, Pearlie Mae John-
last Rites Held Sundayson, to Mr. and Mrs. Amos S.
_2fLac.1.1. aLiy "
Shorter of 21e Wellington.
A son Anthony Atkins Tate,
to Mr and Mrs. Samuel Tate of
725 Marble.
A daughter, Linda ray Wright,
to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wright
of 1175 3ellvedere.
A son, lien Maurice Lewis, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis of 2312
Manwood.
A daughter, Selma Elaine Tate,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Tate of
4249 Sewanee.
A son, John Sullivan, jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs. John Sullivan of 1361
Sample.
A son, Anton Secderie Sig-
gers, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sig-
gers of 286 Radar.
A son, Charles Edward Alexand-1
Cr, to Mr. and Mrs. Usley Alexand-
er of 2446 Zenone.
A son, Lorenzo Carter. to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Carter of 921,
Thomas.
October 4, 1957
A daughter, Wilma Lae Ever-
hart, to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Everhart of 150 W. Frank.
A daughter, Barbara Jean'
Flowers, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Flowers of 1015 Sealle.
A son, Arthur Moore Coleman,
Ill, to Mr, and Mrs. Arthur M.
Coleman of 793 Winton.
A son, Samuel Wayne David-
son, to Sir. and irs. Prophet R.
Davidson of 932 McDowell.
A daughter, Rudy Steen Dorsey,
to Mr. and Mrs, Theodore Dorsey
of 821 Fields.
A daughter, Toni Renee Sharp,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sharp of
310 W. Person.
A son, Otis K. Hulbert, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Otis K. Hulbert of
1796 Hulbert
or Mrs. Ethel Clark
hospital on Wednesday, Oct. 2.
The devoted church worker and
mother of five Children had lived
in the city for many years, coin-
ing here from Arkansas at an ear-
ly age.
Funeral services for Mrs. Clark
were held Sunday at 11 a. m. at
the Oak Grove Bqaptist church
where her husband has pastored
for 29 years. Interment was at
Hollywood Cemetery.
The Clarke family lived at 1793
Bismarck. Rev. and Mrs. Clarke
had been married 40 years. !
Mrs. Clarke is survived by her
husband: three sons, James, Joel,
. and Jackie: two daughters, Mrs.
Willie B. Lewis and Mrs. Ernes-
tine Clark all of the city and ac-
tive workers at Oak Grove; two
MRS. ETHEL B. T. CLARK sisters, Airs. Eva Motley of Hem-
Says One Of Four School
Districts Desegregated
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Slightly
more than one-fourth of the bira-
cial school districts in 17 south-
ern mid border states were on a
desegregated basis at the height
of tension in t he fourth school
year since the U. S Supreme
Court decision, Southern School
News reported.
Of 2,985 biracial districts, the
publication said, 751. had begun or
accomplished the desegregation
process. All but 15 of these were
in border states and the District
ef Columbia.
In a month which saw the first
dispatch of federal treops to a
scene of school strife and the first
bombing of a public school build-
ing, West' Virginia became th e
first state to end segregation in
all its biracial school districts.
Kentucky reported desegregation
in six additional districts for a to-
tal of 105 and Oklahoma reported
214 of 243 biracial districts de-
BASIC TRAINING for Airman
Charles H. Patterson, PI, is at
Lackland Air Force Base, 'lex.,
where he has been assigned to the
3275th Technical Training Groan.
Son of Mrs. Ernestine Smith of
280 Wellington, young Patterson is










phis and Mrs. Mason Long of De- I
After an illness of less than a troit; 17 grandchildren and other' 
Clark, 58-year old wife of Rev. J. T. H. Ilas'es Funeral home was 
i Daisy Bates Isyear, Mrs. Ethel B. Taylor! distant relatives.
E. Clark, died at Collins Chapel in charge of arrangements.
segregated, two of them last
month.
Seven states conducted all class-
es during September with public
schools tightly segregated. They
were Alabama, Florida, Ge.irgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, South Car-
olina and Virginia. Mississippi re•
ported no school entry petitions
or attempts while one effort in
Alabama resulted in violence.
Southern Schools Newr also not-
ed withdrawal of some Negroes
from desegregated schools, notab-
ly at Ozark, Ark., and at Louis'
ville, Ky., and the failure of any
Negroes to show up at Clay, Ky.,
newly desegregated school whicn
was the scene of strife last year.
Negro students also withdrew from
a school in Charlotte, N. C., and
a school at Deale, Md., under al-
leged harassment by white pupils
or parents.
The stay of a court order in
Virginia averted a showdown' in
Arlington County over the state's
pupil placement law, and South-
ern School News reported that this
action "also means that the show-
down over the state's resistance
policy may come in Norfolk, New-
port News or Charlottesville where
court actions are pending, just as
soon as in Arlington."
A summary of major develop-
ments state-by-state follows:
, ALABAMA — Public schools op-
ted basis with
an incident at one school in Bir-
mingham where a Negro minister
was beaten after trying unsuccess-
fully to enroll his two daughters.
ARKANSAS — Two districts de-
segregated their schools as plan-
ned, but a third tired desegregation
and abandoned it, and a fourth
called it off. The fifth district with
desegregation plans — Litt 1 e
Rock — saw state troops at first
block Negro pupils, then demon-
strations following withdrawal of
the militia, and finally federal
troop enforcement of the desegre-
gation order under President Eis-
enhower's direction.
DELAWARE — State school of-
ficials readied a desegregation
plan for 'all segregated districts
but said they would not release
it pending a court decision.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — I
The new president of the District's





Get fast reliefl A-friO kills
Crabs, Lice, and their eggs
—in minutes!
Easy to use—like a sham-
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin —
won't stain your clothes.
Washes right out.
Go to the drug store and
buy A-I100 today I
A-2411 BUM ... iss McKISWAI
•
GUIDE TO GOOD DRIVING
Play It Safe -- Prepare Car
Now For Freezing Weather
,42,4
•• 
•••• .... ••• . II
.• ••• OD 0
111 .• ...r.
With winter's -first chill in the air, it's time to put up storm
windows, take clothes out of storage—and get the family car
ready for freezing weather. Safety depends on not only how you
drive—but on how well your car is prepared for snow, ice,
and slush.
Early servicing, or "winterizing', prevents your car from get-
ting caught in a sudden cold 
snap without anti-freeze. This type anti-freeze can be used
can save you a badly damaged in any car, anywhere, in any
engine and a stiff repair bill. climate and altitude. One
Here are a few tips from cool- shot, which lasts all winter,
ing system experts of the Du is good for driving in temper.
Pont Company, manufacturer of *tures even lower than 30
"Zerone" and ''Zerex" anti- degrees below zero. For aver-
freezes: age winter driving, however,
1. To be safe, have your a standard anti-freeze offers
ear winterized early by your safe, sure protection. It costs
local serviceman. There's no less than permanent—and you
waiting in line. And hell need less of it. And it won't
have time to thoroughly check boil away in modern preasur-
the cooling system. ized cooling systems.
2. Before adding anti-freeze. 6. For safety's sake, ask
drain and flush the cooling your serviceman to check the
system w i t h a chemical defroster, windshield wipers,
cleaner. This gets rid of ac- and brakes. Replace smooth
cumulated rust-sludge, which tires—they're dangerous on
can clog the radiator and icy roads. Or have snow tires
cause an overheated engine. put on. If you use chains,
3. Check radiator and hose get them checked for broken
connections for leaks. Re- links,
place worn and cracked hoses Two final suggestions: when
and fan belts, driving on icy roads, don't tol-
e. Have your engine tuned low other vehicles too closely.
up. and check the battery. And if you start skidding, don't
5. Select the type of anti- jam on the brakes—turn the
freeze that best suits your front wheels in the direction of
needs. So-called "permanent." the skid.
Board Nominee
NEW YORK — Mrs. L. C.
Bates, president of the Arkansas
Conference of NAACP Branches
and newspaper publisher; C. R.
Darden, president of the Associ-
ation's organization in Mississippi;
and Max Delson, New York at-
torney, are new candidates for
election to the Board of Directors
of the NAACP.
Mrs. Bates, as president of the
Arkansas NAACP, has been the
active leader in the Little Rock
crisis. She was lauded last week
by Dr. Channing H. Tobias,
NAACP Board chairman. for her
"steadfast, sober, calm and coura-
geous leadership and guidance."
The 16-person slate chosen by
the nominating committee included
also the following candidates now
serving as board members: Hu-
bert T. Delany, New York alto',
ney and former judge of the New
York City Domestic Relations
Court; Dr. S. Ralph Harlow,
Northampton, Mass., retired col-
lege professor; Rev. James Hin-
ton, president of the South Caro-
lina State NAACP and insurance
executive; Dr. H. Claude Hudson,
Los Angeles dentist and a presi-
dent of a savings and loan com-
pany-
George K. Hunton, New York
City, executive secretary, Catho-
lic Interracial Council; Mrs. Daisy
Lampkin, Pittsburgh, newspaper
executive; Loren Miller, Los An-
geles attorney and publisher; Care
Murphy, Baltimore publisher;
Walter Reuther, Detroit labor
leader; Arthur B. Spingarn, NA-
ACP president and New York at-
torney; Bishop Stephen G. Spotts-
wood, Washington. AMEZ
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NAACP Board chairman and re-
tired director, Phelps-Stokes Fund;
and Dr. U. S. Wiggins, Camden.
N. J., physican and president of
the ew Jersey State NAACP.
The candidates were selected by
a seven-man committee composed
of Judge Carl Johnson, Kansas
City, Mo., chairman; Kelly Alex-
ander, Charlotte, N. C.; Dr. J.
L. Leach, Flint Mich.; Rev. Mau-
rice Dawkins, Los Angeles; Jos-
hua Thompson, Ambler, Pa.; M.
1'. Blanton, Chicago; and Dr. B.
F. Morph. Laurel, Miss.
The committee met in New
York City on Sept. 16.
All the candidates, save Darden,
are already board members, How-
ever, Airs. Bates and Deism were
elected to the board only last
month to fill out unexpired terms.
All are candidates for three-year
terms beginning in January, 1958.
In addition to the 16 named by
the committee, others may be
nominated by petitions signed by
30 or more NAACP members in
good standing. Petitions must be
submitted to the NAACP national
office in New York by November
The names of all candidates,
whether nominated by the com-
mittee or by petition, are sub-
mitted to branches for balloting.
The ballots are counted at the
Association's annual meeting on
the first Monday in January.
board of education said the vie
year integration plan had made
the changeover from segregation a
success.
FLORIDA — Police barricades
were erected around a Pompano
Beach school otter rumors that
Negroes would attempt to enroll
there. None appeared.
GEORGIA — Southern govern-
ors, meeting at Sea Island, arrang-
ed a conference of five of their
number (one later withdrew)
with President Eisenhower to dis-
cuss the Little Rock situation and'
school integration generally.
KENTUCKY — Minor disturb-
ances occurred at Sturgis, where
18 Negroes enrolled under protec-
tion of state police and where, last
year, National Guard troops were
maintained for 18 days. The state
now reports 105 desegregated dis-
tricts.
LOUISIANA — Schools opened
uneventfully — and segregated —
with little tension and no violence
reported. 1
MARYLAND — Whiles and Ne-
groes were reported attending
classes together in 275 of the
state's 1,000 schools, while some
disorders occurred at one school,
and a lone Negro child was with-
drawn from a second school.
MISSISSIPPI — Schools opened
segregated and without any entry
petitions being filed as a stuay
showed a Negro population shift
into Jackson, the capital city,
with white's moving to the sub-
urbs.
MISSOURI — A third-year inte-
gration study in Kansas City show-
ed that shifts in school popula-
tion 4argely followed the general
housing pattern, as it in turn alter-
ed.
NORTH CAROLINA — The
state's three newly-desegregat-
ed school district§ were reported
quiet a few weeks after school
opened though one Negro girl
withdrew from a Charlotte school
after reported white student ha-
rassment.
OKLAHOMA — Two more school
districts were desegregated — both
as the result of court action.
SOUTH CAROLINA — Public
schools opened peacefully — and
segregated — and a Negro college
which had accepted a white Hun-
garian refugee lost acceptance of
its graduates for teacher certifi-
cation, reportedly because of the
presence on the faculty of three
persons whom the president had
sought unsuccessfully to remove.
TENNESSEE — With three ex -I
ceptions, Tennessee's school dis-
tricts remained segregated.
Schools opened without incident
this year at Clinton, strife-torn
in 1956, and a building was bom-
bed in Nashville as first-grade de-
segregation was completed under
police protection.
TEXAS — The Dallas school
board voted to appeal court-order-
ed desegregation for the mid-win-
ter term.
VIRGINIA — A last minute court
More than one-half the total
cheddar output each year comes
from the cheese leading state of
Wisconsin.
• •
The first electric headlights for
automobiles came into use about





Little Glen McClure of 210 N.
14th at.. West Memphis, was bur-
led Wednesday Sept, 25, in the
Morning Star Cemetery, Hulbert,
Ark. Glen passed Monday Sept.
23, at the John Gaston hospital,
Memphis.
He was 4-years-old and son of
Miss Theola McClure, brother of
Curtis Lee McClure of 210 N. 11th
West Memphis, grandson of James
McClure of Chicago, Ill., great-
grand son of the late Mrs. Willie
Gordon, great great-grand son of
Mrs. Hattie Taylor of 210 W. 14th
West Memphis, and the late Will
Taylor. He leaves eight uncles, 10
aunts and other relatives. South-
ern Funeral Home was in charge.
s s s
CARD OF THANKS
We the family of little Glen Mc-
Clure wish to thank our many loy-
al neighbors and friends for the
courtesy shown during the illness'
and passing of our beloved one.
May God bless each of you.
The funeral of Airs. Ella Mary
Morris, member of the New Mt.
Zion M. B. church, secretary of
the W. W. club, was held Satur-
day night. She leaves a son, Jim'
soy Noeris, 3 brothers, 3 sisters
and other relatives and friends
Rev. W. E. Battle officiated. In-
terment was in Sleet', Miss. West
Memphis funeral home was in
charge.
STUDENTS TOP FACULTY
Mn, and Mrs. Rufus of 329 :1.
15th at., motored to Charleston
Mo., to visit friends and Mrs. Ru-
order averted a showdown in Ar-
lington County on whether schools
would be closed to prevent inte-
gration. Use of the pupil place-
ment law was restrained by a
court in Richmond.
WEST VIRGINIA — The state
became the first to end segrega
lion in all its biracial districts
when Hampshire County opened
tw of its schools to Negroes.
AIRMAN LYNN BEARDEN, the
18-year•old son of Mrs. Luchle
Bearden of 366-F Wellington has
been assigned to the 327th Tech.
nice! Training Group at Lackland
AFB, Tex. While in his specialized
training each airman also corn- 
pletes the Air Force's regular bas-
ic training program. Airman
Bearden is now in the second
phase of basic training.
fus's parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. F.
Clemons.
The Wonder High men faculty
played basketball against tie stu
dents in the gym last Tuesday
night. The teachers were playing
at their best, but their best was
not goodenough for the boys. The
score was 43 to 36.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hightower
an., of 300 S. 17th at. and children
motored to Little Rock, Ark. last
week to attend the State Colwell-
tion, at the Jones Temple Church
of God in Christ. The meeting was
reported a great success and well
attended.
CALIFORNIANS VISIT
Eddie Neal, jr.. Navyrnan sta.
honed at Calif., was the guest of
his mother, Mrs. Nettie Neal.
grandmother Mrs. Mable Shoe 
maker of Parkin, Ark. and Mrs.
Mary Lee Neal of 106 S. 9th
also grandmother of Mr. Neal.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shelton, sr..
of 218 S 12th st. motored to Lit-
tle Rock, Ark. last Tuesday to via.
It their son, Leodis Woods, Mr.
Woods is a '57 graduate of Won-
der high school and a freshman
at Philarder Smith College
The Shelton's also visited rela-
tives in Stuttgart. Ark.
Mrs. Mary Lee Neal of 10; S.
9th at, was guest of her sisters
last weekend, Mrs. Gertrude Max-
well and Mrs, Buie Rich, in Par-
kin, Ark.
BIRTHDAY FETED
Sgt. Edward Lee Watson former
student of Wonder high school was
the guest of his mother Mrs. Par-
is Watson of 532 S. 14th at. Sgt.
Watson is stationed at San Diego.
Calif. Miss Maggie Watson of 5$1
S. 14th st, is making her horn
in Los Angeles, Calif.
The No. 2 Singing choir of
Beautiful Zion MB church, hon-
ored Willie Cage with a surprise
party last Tuesday night.
Guests were members of the
New St. Paul MB Church, S. 8th
at, Mr. Cage is the pianist for
Beautiful Zion and New St. Paul
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I The local governnients in Lout.
siana may lei y taxes of fractions
of property values, ranging aimy-








1070 OR your dial Am.
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Our Present Quota Has Been
Raised By
50'=57 DESOTOS
TO STAY IN FIRST PLACE
NATIONALLY
SO OUT THEY GO!
REGARDLESS OF PROFIT
Our LOSS Is Your GAIN
NO PAYMENT 'TIL NOV. 15TH
AUTOMOBILE
SALES CO.
• ;'OPEN EVENINGS TILL MIDNIGHT"
309 UNION JA 3-1381







































































































































' lvie this week.
Rev. J. 11 Hutson and Rev. J.
All seems to be quiet on this ily, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Frye all 
C. Hullurn are conducting a
front this week. of Benton Harbor, Mich., attend- series of services at Hullum's1
- Mrs. Maynola Wynn of Cairo, ed the funeral. Also Mr. and Mrs. Temple in Rutherford this week.
, Ill., was a weekend guest of her , Will Hegler of Tiptonville at- Again we appeal to you to call
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Mer- tended, in your news. We need it and
,.vin Anderson. Mervin Anderson'i Mr. Billie Elder of Trenton you to support your paper. See
Jr. returned home with her for visited his mother, Mrs. Lou Ella you next week.
an extended visit
Mr. Cherry Ellison of Detroit,
C 1
Mich., is visiting relatives in oca4oIa Cited F
DYER, TENNESSEE
Trenton this week, Mr. Ellison is
BROTHERHOOD AWARD — ed in special ceremonies. Par.
I The 1957 Brotherhood Award ticipating were (standing from
' of the men of Brooklyn's Con- left) Dr. Gardner C. Taylor.
' cord Baptist church is present- pastor; Harold Petri, award
whiner, who turned in $11,200
he found in his taxicab; and
Florence Reif of NBC, who lie-
an executive of the Gibson Cowl-
W
ty fair which is in session this
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Tyree and Service In Marketin week.
son are at home to friends at the
• home of her grandparents, Mr..
and Mrs. -Elmer Nolan.
' Visit "Windy City"
Mr. Peter LaRue has returned
from Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Enid Gulden re-
port having had a wonderful trip
"to Chicago and other points in
Ill, visiting their children and
relatives.
Mesdames La Pearl Burns, and
Alberta Jarn/ison with Sallie B.
Burns and J. E. Jamison were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Scales and daughter
Ruth, of Rutherford and Mrs. Far-
rah MC, also of Rutherford.
American Legion Meets
The West Tenn. district of the
11th District American Legion
held a very successful meeting
in Trenton on last Sunday. Corn.
•
mender D. Jefferson of Paris and
D i s tr I c t President Mary Lou
Moore were in charge of the pro-
grams; ably asisted by State Ad-
jutant R. L. Radford.
The main speaker for the after-
noon sessiop was State 11th Dis-
trict Commander Clifton Satter-
field, of Memphis Middle Tenn.
Deputy Commander Toro Patton
of Franklin, Tenn. was a visitor.
About 200 Legionnaires and aux-
iliary members were in atten-
dance.
!lappet Mayes of Phoenix, Arir.
Is visiting relatives and friends in
and around Trenton this week.
Mrs. C. B. Seat entertained the
Booklovers club of Humbold,
:-Thursday night.
;Revival Services Held
• Our sympathy to the family in
• the loss of the late Dee Brown.
daughter, Mrs. Mattie Bell
lughes, granddaughter and fam-
I 111111111111111111111aillinlialliiiiiiiiiilltailitillilli1011116
HIS FACE WAS RED, ,
BUT HIS HANDS WERE
REALLY SCARLET
DETROIT — (INS) — Judge
Elvin Davenport has ordered
Lawrence Mish, jr., of Detroit
to serve 90 days for setting
a false fire alarm.
Police said Mish was caught
red handed. The alarm box bad
just been painted.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The Coca
Cola company, Atlanta, Ga., was
awarded first place citation for
"distinguished service in Negro
market merchandising" in a na-
I tionwide display poster contest
held at the Waldorf Astoria here
last week.
' Coca Cola was one of 20 leading
products which entered the con-
test promoted by a special mar-
keting interest committee in con-
nection with a testimonial held
for Ed Brandford in observance




Favorite." POP poster showing
family — father, mother and son
—and featuring the Regular, King
and Family-size packages for Coe
ca Cola was the winning poster.
The Coca-Cola Company's celebri-
ty series was also featured in the
contest.
Final judging in the contest was
handled by a three-person panel of
judges comprised of Mrs. W. Bev-
erly Carter, wife of the publish-
er of The Pittsburgh Courier; Mrs.
Murean Barbara Roberts, presi-
dent, Barbera Enterprises N e w 
Prayer Needed,
MIAM Says
A resolution edlinit for a state-
wide prayer movement "as a
means of meeting in a Christian
and non-violent way the forces
of evil and oppression within the
state" was adopted Oct 1 at Jack-
son Miss., by 'the Ministerial Im-
provement Association of Miss.
The organization of Miss, minis-
ters and laymen met at Pratt Me-
morial church in a one-day meet-
ing which consisted of several ses-
sions.
Rev, W. D Ridgeway of Laurel
Miss., set the stage of the meet-
ing with the opening message on
"The Quest for Liberty"
"PRAY FOR COURAGE"
Said the leading Laurel minister,
"This quest is deeply rooted in the
hearts of all men. It is the cor-
nerstone of our Democratic gov-
ernment."
Cautioning his fellow ministers
who seek popularity and praise of
man, he heartily praised those
who sought to please Cod rather
than man.
He urged the ministers to pray
for the courage to always do that
which is right.
Rev. C. 0. Inge of Laurel, Miss,
delivered the principal address
during the afternoon session.
Stating the cause and purpose of
the First Annual meeting, he not-
ed that the group was "not here
as a bunch of radicals trying to
stir up something. There is a plen-
ty already stirred up. We are not
here for publicity to be seen or
to get on the front page. . we are
here on business for the King. We
are ambassadors of good will from
the etirth. . .We face grave
problems today."
Speaking further, the Miss. min-
ister explained that these prob-
lems demand "our best thinking,
our best understanding, our best
tolerance, on the side of both
groups. We must face the facts,
plan the course, and work t h •
plan."
OFFICERS NAMED
Newly - elected president, Rev.
W, P. Taylor brought the closing
address urging the ministers to
draw their efforts in a unified pat-
tern and give Christian leadership
that would dignify the ministry.
Officials are:
Rev W. P. Taylor, president; C.
0. Inge, vice president; J. P.
Blackmore, secretary; H. G.
Haughton, asst. secretary; J.
Chandler, treasurer; S. L. Robin-
son, chaplain; W. D. Ridgeway,




Several new faculty members
were added to the Lane college
staff in the Division of Social Sci-
ence, Biology, and Health a n d
Physical Education.
Among the new faculty mem-
bers are: Dr. Theodore Mackiw.
now chairman of the Division of
social science and history profes-
sor. Dr. Mackiw attended secon-
dary school in Lemberg, gradu-
ated at Frankfurt university in
Germany, with the l'h.D. degree.
He has attended Seton Hall uni-
versity, Harvard university and
Zurich university. Dr. Mackiw
taught at Seton Hall. Blue Ridge
Counery Day school, Millwood,
Va.., Cushing Academy in Mass.
maua Hill college, and Switzer-
land.
Dr. Samuel Kung was added as
professor of sociology. He ittt
known Park Avenue Negro mod- York, and Camello Casimir, head ed Cheeloo university in...cceling agency, of Cesdulan Hairdressers, Inc., and received his B.A. degree. He
Coca-Cola was cited for its also of New York, received his M.A. degree from
Smart Students
Shun Race Clash
By WILLIAM THEIS tunity?
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS)— 'The college-bound kids are




taking their scholastic toll at Lit-
tle Rock Central High school, but
the students with college ambi-
tions are escaping real damage.
They are staying In school, at-
tending class, and preserving
their precious , position in the
scramble for admission to the nat.
tion's already over-crowded col-
leges and universities.
That is the judgment of Virgil
T. Blossom, superintendent of
Little Rock schools and a Central
figure in the integration conflict
which has brought federal troops
here.
It could have been otherwise.
Blossom said in an interview
Sunday. And it might well be
otherwise in some other city if
the tragedy of violence is repeated
there.
What is the 'lesson of Little
Rock" — what has been the im-
pact of the past weeks of conflict
upon the retl students who want
this reporter. "They are in class.
study and protest absenteeism are And this is an exceptionally
strong senior class."
111111111111I01111111111111111111110111111111011111111111111111111111 ,•missing out," on their (ip5'0n
Central High, said Blossom with
some pride, has a "high percent-
age" of students normally going
on to a higher education.
Its students have made an "ex-
cellent showing" in college board
and aptitude examination, today's
yardstick of measuring scholas-
tic capacity.
The integration crisis at Central
High has become a real "cruci-
ble" for teachers and guidance
counselors as well, said the vet
eran educator.
"But none has wanted to pull
out," he said, "They are stick-
ing to their jobs, although this is
a rough year."
Blossom himself is a graduate
of Missouri Valley college, at Mar-
shall, Mo., and earned his mas-
ter's degree at the University of
Arkansas.
ON JOB 5 YEARS
He has been Little Rock school
superintendent for five years and
an education — have they been I has spent 28 years in teaching.
He has one daughter as a stu-
dent in Central High now, pre-
paring for college. An older
daughter graduated from the
school in 1955 and went on to
Texas Southern college for wom-
en.
Students at Central High have
been "counseled daily" by prin-
cipal Jess Matthews and by guid-
ance counselors on the import-
ance of not letting differences
BANKERS LIFE & CASUALTY CO. •
. . has opening for 6 representatives to call on qualified
leads for the WHITE CROSS PLAN. 2 men for Jackson, Tenn.,
2 men for Brownsville, Tenn. 2 men for Memphis, Tenn. Appli-
cants must be of neat appearance, high school education and
own automobile. For further information come to or write:
R. E. DANIELS




1502 So. Third at Parkway
LARGE FREE PARKING LOT '
Paul Piles Them High
And Sells Them Low
was Dean of students at Shanghi
college before coming to the Unit-
ed Stales
Mrs. Frances G. Washington,
who has taken over the womens
Division of the health and physi-
cal education department. M r s.
Washington received her B.S. de-
gree at Langston university and
her M.S. degree at the University
of Oklahoma. She has also done
graduate work at the University
of Oklahoma. Before coming to
Mrs. Washington taught at Central
and Lincoln High schools in °Wa-
in Oklahoma.
Mr. E. J. Sheliman has taken
over the biology department. He
received his BS. degree at Beth-
une Cookeman college in Daytona
Beach, Fla. He has completed his
on the M.S. degree it Mien-
versity except to take an ex-
ation In Language. His Mas-
ter's thesis was concerned with the
study of "Cancerous Cells Grown
Springfield college, . Vitro?! slr. Shellman was one
Mass. His Ph.D. was was awarded of the outstanding track men of
at Columbia university in 1955. Dr. the Bethune Cookman track team




WASHINGTON — (INS) — A
new Eisenhower — emphatic, vig.
orous and unswerving in his dec.
larations of right and wrong —
last Thursday assumed complete
charge of his first news confer-
ence in exactly one month.
Gone was the wavering which
has so often been the despair of
his assistants as he seemed to
wrestle in public with his consci-
ence and his views.
The problem Thursday was In-
tegration, and the President left
no doubt exactly where he stands.
Our Constitution itself is founded,
he declared, on the religious pre-
mise that all men are created
equal — by a common creator,
Furthermore, he propounded, ev-
over integration interfere with
education.
But there have been counter.
forces outside. The Mothers'
League of Central High, repre-
senting a strong segregationist
viewpoint opposing the enroll.
dent in Central High now, pre-
now in the school under military
protection, has been a factor in
producing absenteeism. Caid Blos-
som:
"What has happened here should
make any adult realize that when
he encourages a child to stay out
of school, the one being hurt ma
the child."
—
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cry citizen will be forced by what-
ever means is necessary to abide
by the Supreme Court's desegrega-
tion ruling, whether he likes it or
not.
Ike has never looked better at
a press conference. He was deeply
tanned, his gestures were dynam-
ic, and his all-blue ensemble set
off his clear blue eyes.
The President was turning no
other cheek Thursday to his de-
tractors. Asked for comment on
complaints by some critics that he
had been "too slow in asserting
vigorous leadership" in the Little
Rock integration crisis, Ike ex-
claimed:
"Pm astonished how many peo-
ple know exactly what the Presi-
dent of the United States should
do."
He added that he has studied
every angle of the problem, not
only from* the time that the Ar-
kansas crisis arose, but ever since
the Supreme Court ruling was
passed in 1954.
lie made it plain that he has
never wavered in his intention to
MISS. MINISTERS MEET —
Part of the group of ministers
attending the Ministerial Im-
provement Association of Miss.
are pictured outside Pratt Me-
morial church In Jackso n,
Miss., where the meeting was
held Oct. 1. During the a e s-
alons, the ministers called for
players in behalf of "those in
authority in the affairs of the
Mass Bandarama
Date Deferred
The Mass Bandarama sched-
uled to be played at the Ellis
Municipal Auditorium Tuesday
night Oct. 22 has been deferred
until just after the holidays.
The program was deferred be-
cause the various high schools
regular programs are so filled
this and the coming months, that
proper execution of the concert
could not be made at this time.
The football games and other
activities around the schools
made it impossible to give the
proper credit to this mammoth
performance. The time of the pro-
gram will be announced through
the papers and the radio stations
in a short while.
All workers are asked to so-
licit ads from the many adver-
tisers who will be interested in
supporting the program and make
your report regularly to the com-
piling secretary. The Souvenir pro-
gram will be ready to come off
of the press soon after the next
announcement of the program is
made. The souvenir program will
be 9x12. Call W. H. 8-3371 for
further information,
take action when and if such a
situation developed.
The President, however, had ap-
parently taken to heart some pub-
fished criticism that he has yet to
make clear the real reason why
he sent federal troops to Little
Roek.
Without being asked, he volun-
teered that the troops were there
—not because of segregation—but
to uphold a ruling of a court un-
der s law passed in 1792.
"That is why they are there,
and for no other purpose," he de-
clared emphatically. "It is inci-
dental that the problem grew out
of the segregation problem."
Ike had high praise for the four
Southern governors who met
with him last week to try to find
a solution to the Little Rock ins
passe.
Pointing out that these Dixie
gentlemen did not like the court
ruling on integration, he said they
nevertheless, "excited my admire.
lion as citizens wile wanted to do
their duty, even if it was disagree-
able."
Although the President was care-
ful not to call Arkansas Gov. Or-
val Faubus a double-crosser in so
many words, he clearly implied
that Faubus had deceived both him
and the four southern governors
who thought they had his pledge




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
The Is her sew tittles at the Tiffssfsstppl
State Line, MADAM BELL I. hack after a
long time et being away and at last she is
back te stay in her new home,
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Nan
Tow lest faith In year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
In bad health? Are yen discouraged? If any sit then are yen
problems, mime let MADAM BELL advise you at one. She
will read life to you just as she would read an epos book.
Tell you why your Job or business is sot a neeess. It yen have
failed in the rest emus see MADAM BELL at once.
Located en Highway 51 Beath, just ever Missiaslppl State
Line, ea the way to Hernando. Wer home Is S blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSeto Motel. Bs sire
to look for the BED BRICE HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. ISbe never had aa office In West Memphis./
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Use and walk I blacks and see MADAM BELL'S
RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY II TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
illeure • a.m, to p.m.
Beading' Daily, Open en Sundays
I don't make any bane calls er answer any letters. Be sire
to look for the right sign and the right liaise.
state." Rev. W. P. Taylor
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heads the group
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By CHARLENE WARREN
Things around Forrest City and
Madison are about normal again
as the County Fair for this year
is over and it has added another
age to our county's history,
Friday night's entertainment at
the Fair featured outstanding
choirs and singing groups, from
our community, The were as fol.
lows: Shiloh Baptist Church choir
under the direction of G. \V. Wit
son: Riverside Rapt. church choir
under the direction of Mrs. Eliza-
beth Sheby; St. John Baptist
church choir under the • direction
of Mrs Maurice Stewart; Gold-
en Trumpet Junior Girls front
Beth: St. Andrews Presbyterian
church junior choir directed by
Mrs. Leola King, and the Friend-
ship Baptist church choir from
Shell Lake.
Exhibits from the following
schools were also on display: Pal-
estine, Madison, DeRossit, Ettans
Grove, Stewart Memorial Lincoln
High Christ Parochial and Mil-
dred Jackson of Hughes.
. • •
Speaking of Fairs — 'Twas a
wonderful time that the Band (Lin-
coln) and 1 had at the Woodruff
County Fair in McCrory Ark. The
Band rendered a 45 minute per
for the huge crowd. Aft-
er the performance we were treat-
ed with hot dogs, pops, and ice
cream. Myl How the kids gulped
the eats — which were plenty. Mr.
J. E. Isom is direcor of the band.
DEATHS
' Over the week end, death has
visited in the home of many of
•
I our friends and acquaintances. WI
extend to each family our heart-
; felt sympathy during the loss of
; your loved one.
Mrs. ida nurse, a member of
the 1st Baptist church was funer•
alized on Sunday, Oct. 6.
Mr. William Bonner, sr., pass-
ed at a local hospital early thi
week.
Mr. L. C. Bohannon will be to-
neralized at the Beth Salem Bap
tit church on Oct. 6.
Mr. Charley Freeman underwent
an appendectomy at the Crawley-
Cogburn Clinic on Wednesday
morning.
Mrs. Temple Moorhead I home,
and is reported to be greatly fin.
proved.
SHOWER
Mrs. Mamie Powell will coMPll•
rnenthergrandso etaoi et oani
Mrs. Mamie Powell will compll.
ment her grandson and grand-
daughter in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Powell, with a shower on
Oct. 17. Mrs. Powell is the former
Juanita Bohannon.
Miss E. M. Purifay, an ng11
she instructor at Lincoln, has be-
gun her vastion. She will, visit in
Chicago and points East.
The J. E. Burke Boys club, un-
der the guidance and direction at
Mr. Silliam Savery, has an en-
rollment of 167 members. This
shows an immence increase over
the initial 12 members. Their mot-
to and theme, respectively', is:
"Regard for An" 'Malice Toward
None," "Building Better CIffzena
Constantly." We shall anticipati






...there's a plan to fit your home!
No home Is truly modern today with just
one telephone. Easy living demands
that you have extra phones where you need
them most—in decorator colors, too,
for smart touches of beauty.
We have a tailor-made telephone
plan to fit your personal needs, at low
cost. You'll find one of these plans gives
you the ideal telephone arrangement,
no matter what type or size home you have.
You actually may have several extra
phones for less additional cost each
month than you now pay for the main
telephone! And there's only one
small connection charge.
Just call our Business Office and let the
service representative who handles
your account help you select the best
arrangement for your home.
13outherrioBell
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Dixie White Woman Appeals For End Of Bias
Asks Whites! Hillman's CutCoffee noes
To Help
RightWrong
By MARY RUTS TRASK
•
I am a Southern white woman,
born and raised in the South from
Louisiana.
' I am a descendent of English-
Scotch-Irish parents and of John
Alexander who fought and won,
with the help of A. Hamilton of
Philadelphia in 1622, as a lawyer,
the first battle of freedom of the
press.
Now I appeal to you, fellow Am-
lean whites to help right a great
MRS MARY RUTH TRASH
wrong ... to help win the battles
of freedom for the Negro race.
We have all fallen short in our
effort to help this race of people.
Our Negroes are our most loyal
Americans and certainly entitled
to all of the benefits and oppor-
tunities of this land.
The South still chooses to close
the doors of their schools to them.
I am appealing to all Americans
— especially to my race. We have
fallen far short of our duties to-
ward our fellow mai. North,
South, East and West are equally
guilty.
SIGHT AND LIGHT
To corrert this wrong. I believe
our great organizations should open
their hearts and their doors to all
mankind. who are qualified and Safety glass
honest, regardless of race, color, automobiles in
Prices on canned coffees have
been reduced three cents a pound
effective today, Hillman's Food
Stores have announced.
"In keeping with Hillman's poli-
cy of offering the lowest prices
possible and money-saving values
at all times, it is gratifying to us
to be able to effect reductions in
net cost too our customers," Her-
bert A. Loeb, chairman of the
board, of Hillman's stated.
Hillman's are now also giving
free to patrons nationally-adver-
tised dinnerware with gold cash
register tapes.
or creed. The truth is we are all
brothers in the sight of God and
the sight of God is the only true,
sight and light to mankind. 1
So, my people, let us give lighti
to all races, color, and creeds by
opening our church doors, lodge
doors, chapter doors, for as we
let our light shine we too are en-
lightened.
Our children should be taught
Godliness and truths . .. not fear
and distrust and contempt of oth-
ers regardless of race and color.
Our schools should have always
been open to all races and to-
day we would have understanding
and light; not hatred and bay-
onets.
Let us right a great wrong.
'BELIEVERS IN EQUALITY'
Listed here are people I have ,
personally checked who believe in
equality justice, and God.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mizel, Sun
Lodge N. 332, Sun, La.; Dave
Thompson Worshipful Master, Sun
Lodge No. 332 Sun La.; Rev.
Horace Mitchell Bush La.; Gov.
Earl K. Long Governor of state
of La.; D. Peter Lougans, jr.,
grand secretary of Grand Lodge
Masonic Temple, New Orleans
Zeno H. Bensel, sr, Shrine Temp-
le, New Orleans; Frank V. Zac-
caria New Orleans, La.; George
Trask 1019 Roselawn dr., New
Orleans, La.
Others are C. C. Davis, secre-
tary of Masonic Board of Relief,
Pasadena, Calif.; S. R. Wheaton,
sec. of A. F. & A. M. No. 95,
Sherburne Lodge Elks River,
Minn; Rev. W. H. Ford First
Baptist church, El Paso, Tex; Da-
vid Palmer, grand secretary of
Grand Lodge, St. Paul Minn.; The
Masonic Service Assn. Washing-
ton 1, D. C.; Helen Gamm, East-
ern Star chapter, Elk River, Minn.,
residence in Stillwater Minn.
IL A. Winkle, Worshipful Mas-
ter, Addissa, Tex.; Jack Childress,
Odessa Tex.; Alford W. Tally
Worshipful Master; Milton L. Mur-
doch, Pasadena, Calif.; James
Marvin, Los Angeles, Calif.; Mrs.
Blanche Long wife of La. Gov-
ernor and my cousin Baton Rouge,
La.
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was given by this 1958 Ply-
mouth, one of the two, new
cars which successfully com-
pleted a 58,000 mile coast-to-
coast endurance run in 58 days.
The car passed through Mem-
phis during the week of Sept.
1-7, The trip began July 31
and was completed on Sept.
27 in Miami. In 58 days the
cars put on mileage equal to
seven years of normal driving,
encountering very kind of
driving condition from the hot,
dry Mojave desert in Nevada
where temperatures reached
120 degrees to a low of 32 de-
grees in Idaho.
Leftover Vacation Hint:
Sea-Air Cruise To Europe
Like many of us, maybe you
have a leftover vacation to use
up by the end of the year. And
along with it thatleftover feeling—
how to make the most of it.
A good recipe: A Sea-Air
Cruise, packaged for as litUe as
$718, all-inclusive, to fit 2 or 3
weeks or more, by Trans World
Airlines and American Export
lines.
This combines a week or longer
at,sea with all the shipboard com-
fort and gayety in which the S. S.
Constitution and Independence ex-
cel; stopovers at ports if call
throughout the sunny Mediterra-
nean shore exchursions; visits to
European capitals and resorts,
and a quick, comfortable over-
night flight home via TWA to
bring you back to the office on
time, relaxed and refreshed.
You may choose from 24 differ-
ent itineraries on sailings from
New York from Jan. 25, including
special "holiday sailings" so that
You can spend Christmas at any
one of five places — Rome, Bethle-
hem, Garmisch Partenkirchen
Paris or London. Reservations
may be made at any TWA or
American Export Lines office or
through your own local travel
agent.
Here's a sample of what you can
pack into a two-week vacation, all
expenses included for $738:
A 17-day cruise of seve ncit-
ies is $718; longer cruises for only
$100' more: optional extensions
to London for small additional fare
Prices include all transportation,
except on optional shore trips; liv-
ing on shipboard, meals in flight,
first-class hotel accommodations
abroad and Continental breakfast;
baggage transfers; most tips and
taxes; services of a tour re-
presentative in each city. Sailings
bre scheduled for Oct. 5, 19, 25;
November 11, 20; December 6,
13; January 18 and 25.
Denver—A railroad line to the
summit of Pike's peak in Colorado
is the highest bit of trackage in
the U. S. It attains a height of
14,109 feet above sea level.
Colorado's 15 national forests oc-





Here at Melrose, one organiza-
tion around which many of our
activities center is our band, un-
der the direction of Mr. Richard











',mita Harris ed new members
are Barbara
Perry, Homer Fouche, and Peggie
Payne.
Enhancing the effectiveness of
our band are the pert majorettes,
and a favorite is Miss Juanita
Harris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Orland Harris of 822 Buntyn. Very
active in school affairs, Miss Har-
ris belongs to the Buzzer staff,
Glee club, library staff, Charm-
etts, Zozo club and Poetry club
in addition to the Majorettes.
The attractive young miss is a
Lincoln, Mercury
Prevues Oct. 18
Chicago - area Lincoln and Ater-,
cury dealers will preview the 1958
Lincolns and Mercurys at t h e'
Midwest dealers meeting in St.
Louis on Oct. 18.
In addition to viewing the 1958
automobiles, the dealers v, ill meet
with James J. Nance, vice presi-
dent and general manager of the
Lincoln and Mercury Division. This
_ will be Nance's first talk with the
dealers since leaving his post as
Ford vice president — Marketing,
to head the new Lincoln a n d
Mercury P:vision.
About one-quarter of all the r3
dio sets in the U. S. today are
powered with battery current.
lIke Says Troops To StayUntil Faubus Gives Pledge 
member of New Era church and
is a senior at Melrose.
Newly-elected majorettes are
Misses Dorothy Burnett, Dorothy
Parker, Vonceil Sega, Barbara




MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — The
Minneapolis Urban League, a Red
Feather agency, announced that
it has reached an agreement with
ihe Yellow Cab co., of Minneapo-
lis that has led to the employment
of the first Negro cab driver in
the city.
Forrest McKinney began work
on Oct, 1. McKinney .is a man
of long experience in the trans-
portation industry, having been as-
sociated with Greyhound Bus co.,
for a number of years and having
served for a short period of time
as a starter- for the Yellow Cab
CO.
Jack Daly of the taxi cab com-
pany announced that with the ad-
ditional 27 cabs on the streets, as
a result of the new licenses au-
thorized by the City Council, this
appointment was made possible.
Ile stated further, that the Yellow
Cab co.. will continue to employ
well qualified applicants, and the
Urban League is also aiding in
securing such personnel.
McKinney's hiring marks a
terminal point, in a 'long series of
negotiations on this matt2r involv-
ing public and private community
agencies.
About 1,700 species of plants are
found in the Arctic.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '5'6 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
By ROBERT E. CLARK
WASHINGTON — (INS) — President Eisenhower
said he will not withdraw U. S. troops from Little Rock
until he has unequivocal assurances that federal court or-
ders will not be obstructed and that law and order will be
maintained.
He said Gov. Orval Faubus of
Arkansas is doing a disservice to
LitUe Rock and to his state by
his position.
Mr. Eisenhower said prospects
for working out en agreement
with the governor which would
permit withdrawal of federal
troops are not completely hope-
less. He indicated, however, that
he holds little hope at this time
for reaching any accord with Fan.
bus.
The President noted that army
troops could be pulled out of Lit-
tle Rock if the local police were
able to control the situation, pro-
viding the assurances of peaceful
conyliance of court-ordered inte-
gration.
lie only mentioned this, however,
and gave no indication that he
looks on such a development as
a logical step at this time
The President discussed the Lit-
tle Rock crisis in grave and sol-
emn tones at his first news con-
ference since the integration dis-
pute exploded a month ago.
He parried a question on wheth-
er he would use federal troops to
Baggage delay, long the com-
plaint of impatient air travelers,
is being solved at Pan American
World Airways' new terminal at
Idlewild Airport, N. Y. Most ar-
riving passengers (who do not
have to go through Immigration
and Customs) will be able to
claim their baggage immediately
- - no passenger will have to wait
more than five minutes at the
baggage pick-up area. '
Alaska has more unreserved pub'
1k domain than is found in all of
the 48 states of the Union com-
bined.
enforce school integration if a sim-
ilar situation developed in another
southern city.
CASES DIFFERENT
He couldn't answer such-a hypo-
thetical question, Mr. Eisenhower
said, because each case is differ-
ent,
In Little Rock, he pointed out,
there was open defiance of the
federal courts. The courts must be
sustained or it is not America,
he Wed.
The President held open the
possibility that he might meet
again with Faubus, but made it
clear he has little enthusiasm for
such a get-together in vieW of the
outcome of their previous meeting.
Mr. Eisenhower said be would
be wilting, to--do—t lot to bring
back respect for the law and to
clear the national scene of the
Little Rock controversy.
SHEDS LIGHT
The President shed some addi-
tional light on his reasons for
rejecting the assurances given by
Faubus which it appeared for a
time Tuesday would bring with-
drawal of federal troops from Lit-
tle Rock.
He noted that the governor said
in his statement that his position
was what it had been from the
beginning.
This meant, Mr. Eisenhower
said. that pulling out the army and
turning the National Guard back
to Faubus would merely take the
situation back to what it was be-
fore the army took over.
He pointed out that the gover-
nor had used the national guard
earlier to bar Negro youngsters
, from Central High school. T h e
• clear implication was that he saw
LAST CHANCE! LAST SECTION!
Dr. J. E. Walker Homes S-D
GI - Only $ 1 5n00u Closing Cost
FHA - 221 For Displaced due to
Express Way & Clearance - Only
$20000 Closing
FHA 15000 Plus Closing
SCHOOLS — LARGE LOTS — 3 BEDROOMS
CONCRETE DRIVES — SIDEWALKS —
CITY UTILITIES
DIRECTIONS: Highway 61 8. (8. 3rd) to Mitchell Rd.
Tern Right Going 4 Blocks to 8-1)
DON'T BE TOO LATE
Building Improvements Inc.
355 Elder Rd. Express 7-3163
nothing in the pledge given by
Faubus Tuesday night that would
keep him from using the Guard
for the same purpose again.
TWO SITUATIONS
There are two situations, t h e
President said, that could bring
withdrawal of federal troops from
the Arkansas capital:
—Satisfactory and unequivocal
assurances that orders of the fed-
eral court will not be obstructed
and that law and order will be
maintained.
—Easing of the situation in th,
city, with a diminishing of t h e
threat of violence to the point
where local police can c.
city.
DR. OSCAR J. CHAPMAN has
assumed duties at his new post as
dean of instruction at Lincoln un-
Iversity, Mo. A native of Baltimore
Md., Dean Chapman was dis-
charged recently from the U. S.






"Cloeed all day Saturday`
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
There Is • reason why oeeple
152 MADISON AVE.
•
Home Owned Horne Operated
Until 8 P. M.
Ilk. te de bushmse with us. 11
if our prompt Manilla service
courteous treatment and duns
re help you.
loan Thursday and Friday Night'
1st RUN
CHOICE SELECTIONS
1955 MERCURY Montclair . . . $1695
4 dr. Sedan, radio, heater, merc-o-matic, power steering and
power brakes — White sidewall tires — Beautiful persimmon
and white — low mileage — This car is perfect in every respect
1956 BUICK Special 4 dr. . . . $1995
Riviera — Red and White — Radio, healer, dynaflo trans
mission — White wall tires.
1955 OLDS 88 Holiday Coupe . . $1795
This car has all the class you could want. Radio, heater, hydra-
matic, white tires and many other extras. Drive this one and
you will buy.
1956 MERCURY Montclair • . $2295
2 dr. hard top full power, plus windows and seats. Continental
wheel, black and white. All extras. This car has so much sex
appeal you must be over twenty-one to drive it.
1955 CHEVROLET Bel-Air Coupe . $1595
Radio, heater, power glide, power steering, power windows
• coral and storm gray. A beautiful little orphan looking for a
home.
1956 FORD Fairlane Sedan . . . $1695
Radio, heater, Fordamatic, white tires, red and white. Much
much car.
1955 PONTIAC Star Chief Cata Coupe $1495
Beautiful Firegold and white. 2 tone leather interior, radio
heater, hydramatic, Bi-phonic sound. Let us show you this one
•
1955 FORD Fairlane . . . . . $1475
4 dr. original Beige and white — It's new — Has radio and
heater. Fordamatic and white tires. One owner,
All cars listed carry our own guarantee
CORBITT
. SOUTH
521 South Third at Calhoun
"If it's HERE It's Sharp"
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